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2020-21 SCHEDULE 
Jan. 10 North Dakota State* (N) Brookings, S.D.
Jan. 10 at South Dakota State* Brookings, S.D.
Jan. 17 Missouri (N) Ames, Iowa
Jan. 17 Arizona State (N) Ames, Iowa
Jan. 24 Oklahoma* Cedar Falls, Iowa
Jan. 30 Oklahoma State* Cedar Falls, Iowa
Feb. 5 at Northern Illinois Dekalb, Ill.
Feb. 13 Central Michigan Cedar Falls, Iowa
Feb. 13 Northern Colorado* Cedar Falls, Iowa
Feb. 13 Iowa State* Cedar Falls, Iowa
March 6-7 Big 12 Championship Tulsa, Okla.
March 18-20  NCAA Championship St. Louis, Mo.
Home matches in BOLD                                     *Conference duals
QUICK FACTS
THE UNIVERSITY




Colors  Purple and Old Gold
Affiliation	 	 NCAA	Division	I
Conference  Big 12
President  Mark Nook
Athletics	Director	 David	Harris	
Senior Woman Administrator Christina Roybal
Sport Administrator Justin Schemmel
COACHING STAFF
Head Coach Doug Schwab (11th season)
Assistant Coach Randy Pugh  (20th season)
Assistant Coach  Lee Roper (6th season)
Volunteer Assistant Brett Robbins (7th season)
Athletic Trainer Troy Garrett (12th season)




Jack Skudlarczyk  - 133 (2020) Keegan Moore - 184 (2018) 
Jacob Holschlag - 5th, 197 (2018) Carter Isley - 285 (2020) 
    
UNI ATHLETICS COMMUNICATIONS
Athletics Communications contact Jerek Wolcott
Email    jerek.wolcott@uni.edu 








YouTube  UNI Athletics
Twitter	 	 @UNI_wrestling	/	@UNIAthletics
	 	 	 @schwabwrestling	/	@Jerekwolcott
UNI wrestling hosts Oklahoma, Oklahoma State, Iowa State, Northern Colorado and Central 
Michigan in home duals for the 2021 wrestling season.
 
The schedule also includes road duals at South Dakota State and Northern Illinois and neu-
tral-site duals against North Dakota State, Missouri and Arizona State.
 
The Panther Train opens the season on Jan. 10 with duals against NDSU and SDSU in Brookings, 
S.D. On Jan. 17, UNI wrestles two elite neutral-site duals at Hilton Coliseum in Ames, facing 
Arizona State and Missouri as part of a quadrangular.
 
Oklahoma and Iowa State come to Cedar Falls on Jan. 24 for a triangular. The Panthers wrestle 
Oklahoma before the Sooners face the Cyclones.
 
The Panthers host Oklahoma State on Jan. 30, before traveling to Dekalb, Ill. to face Northern 
Illinois on Feb. 5.
 
The Panther Train closes the regular season with three duals in Cedar Falls on Feb. 13. Central 
Michigan, Northern Colorado and Iowa State will be in town for a quadrangular. UNI will face all 
three opponents.
 
The schedule is subject to change and additions as adjustments are made with COVID-19 proto-
cols. Venue and capacity information will be released at a later date. Capacity restrictions will be 
adjusted as necessary throughout the season under UNI Athletics policy.
BY THE NUMBERS
• Seven Panthers qualified for the 2020 NCAA Championship. Taylor Lujan was the top seed 
at 184. He closed his collegiate career with a 19-bout win streak.
• Lujan and Bryce Steiert won Big 12 championships. Steiert claimed the only fall in the 
championship round. 
• Five Panthers earned NWCA All-American honors in 2020. 
• Honorable mention All-American Carter Isley returns for the Panthers. 2018 All-American 
Jacob Holschlag also returns to the mat for the Panthers. 
• Jay Schwarm won the 2019-20 DI fall title with a total of 16 DI falls.
• Under Schwab, UNI has earned 16 All-America titles.
• Under Schwab, UNI has earned 54 qualifying spots at the NCAA tournament.
NEWCOMERS
   UNI added seven freshmen and a pair of transfers to this year’s roster.
Breakdown by class:
• 7 freshmen





• 20 from Iowa
• 3 from Wisconsin 
• 2 from Illinois
• 2 from Georgia
• 1 from Minnesota
• 1 from Texas
• 1 from Florida
• 1 from New York
Adam Allard - Akron, Iowa (West Sioux HS)
Three-time Iowa High School Champion 206-2 
high school record.
Ethan Basile - Tampa, Fla. (Jesuit HS)
Two-time Florida state champion. Went 105-2 
over	final	two	seasons.	
Julian Farber - Bonaire, Ga. (Veterans HS)
Georgia State Champion. 60-1 record during his 
senior year. 
Cael Happel - Lisbon, Iowa (Lisbon Comm. HS)
28th four-time champion in Iowa history. 217-5 
record (second most in state history). Bob 
Steenlage Iowa High School Wrestler of the Year.
Dujan Johnson - Whitefish Bay, Wis. (WBHS)
Wisconsin State Champion. Fargo double All-
American. 
Wade Mitchell - Moville, Iowa (Woodbury HS)
Iowa	State	Champion.	Two-time	finalist.	Missed	
senior year with injury. 
Evan Yant - Waverly, Iowa (Waverly-Shell Rock)
Iowa State Champion. 157-36 high school record. 
Transfers
Colin Realbuto - Somers, N. Y. (Brown)
126-37 High school career. 
Brody Teske - Fort Dodge, Iowa (Penn St.)
Four-time Iowa champion. 175-1 HS record. 4-2 




UNI enters its fourth season in the Big 12 after joining the league ahead of the 
2017-18 season. The Panther joined with Fresno State, but the Bulldogs will drop 
their program after the 2021 season.
In July 2015, the Big 12 Conference added six affiliate members to its 
postseason wrestling competition as Air Force, Northern Colorado, North 
Dakota State, South Dakota State, Utah Valley and Wyoming joined Iowa State, 
Oklahoma State, Oklahoma and West Virginia. 
The affiliate member additions were effective beginning with the 2015-16 
academic year. The additions shifted the 10-team Big 12 Championship to a 
neutral site and expanded to a two-day event.
The Big 12 enters its 25th year in 2020-21 under the direction of commissioner 
(and former UNI Director of Athletics) Bob Bowlsby, now in his eighth year with 
the conference. 
TCU and West Virginia joined the league July 1, 2012, and became the Big 12’s 
first additions since inception, joining Baylor, Iowa State, Kansas State, Kansas 
Oklahoma State, Oklahoma, Texas and Texas Tech.
     
BIG 12 CONFERENCE AT 2020 NCAA CHAMPIONSHIPS
Last season, the Big 12’s 54 NCAA allocations and five at-large selections were 
second among all conferences behind just the Big Ten.
The day after the brackets were released, the tournament was canceled due to 
the COVID-19 pandemic.     
Five All-Americans return to compete in the Big 12. The Big 12’s only champion in 
2019 was UNI’s Drew Foster who graduated after winning the title. 
• Nick Piccininni (OSU) – Fifth – 125
• Dom Demas (Oklahoma) – Fourth – 141
• Jarrett Degen (ISU) – seventh - 149
• Bryce Steiert (UNI) – eighth – 165
• Dakota Geer (OSU) – seventh – 184
• 
2019-20 Big 12 Coach of the Year:
Doug Schwab - UNI
    
Big 12 Wrestling team finishes in 2020 tournament:
 1 Oklahoma State  147.5
 2 Iowa State  116.5
 3 UNI 111.5
 4 South Dakota State  94.0
 5 North Dakota State  90.5
 6 Oklahoma  83.0
 7 Wyoming  75.5
 8 Northern Colorado  72.5
 9 Fresno State  57.0
 10 West Virginia  41.0
 11 Utah Valley  33.0
 12 Air Force  25.5
Big 12 championship individual champion at each weight:
125 - Nick Piccininni (OSU)  165 - Travis Wittlake (OSU) *
133 - Cameron Sykora (NDSU)  174 - Bryce Steiert (UNI)
141 - Ian Parker (ISU)*  184 - Taylor Lujab (UNI)
149 - Boo Lewallen (OSU)*  197 - Noah Adams (WVU)*











































































The reigning Big 12 Coach of the Year, Doug Schwab is the Panthers’ ninth head coach in the 
program’s illustrious history. He enters his 11th season at UNI in 2020-21 season coming off of a 
season that saw Taylor Lujan and Bryce Steiert earn Big-12 titles and Lujan pick up the top seed 
at the NCAA Championship before the tournament was canceled due to the COVID-19 Pandemic. 
The Panthers qualified seven wrestlers for the tournament, tied for the most in Schwab’s tenure. 
Eleven UNI student-athletes have earned 16 All-American honors under his leadership, including 
current wrestlers, Jacob Holschlag and Carter Isley.
2019-20: Lujan and Steiert capped dominant seasons 
with Big 12 titles, Lujan won the final 19 bouts of 
his career and Steiert earned the only fall in the Big 
12 Championship round. Seven wrestlers qualified 
for the NCAA field before the tournament was 
canceled. Jay Schwarm earned the NCAA DI Fall 
title, recording 16 on the year. The Panthers also took 
care of things in the classroom. Schwarm, Steiert and 
Max Thomsen earned NWCA Scholar All-American 
honors. The Panthers also went 8-4 in duals, including 
a 6-2 record in Big 12 action. 
2018-19: Drew Foster’s national championship, the 
first individual title for UNI since Tony Davis in 2000, 
paced the Panthers to a 13th-place finish at the 
NCAA National Championship. Bryce Steiert earned 
All-American honors after finishing eighth at 164. 
Six Panthers qualified for the NCAA Championship. 
Foster repeated as the Big-12 champion and was named the Big-12 Wrestler of the Year. Taylor 
Lujan wrestled in the Big-12 championship and Josh Alber finished third to lead the Panther Train 
to a third-place finish. 
 
2017-18: Jacob Holschlag earned his first All-America honor at 197 pounds. He was one 
of six Panthers to compete at the NCAA tournament. The team tied for 24th at the national 
championships. The Panthers joined the Big 12 and took second at the conference meet. Taylor 
Lujan (174 pounds) was the first Panther to earn Wrestler of the Week honors and a Big 12 title. 
Drew Foster also won a conference title at 184 pounds. Max Thomsen earned a spot in the Big 
12 championship round, taking second at 149 pounds. 
2016-17: UNI won the regular season Mid-American Conference title with an undefeated 
conference record. Taylor Lujan earned a MAC title at 174 pounds. The Panthers qualified seven 
for the NCAA tournament and finished 18th at the national tournament. It was the highest finish 
since 2014. Redshirt freshman Max Thomsen was fifth at 149 pounds, and sophomore Drew 
Foster was seventh at 184 pounds. UNI was 10th among all Division I schools for attendance.
2015-16: Dylan Peters earned his second All-America honor, taking sixth at 125 pounds. Blaize 
Cabell became the eighth Panther to win a MAC title, and the first Panther to win a conference 
title at heavyweight since UNI joined the MAC championship in the 2012-13 season. Five 
Panthers qualified, but only four competed at the NCAA tournament. Illness prevented Cabell 
from competing at his third NCAA championship. The team tied for 25th overall. 
Schwab started a true freshman for the first time since taking over at UNI. The last freshman 
to start was Joey Lazor in 2009-10. Bryce Steiert was among the five NCAA qualifiers at 157 
pounds. He was the first freshman Panther since 2003 to qualify for the NCAAs. The Panthers 
were 10th in the nation among all Division I schools for attendance. 
2014-15: Tough scheduling and Schwab’s energy boosted attendance numbers for UNI wrestling 
in 2014-15. The Panthers posted the eighth-highest attendance numbers in the nation, up from 
ninth the year before. Schwab sent four wrestlers to the NCAA tourney, including two-time MAC 
champion Cooper Moore at 165 pounds. The team finished 34th at the national championships.
2013-14: Schwab crowned three All-Americans and qualified seven wrestlers, the most UNI had 
sent to nationals since 2007-08 when nine qualified.
Joe Colon took third at 133 pounds, the highest finish of any Panther since 2005. Dylan Peters 
(125 pounds) and Joey Lazor (141 pounds) placed sixth.  
UNI was the only Division I school to finish its dual season undefeated. It was the first time in 
history UNI won 13 consecutive duals in a single season to finish undefeated. The Panthers went 
10-0 in 1956 and 11-0 in 1950.
UNI’s opponents only scored 163 points in duals, the fewest allowed since 1974. The program 
saw its biggest jump in attendance in at least 14 seasons, posting the ninth highest numbers in 
the nation. Four home duals in the West Gym were sell-outs.
2012-13: Schwab crowned his first two All-Americans and led the Panthers to their highest finish 
at the NCAA national tournament since 2005. Four wrestlers accounted for the team’s 15th-place 
finish. David Bonin took fourth at 157 pounds, and Ryan Loder was seventh at 184 pounds. Two 
more Panthers made the Round of 12, just missing out on the All-America spot. 
 2011-12: He was among 45 coaches who received full scholarships to join the fourth annual 
National Wrestling Coaches Association Leadership Academy in Fort Lauderdale, Florida, in 
August 2012. Five Panthers qualified for the NCAA tournament, and the team finished 34th.
2010-11: In his first season as head coach, Schwab led the Panthers to their first 12-win season 
since 2003 and helped UNI earn its fourth Western Wrestling Conference dual championship. 
Three Panthers qualified for the NCAA tournament, and the team tied for 46th place.
“My main job is to get the guys to buy into the lifestyle — that includes on the mat and in the 
classroom. I’m looking forward to putting an exciting product on the mat that fans in the Cedar 
Valley can rally behind and come out and watch,” Schwab said.
Schwab of Osage, Iowa, served as an assistant wrestling coach with University of Iowa. Prior to 
joining the Iowa staff, Schwab served two seasons (2005-07) as an assistant coach at Virgina 
Tech University under Tom Brands. During his tenure with the Hokies, the team won the 2005 
regular season Atlantic Coast Conference title, set a school record for dual meet wins (16) and 
had a school-record five wrestlers qualify for the NCAA Championships. Virginia Tech also 
crowned five conference champions and two All-Americans, and senior heavyweight Mike Faust 
was named 2006 ACC Wrestler of the Year.
Schwab was a three-time All-American and Big Ten champion for the Hawkeyes from 1998-
2001. He won the 1999 NCAA title at 141 pounds and finished his collegiate career with 130 
wins, which ranks 10th-best in school history.
Post-college wrestling accomplishments
• Represented the United States at the 2008 Olympic Games in Beijing, China, 
wrestling freestyle at 145.5 pounds (66 kg)
• Won titles at the 2008 U.S. Olympic Team Trials and U.S. Nationals
• Won the U.S. Senior Freestyle title in 2007
• Earned a bronze medal at the 2007 Pan American Games in Rio de Janeiro, Brazil
• Placed fifth at the 2007 World Championships in Baku, Azerbaijan
• 145.5-pound title at the 2003 Sunkist Kids International Open and earning 
Outstanding Wrestler honors in the freestyle event
• 145-pound division of Real Pro Wrestling, earning Outstanding Wrestler honors as 
part of the champion Iowa Stalkers team in 2005
Schwab earned a B.S. in communication studies from the University of Iowa in 2001. He and his 
wife, Allyson, have two sons, Hayden and Hendrix, and two twin daughters, Jenna and Lennon.
HEAD COACH DOUG SCHWAB - 11th season
54
NCAA Qualifiers
16All-Americans 2020 - 7 qualifiers2019 - 6 qualifiers2018 - 6 qualifiers2017 - 7 qualifiers2016 - 5 qualifiers
2015 - 4 qualifiers
2014 - 7 qualifiers
2013 - 4 qualifiers
2012 - 5 qualifiers




     Lee Roper is in his sixth year as a full-time coach with the UNI wres-
tling program. He was a volunteer coach in the 2015-16 season.
     Roper is the co- founder of Compound Wrestling Facilities in Mc-
Donough, Georgia. Under Roper’s lead-
ership since its inception in 2008 until 
2015, the club coached 13 wrestlers 
who advanced as Division I athletes, 
including former All -American for UNI 
Joey Lazor and current Panther Taylor 
Lujan.
     “How Lee goes about things is a 
fit for our program and how we are 
trying to raise men,” said head coach 
Doug Schwab. “I saw how he related 
to his club wrestlers and built that up. 
We have very similar philosophies in 
our lives and how we want to build a 
program.”
     Roper was a four -year starter at Appalachian State University from 
2001-06 and an NCAA qualifier in 2003. He earned all-conference honors 
in 2002 and 2003.
     As a prep athlete, Roper was an All -American and two -time state 
champion from Madison, Georgia.
     “He adds some expertise in areas we don’t have,” said Schwab. 
“We have brought in a middle -weight guy to fill that role. He was highly 
sought after, but this is the place he wanted to be.”
     Schwab said Roper’s desire to be at UNI is apparent when he is 
talking to student- athletes.
     “I came to UNI, because I believe in the passion and vision the coach-
ing staff and athletes have set in place,” said Roper. “I wake up every 
day excited knowing national championships are possible at Northern 
Iowa.”
     Roper and his wife, Beka, were married in the summer of 2017.
RANDY PUGH - 20th season
Assistant head coach Randy Pugh will enter his 20th season as a UNI 
assistant and has helped develop All-Americans Jarion Beets (174), Eric Hauan 
(174), Kyle Hansen (184), Jason Payne (197), Sean Stender (197), Paul Hynek 
(285), Ryan Loder (184) and 2019 NCAA 
National Champion and Big-12 Wrestler of 
the Year Drew Foster (184). 
Pugh trained for international competition 
following his All-America career at UNI. The 
Columbus Junction, Iowa, native finished 
fourth at the USA World Trials in June 2002 
and competed in the trials again in 2003. In 
2002, he won the Sunkist International Open 
and garnered a third-place finish at the U.S. 
Open. In 2003, Pugh placed eighth at the 
U.S. Open. He also placed third at the Dave 
Schultz Open in 2003.
As an athlete at UNI, Pugh finished 
fourth at the 2000 NCAA tournament at 174 
pounds, capping a senior season with a 26-4 record. He was ranked as high as 
third nationally after upending top-rated Otto Olson at the Virginia Duals.
Pugh was a state high school champion his senior year before enrolling at 
the U.S. Naval Academy, where he compiled a 16-8 record his first year. He 
transferred to UNI in 1998 and ended with a 70-17 career record.
For Pugh, the biggest change from competing on the mat to coaching his 
former teammates is motivating others.
“When I was on the mat, I was doing what it took to make myself a better 
athlete,” Pugh said. “But as a coach, I am more concerned with what others are 
doing and helping them improve.”
Pugh’s goal for the Panthers is for the athletes to improve every match and 
continue to be good student-athletes. He graduated from UNI with a degree in 
industrial technology.  




LEE ROPER - 6th season
Former Panther Brett Robbins stepped away from competition just before 
the 2016-17 season to fill the volunteer coaching role for the UNI wrestling 
team.
As a collegiate wrestler, Robbins 
qualified to compete internationally at 
the FILA Junior World Championships in 
2006. In June 2006, he was named the 
FILA Junior Greco-Roman Wrestler of the 
Month and won the FILA Junior World 
Team Trials at 132 pounds. In his senior 
year at UNI, Brett bounced back after a 
long battle with a medical hardship to 
win the Loras and Jim Fox opens and go 
undefeated in dual matches. He posted 
a 19-5 record, and graduated from UNI in 
2010 with a degree in history.
He competed at 66 kg and placed 
eighth at the 2013 U.S. Open.
Robbins is a native of Bloomington, Illinois. He and his wife, Holli, 
have a daughter, Nora. 
BRETT ROBBINS - 7th season
 @thebRettRobbins
Troy Garrett enters his 12th 
season as the athletic trainer with 
the UNI wrestling team. He spent 
two seasons with the UNI cross 
country and track teams. He also 
works with the tennis team.
Garrett earned his bachelor’s 
from Truman State University 
in 1995, his master’s from the 
University of Oklahoma in 1998 
and his doctorate from UNI in 
2017. 
He and his wife, Jennifer, 
have two daughters, Marissa 
and Delaney.


























Intermat 15 16 14 NR
FloWrestling 11 10 10
WIN 14 10 35
The Open Mat 19 25 28 26 12 13
Track Wrestling 31 28 28 22 31 11 t37
NWCA 24
2020-21 PRESEASON RANKINGS
OPPONENT SERIES RECORD (UNI-OPP) SCHWAB VS. OPP SERIES SPAN LAST RESULT
North Dakota State 22-3-1 5-1 1968-2018 21-19 W / Cedar Falls, Iowa
South Dakota State 39-5-1 4-2 1954-2020 25-19 L / Cedar Falls, Iowa 
Missouri 21-13 2-6 1934-2020 20-13 W / Cedar Falls, Iowa
Arizona State 2-6-1 0-1 1969-2018 24-16 L / Hampton, Va.
Oklahoma 10-8 5-1 1926-2020 25-13 W / Norman, Okla.
Oklahoma State 3-27 1-4 1962-2020 19-15 W / Cedar Falls, Iowa
Northern Illinois 34-1-5 5-0 1958-2017 23-17 W / Cedar Falls, Iowa
Central Michigan 3-5 2-3 1973-2017 23-17 W / Cedar Falls, Iowa
Northern Colorado 10-0 5-0 2006-2020 32-16 W / Cedar Falls, Iowa
Iowa State 20-58 4-6 1924-2020 18-16 L / Ames, Iowa
2020-21 DUAL OPPONENTS
*Competed unattached  #UNI career only























125 Kyle Gollhofer* R-FR Cartersville, Ga. / Woodland HS 13-2 0-0 0-0 4-0 0-0 5-0 1:03
125 Brody Teske R-SO Fort Dodge, Iowa / Penn State 5-2 1-1 0-0 0-1 0-0 1-0 6:10
133 Kyle Biscoglia R-SO Waukee, Iowa / Waukee 17-8 0-1 0-1 0-0 1-0 9-0 1:06
133 Jack Skudlarczyk R-JR Austin, Texas/Westlake 25-28 6-14 5-8 4-7 2-3 0-2 
133 Jack Wagner R-SR Bettendorf, Iowa/Bettendorf/Iowa 17-27 1-9 0-5 5-6 2-1 3-5 1:35
133 Drew Bennett R-SO Fort Dodge, Iowa / Fort Dodge 9-5 1-0 1-0 1-0 1-0 0-1
141 Garrett Moll* R-FR Lodi Wisc./Lodi HS 5-11 0-0 0-0 1-2 1-2 1-2 0:54
149 Gable Fox R-SO Gilbertville, Iowa / Don Bosco 8-7 0-0 0-0 1-2 0-1 2-0 0:54
141 Triston Lara R-JR Fort Dodge, Iowa/Fort Dodge 23-15 0-1 0-0 6-3 0-0 5-2 1:06
141 Ethan Basile FR Tampa, Fla./Jesuit HS 0-0 0-0 0-0 0-0 0-0 0-0
141 Cael Happel FR Lisbon, Iowa / Lisbon Community HS 0-0 0-0 0-0 0-0 0-0 0-0
141 Julian Farber FR Bonaire, Ga./ Veterans HS 0-0 0-0 0-0 0-0 0-0 0-0
149 Kaleb Olejniczak* R-FR Perry, Iowa/Perry HS 10-6 0-0 0-0 1-1 2-0 0-1
149 Adam Allard FR Akron, Iowa/ West Sioux HS 0-0 0-0 0-0 0-0 0-0 0-0
157 Derek Holschlag R-JR La Porte City, Iowa/Union 23-16 1-4 1-2 4-1 4-0 4-2 0:58
157 Cayd Lara* R-So Fort Dodge, Iowa/Fort Dodge 19-7 0-0 0-0 1-3 0-1 13-0 1:28
157 Colin Realbuto R-SO Somers, N.Y./Brown 10-18 2-7 0-0 1-4 0-2 0-3
157 Evan Yant FR Waverly, Iowa/Waverly-Shell Rock 0-0 0-0 0-0 0-0 0-0 0-0
165 Lucas Roland R-FR Monroe, Iowa/ PCM Monroe 0-0 0-0 0-0 0-0 0-0 0-0
165 Patrick Schoenfelder R-JR Antioch, Illinois/Antioch 19-25 0-8 0-3 2-6 2-2 5-5 3:20
165 Lance Runyon* R-FR Pleasant Hill, Iowa/Southeast Polk HS 5-0 0-0 0-0 0-0 0-0 4-0 1:19
165 Dujan Johnson FR Whitefish Bay, Wisc./Whitefish Bay HS 0-0 0-0 0-0 0-0 0-0 0-0
165 Wade Mitchell FR Moville, Iowa/Woodbury Central HS 0-0 0-0 0-0 0-0 0-0 0-0
174 Noah Glaser R-SO New Hampton, Iowa/New Hampton 8-14 0-6 0-4 2-3 0-2 4-5 0:58
174 Austin Yant R-JR Waverly, Iowa/Waverly-Shell Rock 25-20 5-7 4-5 3-3 5-1 1-2 1:33
184 Parker Keckeisen* FR Glendale, Wis./Nicolet HS 16-1 0-0 0-0 7-0 6-0 1-0 3:21
184 Michael Kordek R-SO Lincolnshire, Illinois/Stevenson 8-12 0-0 0-0 0-2 0-0 1-4 3:38
184 Keegan Moore# R-JR Jackson, Minn./Jackson County Central/OSU 5-4 0-0 0-0 0-0 0-0 3-0 1:36
197 Tyrell Gordon R-SO Waterloo, Iowa/Waterloo East 13-12 2-8 1-6 0-1 0-0 5-0 1:24
197 Jacob Holschlag R-JR La Porte City, Iowa/Union 43-24 11-11 2-3 5-1 4-2 8-3 1:27
285 Carter Isley JR Albia, Iowa/Albia 57-31 18-10 11-5 6-1 1-0 12-4 1:03
285 John McConkey R-FR Atlantic, Iowa/Atlantic HS 0-0 0-0 0-0 0-0 0-0 0-0
RETURNER BIOS
2019-20: Redshirted in 2019-20... Wrestled 
unattached in two tournaments, finishing with a 
13-2 record with one of two losses being an injury 
forfeit... finished third in the Harold Nichols Cy-
clone Open... recorded a fall in his first collegiate 
bout... Recorded a 16-2 major decision against 
Iowa State’s Caleb Meekins... Won the freshman/
sophomore division of the Grand View Open... 
Finished with three pins and a major decision in 
the dominant performance... Was 3-0 at the Buena 
Vista Open before an injury ended his day. He was 
3-1 on the day, including the injury forfeit. 
HICH SCHOOL:  Was a four-time Georgia State 
Champion… Tallied a four-year record of 201-3 
record… Led the Woodland High School Wildcats to the 2019 Georgia State 
Championship… Was a member of the National Honor Society… Was a four-year 
honor roll student.
PERSONAL: Parents are Rob and Christy Gollhofer… Volunteered with the Georgia 
State Youth Wrestling Tournament… Favorite memory of wrestling is winning 
his fourth individual championship to go with his high school team title his senior 
year… Will major in Biology at UNI.  
125 POUNDS
KYLE GOLLHOFER - R-FRESHMAN
CARTERSVILLE, GA. • WOODLAND HS
2019-20 SEASON
HAROLD NICHOLS CYCLONE OPEN – AMES, IOWA - 3RD
Nov. 10  Isaac Richie Pratt CC W, Fall 1:40 1-0
Nov. 10 Caleb Fuessley Iowa State W, 8-4 2-0
Nov. 10 Eric Barnett Wisconsin L, 12-5 2-1
Nov. 10 Caleb Meekins Iowa State W, 16-2 MD 3-1
Nov. 10 Aden Reeves Iowa State W, 9-7 4-1
GRAND VIEW OPEN – DES MOINES, IOWA - 1ST
Nov. 16 Dalen Moore NE Oklahoma W, Fall 3:46 5-1
Nov. 16 Casey Baker Grand View W, Fall 1:47 6-1
Nov. 16 Zachary Strait Cowley College W, Fall 1:03 7-1
Nov. 16 Isaac Garcia Jr. Iowa Western W, 13-4 MD 8-1
Nov. 16 Matthew Jordan Iowa Lakes W, 11-0 9-1
Nov. 16 Aden Reeves Iowa State W, 6-5 10-1
BUENA VISTA OPEN – STORM LAKE IOWA - 4TH
Dec. 7 Dylan Albracht Wartburg W, 13-1 MD 11-1
Dec. 7 Cameron Neal Elsworth CC W, Fall 4:30 12-1
Dec. 7 Jake Gliva Minnesota W, 4-3 13-1
Dec. 7 Tanner Jordan South Dakota St.  L, INJ 13-2
* redshirted
KYLE GOLLHOFER - CAREER STATS                               @babygFlo
YEAR OVERALL DUALS BIG12 DUALS DUAL PTS SCORED BIG12 PLACE NCAA PLACE MD W/L TF W/L PINS W/L QUICK FALL
19-20 * 13-2 0-0 0-0 4-0 0-0 5-0 1:03
CAREER 0-0 0-0 0-0 0-0 0-0 0-0  
REDSHIRT FRESHMAN (2019-20):
Was 5-2 on the season at Penn State before 
transferring at semester... Competes in a pair of 
duals for Penn State. Won his opener 2-1 against 
Navy’s Logan Treaster... Fell to Arizona State’s 
Brandon Courtney... Finished third at the Black 
Knight Invite... Picked up a pin in the opening round 
against Army’s Ryan Chauvin.
FRESHMAN (2018-19):
Redshirt season...Posted a 6-2 overall record, 
competing unattached in open tournaments...Went 
2-1 at Southern Scuffle, unattached.
HIGH SCHOOL / PERSONAL:
Was a Iowa state Four-Time High School champoion...Wrestled for Fort Dodge High 
School...He went 43-0 to win at 106 as a freshman and then went 43-0 to win at 
113 as a sophomore...Went 41-0 as a junior at 120 to win his third title and 48-1 up 
at 126 to win his fourth-straight Iowa state crown...Posted a 175-1 overall record...
Teske helped lead Fort Dodge to the 2018 Iowa Team Championship in 2018...
Named Dan Gable Wrestler of the Year...Competed in the Conflict at Carver All-Star 
event...Was a four-year letterman and three-time team captain as well...Has one 
older sister, McKinna.
125 POUNDS
BRODY TESKE - RS-SOPHOMORE
FORT DODGE, IOWA • PENN STATE
2019-20 SEASON (PENN STATE)
Nov. 10 Logan Treaster Navy W, 2-1 1-0
BLACK KNIGHT INVITE – WEST POINT, N.Y. - 3RD
Nov. 17 Ryan Chauvin Army W, Fall 6:10 2-0
Nov. 17 Brandon Cray Maryland W, 8-3 3-0
Nov. 17 Drew Hildebrandt Central Michigan L, 6-0 3-1
Nov. 17 Ryan Chauvin Army W, For 4-1
Nov. 17 Jack Medley Michigan W, 6-5 5-1
Nov. 22 Brandon Courtney Arizona State L, 19-7 MD 5-2
* redshirted ^Penn State
BRODY TESKE - CAREER STATS                               @bRodyteske
2018-19 SEASON (PENN STATE)
SOUTHERN SCUFFLE – CHATTANOOGA, TENN. - DNP
Jan. 1 Paxton Rosen Campbell W, 6-3 1-0
Jan. 1 Shakyr Laney Ohio W, 4-3 2-0
Jan. 1 Luke Werner Lock Haven L, 15-0 TF 2-1
LAST CHANCE OPEN – AMES, IOWA - 1ST
Feb. 17 Anthony Cefolo Rider W, MFF 3-1
Feb. 17 Ramazana Attasuov Unatt. W, 8-3 4-1
MAT TOWN OPEN II – LOCK HAVEN, PENN. - 2ND
Feb. 24 Killian Cardinale Old Dominion W, 6-4 5-1
Feb. 24 Cole Manley Lock Haven W, 4-1 6-1
Feb. 24 Brandon Loperfido Lock Haven L, 8-6 6-2
YEAR OVERALL DUALS BIG12 DUALS DUAL PTS SCORED BIG12 PLACE NCAA PLACE MD W/L TF W/L PINS W/L QUICK FALL
18-19*^ 6-2 0-0 0-0 0-0 0-1 0-0 N/A
19-20^ 5-2 1-1 0-0 0-1 0-0 1-0 6:10
CAREER 5-2 1-1 0-0 0-1 0-0 1-0  6:10
HONORS: 
Finished 7th at the 2018 Midlands Championship.
Was named First-Team Academic Big-12 in 2019-
20.
REDSHIRT FRESHMAN (2019-20): 
Made one dual appearance in a an 11-4 loss to 
South Dakota State’s Zach Price... went 18-8 on 
the season... Was not pinned, but record eight 
victories by fall... Won the Buena Vista Open title 
with four consecutive falls and a 5-0 win in the 
championship... Finished fifth in the Harold Nichols 
Open... Finished second at the Grand View Open... 
finished second at the Lorad College Open.
FRESHMAN (2018-19): 
Redshirted ... took seventh at Midlands Championships wrestling unattached. ... 
tied for first at the Grand View Open ... won the Jim Koch and Duhawk opens at 125 
pounds ... third at UNI Open ... finished 24-5 with nine falls. 
HIGH SCHOOL: 
Three-time state champion with wins at 106 pounds as a sophomore and 113 
pounds as a junior and 120 as a senior in Class 3A ... set single season and career 
school records for most wins, best win percentage, most takedowns, most falls 
and most nearfalls ... two-time academic all-state and member of National Honor 
Society ... finished prep career with a top-15 ranking in four national polls at 120 
pounds (No. 5 The Open Mat | No. 6 Intermat | No. 11 Trackwrestling | No. 12 FloW-
restling) ... two-time champ at Iowa/USA Junior Freestyle tournament, with wins 
at 113 pounds in 2016 and 120 pounds in 2018, and he was second at 113 pounds 
in 2017 ... two-time freestyle All-American at Fargo ... won the folkstyle nationals 
USA cadet division in 2015 at 100 pounds ... has placed three times at the Northern 
Plains Regional ... Super 32 All-American at 106 pounds as a sophomore. 
PERSONAL: 
Son of James and Sarah Biscoglia ... born in St. Petersburg, Florida ... native of 
Waukee, Iowa ... active member of St. Boniface Church in Waukee ... likes to fish 
and go boating ... biology major ... also recruited by Iowa State, Nebraska, Old 
Dominion, Maryland, Virginia, Northwestern, Davidson, Gardner-Webb. 
133 POUNDS
KYLE BISCOGLIA - RS-SOPHOMORE
WAUKEE, IOWA • WAUKEE HS
2018-19 SEASON
HAROLD NICHOLS CYCLONE OPEN - AMES, IOWA - TIED 5TH
Nov. 3  Ethan Rotondo  unattached   L  3-0  0-1
Nov. 3  Derrick Pendleton  Iowa State  W 0:56 F  1-1
Nov. 3  Brayan Balderrama  Pratt CC  W 2:00 F  2-1
Nov. 3  Corey Cabanban  Iowa State  L  6-4 SV1  2-2
GRAND VIEW OPEN - PLEASANT HILL, IOWA - TIED 1ST
Nov. 10  Michael Mota  Lindenwood-Bellevillle  W 1:33 F  3-2
Nov. 10  Dillon Prutch  Labette  W 8-0 MD SV1 4-2
Nov. 10  Kevin Radcliff  Iowa Central CC  W 5-0  5-2
Nov. 10  Corey Cabanban  Iowa State  W 5-1  6-2
JIM KOCH OPEN – KENOSHA, WISCONSIN - 1ST
Dec. 1  Tyler Kreith  Maryville  W 2-0  7-2
Dec. 1  Lane Wells  Harper College  W 1:09 F  8-2
Dec. 1  Joe Arroyo  UW-Parkside  W 2:21 F  9-2
Dec. 1  Ethan Rotondo  Wisconsin  W 16-1 TF  10-2
UNI OPEN – CEDAR FALLS, IOWA - 3RD
Dec. 8 Greg Coapstick  South Dakota State W 1:03 F  11-2
Dec. 8 Kevin Radcliff Iowa Central CC W 4:26 F  12-2
Dec. 8 Patrick McKee  Minnesota  L  7-3  12-3
Dec. 8 Justin Cardani  Illinois W 8-3  13-3
Dec. 8 Cevion Severado  Missouri W 6-2  14-3
MIDLANDS CHAMPIONSHIPS - HOFFMAN ESTATES, ILLINOIS - 7TH 
Dec. 29  Michael McGee  Old Dominion W 7-5 SV1  15-3
Dec. 29 Carmen Ferrante  Penn  L  12-2 MD   15-4
Dec. 29 Trey Keeley  Brown W 6-0  16-4
Dec. 29 Trey Chalifoux  Army W 5-4  17-4
Dec. 30 Drew Hildebrandt  Central Michigan W 2-0  18-4
Dec. 30 #14 Travis Piotrowski  Illinois  L  5-0  18-5
Dec. 30 Elijah Oliver  Indiana W 3-1  19-5
DUHAWK OPEN - DUBUQUE, IOWA - 1ST
Jan. 26 Connor Sexton Central College  W 1:07 F  20-5
Jan. 26 Omeed  Chamanzad Grand View  W 2:42 F  21-5
Jan. 26 Jakob Allison Iowa State  W 6-0   22-5
Jan. 26 Kevin Radcliff Iowa Central CC  W 1-0  23-5
Jan. 26 Trevor Murano Grand View  W 9-0 MD  24-5
KYLE BISCOGLIA - CAREER STATS                      
* redshirted
YEAR OVERALL DUALS BIG12 DUALS DUAL PTS SCORED BIG12 PLACE NCAA PLACE MD W/L TF W/L PINS W/L QUICK FALL
18-19 * 24-5 0-0 0-0 2-1 1-0 9-0 0:56
19-20 18-8 0-1 0-1 0-0 1-0 8-0 1:06
CAREER 18-8 0-1 0-1 0-0 1-0 8-0 1:06
2019-20 SEASON
HAROLD NICHOLS CYCLONE OPEN – AMES, IOWA - 5TH
Nov. 10  Johnathan Ortedon Nebraska W, 4-0 1-0
Nov. 10 Alex Mackall Iowa State L, 3-1 1-1
Nov. 10 Corey Cabanban Iowa State L, 8-4 1-2
Nov. 10 Johnathan Ortedon Nebraska W, Fall 1:20 2-2
GRAND VIEW OPEN – DES MOINES, IOWA - 2ND
Nov. 16 Ethan Rotondo Wisconsin W, 7-6 3-2
Nov. 16 Jake Ayers Saint Mary (Kans.) W, 5-2 4-2
Nov. 16  Corey Cabanban Iowa State W, 8-1 5-2
Nov. 16 Eric Barnett Wisconsin L, 5-4 6-3
BUENA VISTA OPEN – STORM LAKE IOWA - 1ST
Dec. 7 Michael Lundin Wartburg W, Fall 1:07 7-3
Dec. 7 Daniel Porter Iowa Lakes CC W, Fall 1:38 8-3
Dec. 7 CaRon Watson Briar Cliff W, Fall 4:18 9-3
Dec. 7 Greg Coapstick South Dakota State W, Fall 1:06 10-3
Dec. 7 Tanner Jordan South Dakota State W, 5-0 11-2
UNI OPEN - CEDAR FALLS, IOWA - 3RD
Dec. 14 Brandon Betancourt St. Cloud St. W, Fall 6:00 12-3
Dec. 14 Noah Surtin Missouri L, 7-5 12-4
Dec. 14 Liam Cronin Indiana W, 5-4 13-4
Dec. 14 Aden Reeves Iowa State W, Fall 5:39 14-4
MIDLANDS CHAMPIONSHIPS - HOFFMAN ESTATES, ILLINOIS - DNP
Dec. 29 Nolan Hellickson Harvard L, 8-2 14-5
Dec. 29 Gage Curry American W, 6-3 15-5
Dec. 29 Eric Barnett Wisconsin L, 6-3 15-6
Jan. 10 Zach Price South Dakota State L, 11-4 15-7
LORAS COLLEGE OPEN - DUBUQUE, IOWA - 2ND
Feb. 1 Duncan McCain Loras W, 6-0 16-7
Feb. 1 Dennis McNeal Ellsworth CC W, 6-5 17-7
Feb. 1 Daniel Poupore Davenport W, Fall 1:44 18-7
Feb. 1  Ethan Rotondo Wisconsin L, 5-2 18-8
HONORS AND AWARDS:
2020: Finished fifth at the Big 12 Championship
Qualified for the NCAA Championship.
2017: Dave Schultz High School Excellence Award
REDSHIRT SOPHOMORE (2019-20): Finished fifth at 
the Big 12 Championship... Picked up a 12-0 major 
decision in the fifth-place bout... Qualified for the 
NCAA Championship before it was canceled due to 
the COVID-19 Pandemic... Picked up Three Big 12 
dual wins... Helped UNI knock off Oklahoma State 
with a 10-5 win over Reece Witcraft... Finished 
third at the Harold Nichols Open.
REDSHIRT FRESHMAN (2018-19): Tied for third at 
UNI Open... wrestled at 133 pounds... finished sixth 
at the Big 12 Championships.
FRESHMAN (2017-18): Redshirted ... won Harold Nichols Open in sophomore/fresh-
man division at 133 pounds ... won Jim Koch Wisconsin Open at 133 pounds ... took 
second at Pat “Flash” Flanagan Open ... finished 14-5 overall.
HIGH SCHOOL: Three-time state champion at the Texas high school state champi-
onships ... won at 126 pounds in class 6A in 2017 as a senior ... won at 120 pounds 
as a junior and at 106 pounds as a freshman ... was third as a sophomore at 113 
pounds ... Fargo All-American in 2015 and 2016 ... fifth at Cadet World team trials 
... won the Texas USA Wrestling Freestyle Tournament at 113 pounds in 2014 and 
2015 ... made the academic all-district team .... undefeated as a senior, notching a 
career record of 135-4.
PERSONAL: From Austin, Texas, son of Amy and Perry Skudlarczyk ... has a younger 
sister, Annakay ... was volunteer club coach for Westlake Youth Wrestling Club ... 
also recruited by West Point, Old Dominion and Appalachian State ... plans to be 
business major. 
133 POUNDS 
JACK SKUDLARCZYK - RS JUNIOR
AUSTIN, TEXAS • WESTLAKE HS
JACK SKUDLARCZYK - CAREER STATS                      @Jack_skudz
* redshirted
YEAR OVERALL DUALS BIG12 DUALS DUAL PTS SCORED BIG12 PLACE NCAA PLACE MD W/L TF W/L PINS W/L QUICK FALL
17-18* 14-5 0-0 0-0 2-1 4-1 5-0 1:34
18-19 9-15 3-7 2-5 11 6 1-5 1-2 0-1
19-20 15-13 3-7 3-3 10 5 3-2 1-1 0-1
CAREER 24-28 6-14 5-8 21 4-7 2-3 0-2
2019-20 SEASON
HAROLD NICHOLS CYCLONE OPEN – AMES, IOWA - 3RD
Nov. 10  Ramazan Attasauov Iowa State W, 9-4 1-0
Nov. 10 Colin Valdiviez Northwestern L, 8-2 1-1
Nov. 10 Shea Ruffridge Iowa W, 9-7 2-1
Nov. 10 Ramazan Attasauov Iowa State W, 7-3 3-1
Nov. 17 Sabastian Rivera Northwestern L, 13-4 MD 3-2
Nov. 24 Ridge Lovett Nebraska L, 8-2 4-2
CLIFF KEEN LAS VEGAS INVITE – LAS VEGAS, NEV. - DNP
Dec. 6 Anthony Petrillo  Sacred Heart W, 18-3 TF 5-2
Dec. 6 Taylor LaMont Utah Valley W, 4-2 TB-2 (RT) 6-2
Dec. 6 Jarrett Trombley NC State L, Fall 7:36 6-3
Dec. 7 Tim Rooney Kent State L, 6-5 6-4
MIDLANDS CHAMPIONSHIPS - HOFFMAN ESTATES, ILLINOIS - DNP
Dec. 29 Lane Peters Army W, 8-6 7-4
Dec. 29 Joseph Heilmann North Carolina L, 4-3 7-5
Dec. 29 Andrew Wert Army W, 6-0 8-5
Dec. 29 Louie Hayes Virginia L, 8-1 8-6
Dec. 30 Travis Ford- Melton Purdue W, 6-1 9-6
Jan. 4 Taylor LaMont Utah Valley L, 4-2 9-7
Jan. 12 Allan Hart Missouri L, 14-2 MD 9-8
Jan. 17 Mosha Schwartz Northern Colorado W, 10-3 10-8
Jan. 25 Reece Witcraft Oklahoma State W, 10-5 11-8
Feb. 1 Anthony Madrigal  Oklahoma L, 7-1 11-9
Feb. 14 Lucas Seibert West Virginia W, 14-3 MD 12-9
Feb. 16 Todd Small Iowa State L, 6-4 12-10
Feb. 10 Seth Gross Wisconsin L, 16-0 TF 12-11
BIG 12 CHAMPIONSHIPS - TULSA, OKLA. - 5TH
March 7 Montorie Bridges Wyoming L, 7-4 12-12
March 7 Todd Small Iowa State W, 10-7 13-12
March 7 Lucas Seibert West Virginia W, 11-1 MD 14-12
March 8 Anthony Madrigal Oklahoma L, 5-1 14-13
March 8 Lawrenze Saenz Fresno State W, 12-0 MD 15-13
2017-18 SEASON - 125 POUNDS
HAROLD NICHOLS CYCLONE OPEN - AMES, IOWA - 1ST
Nov. 4 Justin Folley Ellsworth CC W 11-6  1-0
Nov. 4 Jacob Blaha  SIU RTC W 12-1 MD  2-0
Nov. 4 Dante Tacchia Grand View W 14-8  3-0
GRAND VIEW OPEN - DES MOINES, IOWA - DNP
Nov. 11 Raymond Correa Iowa Central W 15-0 TF  4-0
Nov. 11 Jordin James Iowa Lakes CC  L  11-5  4-1
Nov. 11 Darquell Pierre William Penn W 1:37 F  5-1
Nov. 11 Lucan Patterson Life  L  14-9  5-2
JIM KOCH WISCONSIN OPEN - SOMERS, WISCONSIN - 1ST
Dec. 2 Jack Cheney  Purdue W 4:11 F  6-2
Dec. 2 Mike Stewart  Findlay W 16-1 TF  7-2
Dec. 2 Drew West  Northern Illinois W 21-3 TF  8-2
Dec. 2 Arik Furseth  UW-Parkside W 1:47 F  9-2
UNI OPEN - CEDAR FALLS, IOWA - DNP
Dec. 9 Kaiden Gosselink  Iowa Central CC W 1:34 F  10-2
Dec. 9 Markus Simmons  Iowa State WC  L  15-4 MD  10-3
Dec. 9 Paul Konrath  Wisconsin  L  7-4  10-4
PAT FLASH FLANAGAN OPEN - DUBUQUE, IOWA - 2ND
Jan. 6 Dearion Stokes  Joliet Junior College W 3:55 F  11-4
Jan. 6 Drew West  Northern Illinois W 19-1 TF  12-4
Jan. 6 Taylor Jokerst  Maryville W 5-1  13-4
Jan. 6 Alex Waggoner  Maryville W 10-0 MD  14-4
Jan. 6 Ian Parker  Iowa State  L  17-1 TF  14-5
2018-19 SEASON
CLIFF KEEN OPEN - LAS VEGAS, NEVADA - DNP
Nov. 30 #15 Charles Tucker       Cornell L  11-2 MD  0-1
Nov. 30 Lukus Stricker Harvard  L   8-2  0-2
UNI OPEN - CEDAR FALLS, IOWA - T 3RD
Dec. 8 Spencer Huber  South Dakota State W 4-0  1-2
Dec. 8 Jake Gliva  Minnesota W 8-3  2-2
Dec. 8 Todd Small  Cyclone RTC  L  7-2  2-3
Dec. 8 Steve Polakowski  Minnesota W 10-2 MD  3-3
Dec. 16 #14 Chas Tucker  Cornell  L  12-2 MD 0-1 3-4
MIDLANDS CHAMPIONSHIPS - HOFFMAN ESTATES, ILLINOIS - DNP
Dec. 29 Noah Gonser  Campbell L  4-2  3-5
Dec. 29 Deven Perez  Central Michigan L  7-6  3-6
Jan. 11 Rylee Molitor  South Dakota State W 9-4 1-1 4-6
Jan. 12       Jevon Parrish  Nebraska                     W 8-6 SV1 2-1   5-6
Jan. 17 #10 John Erneste  Missouri  L  2:39 F 2-2 5-7
Jan. 20 Tony DeCesare  Air Force  L  4-2 2-3 5-8
Jan. 25 Sean Cannon  Northern Colorado W 17-2 TF 3-3 6-8
Jan. 27  Tony Madrigal Oklahoma  L  6-4 3-4 6-9
Feb. 1          #3 Daton Fix    Oklahoma State  L  17-7 MD 3-5 6-10
Feb. 9 Isaiah Delgado Utah Valley  L  6-2 3-6 6-11
Feb. 21 #7 Austin Gomez  Iowa State  L 21-4 (5:02) TF 3-7 6-12
BIG 12 CHAMPIONSHIPS - TULSA, OKLAHOMA - 6TH
Mar. 9 John Twomey Air Force W 10-3  7-12
Mar. 9 #10 Austin Gomez Iowa State  L  15-4 MD  7-13
Mar. 9 Rylee Molitor South Dakota State W 8-2  8-13
Mar. 9 Anthony Madrigal Oklahoma W 10-6  9-13
Mar. 10 #16 Matt Schmitt West Virginia  L  15-0 TF  9-14
Mar. 10 Gary Joint Fresno State  L  8-0 MD  9-15
  
2016-17 SEASON - 133 POUNDS
GRAND VIEW OPEN - PLEASANT HILL, IOWA - 3RD PLACE
Nov. 5 Rudy Yates  UNI   L 8-6  0-1
Nov. 5 Tyler Joseph  Calumet of St. Joseph W 20-5 (TF)  1-1
Nov. 5 Lucas Bernal SIU-Edwardsville W 16-1 (TF)  2-1
Nov. 5 Darquell Pierre  William Penn W 19-3 (TF)  3-1
Nov. 5 Taylor Wright  Calumet of St. Joseph W 3:41 (F)  4-1
LUTHER COLLEGE OPEN - DECORAH, IOWA - 3RD PLACE
Nov. 12 Jorge Hernandez  Nebraska Wesleyan) W 1:16 (F)  5-1
Nov. 12 Andrew Smith  St. Johns (MN) W 19-7 (MD)  6-1
Nov. 12 Justin Stickley  unattached  L 9-5  6-2
Nov. 12 Riley Altenburg  Buena Vista W 22-5 (TF)  7-2
Nov. 12 Noah Becker  St. Johns (MN) W 19-9 (MD)  8-2
 
JOE PARISI OPEN - ST. CHARLES, MISSOURI - 1ST PLACE 
Nov. 19 Austin Schuler  Lindenwood W 2:16 (F)  9-3
Nov. 19 Rio Zamora  Central Oklahoma W 16-4 (MD)  10-3
Nov. 19 Blake Walker  Ellsworth W 6-4  11-3
Nov. 19 Jake Huffine  UT-Chattanooga W 7-4  12-3
Nov. 19 Taylor Jokerst  Maryville W 12-5  13-3
 
UNI OPEN - CEDAR FALLS, IOWA - DNP  
Dec. 3 David Rivera-Kohr Illinois W 18-3 (TF)  14-3
Dec. 3 Sam Brancale  Minnesota  L  5:53 (F)  14-4
Dec. 3 Eduardo Penha  St. Cloud State  L 10-8  14-5
PAT ‘FLASH’ FLANAGAN - DUBUQUE, IOWA - 3RD PLACE
Jan. 7 Scott Worlund  Wisconsin Eu Claire W 18-3 (TF)  15-5
Jan. 7 Darren Eades  UNI W 20-4 (TF)  16-5
Jan. 7 Rudy Yates  UNI  L  9-4  16-6
Jan. 7 Cody Vogel  Wisconsin Eau Claire W 21-5 (TF)  17-6
Jan. 7 Justin Stickley  unattached  L  4-3 SV  17-7
JUNIOR (2019-20): Wagner finish 6-6 on the year... 
Went 4-0 in the Loras College open to win the 
title... Recorded two tech falls and two major 
decisions on the year. 
SOPHOMORE (2018-19): Wrestled at 133 pounds... 
tied for first at the Duhawk Open... tied for fifth at 
the Harold Nichols Open.
REDSHIRT FRESHMAN (2017-18): Competed in Big 
12 Championships at 133 pounds ... took fourth at 
Harold Nichols Open at 125 pounds in the open 
division ... took sixth at the UNI Open ... competed 
in 10 of UNI’s 11 duals. 
FRESHMAN (2016-17): Redshirted at the University 
of Iowa … posted a 17-7 record at 133 pounds … competed in five open tour-
naments … collected third-place finishes at Grand View, Luther College, and Pat 
“Flash” Flanagan opens … won title at Joe Parisi Open … recorded three pins, 
eight technical falls and three major decisions.
HIGH SCHOOL: Three-time state champion and conference champion for Bettendorf 
(Iowa) High School ... won title at 106 as a sophomore, 113 as a junior, and 120 
as a senior ...  2013 Fargo All-American with a third-place finish ... two-time team 
captain ... three-time team MVP ... three-time first team all-metro ... set school 
record for wins in a season (52) and tournament titles in a season (7) ... undefeated 
as a senior (33-0) ... Dan Gable Wrestler of the Year finalist. 
PERSONAL: From Bettendorf, Iowa ... parents are Craig Wagner and Sharl Declercq. 
133 POUNDS 
JACK WAGNER - RS SENIOR
BETTENDORF, IOWA • BETTENDORF HS
YEAR OVERALL DUALS BIG12 DUALS DUAL PTS SCORED BIG12 PLACE NCAA PLACE MD W/L TF W/L PINS W/L QUICK FALL
16-17* 17-7 0-0 0-0 3-0 8-0 3-0 1:16
17-18 7-19 1-9 0-5 3 DNP 2-6 0-1 2-3 2:39
18-19 4-2 0-0 0-0 1-0 0-0 1-1 1:35
19-20 6-6 0-0 0-0 2-0 2-0 0-1
CAREER 17-27 1-9 0-5 3 5-6 2-1 3-5 1:35
JACK WAGNER - CAREER STATS                               @J_Wags26
* redshirted
2017-18 SEASON
HAROLD NICHOLS CYCLONE OPEN - AMES, IOWA - 4TH
Nov. 4 Caleb Osborn Truman State W 2:39 F  1-0
Nov. 4 Jonny Nguyen Grand View W 3:40 F  2-0
Nov. 4 Ian Parker Iowa State  L  4-0  2-1
Nov. 4 Markus Simmons Iowa State W 7-5 (SV1)  3-1
Nov. 4 Allan Hart Missouri  L  9-0 MD  3-2
Nov. 17 Chaz Tucker  Cornell  L  3:54 F  3-3
Nov. 19 McGwire Midkiff  North Dakota State   L  11-6   3-4
CLIFF KEEN LAS VEGAS INVITE - LAS VEGAS, NEVADA - DNP
Dec. 1 #5 Jack Mueller  Virginia  L  0:55 F  3-5
Dec. 1 Ali Naser  Arizona State   L  19-6 MD  3-6
UNI OPEN - CEDAR FALLS, IOWA - 6TH
Dec. 9 Sawyer Degen  North Dakota State W 16-8 MD  4-6
Dec. 9  Cary Palmer  Iowa Central CC W 15-6 MD   5-6
Dec. 9 Markus Simmons  Iowa State WC  L  18-2 TF   5-7
Dec. 9 Abudullah Assaf  Illinois  L  10-4   5-8
SOUTHERN SCUFFLE - CHATTANOOGA, TENNESSEE - DNP
Jan. 1 Cody Trybus  Navy  L  8-5  5-9
Jan. 1 Scott Kiyono  Virginia W forfeit (0:30) 6-9
Jan. 1 Jamel Morris  North Carolina State  L 10-8  6-10
Jan. 12 Anthony Tutolo  Kent State  L  13-9  6-11
Jan. 12 Chris Debien Chattanooga W 8-6 SV1  7-11
Jan. 13 #19 Ali Naser  Arizona State  L  10-5  7-12
Jan. 13 Jacob Rubio  Oklahoma  L  8-7  7-13
Jan. 21 #1 Seth Gross  South Dakota State   L  1:32 F  7-14
Feb. 3 #3 Kaid Brock  Oklahoma State  L  14-6 MD  7-15
Feb. 10 Markus Simmons  Iowa State  L  14-0 MD  7-16
Feb. 17 #8 John Erneste  Missouri  L  13-3 MD  7-17
BIG 12 CHAMPIONSHIPS - TULSA, OKLAHOMA - DNP
March 3 Isaac Jiminez  Air Force  L  13-7  7-18
March 3 Durbin Lloren  Utah Valley  L  13-5 MD  7-19
2018-19 SEASON
HAROLD NICHOLS CYCLONE OPEN - AMES, IOWA - TIED 5TH
Nov. 3  Zachary Fuessley  Iowa State Wrestling Club  W 1:35 F 1-0
Nov. 3  Allan Hart  Missouri   L  7-0 1-1
Nov. 3  Dante Tacchia  Grand View   L  6:20 F 1-2
DUHAWK OPEN - DUBUQUE, IOWA - T-1ST
Jan. 26 Zach Williard Truman State  W 18-10 MD 2-2 
Jan. 26 Dominic Dentino Wisconsin  W 8-6 3-2
Jan. 26 Corey Cabanban Iowa State  W 8-6 4-2
2019-20 SEASON
HAROLD NICHOLS CYCLONE OPEN – AMES, IOWA - DNP
Nov. 10  Todd Small Iowa State L, 8-3 0-1
Nov. 10 Shea Ruffridge Grand View L, 13-6 0-2
GRAND VIEW OPEN – DES MOINES, IOWA - DNP
Nov. 16 Tanner Irwin Grand View L,  9-4 0-3
Nov. 16 Sam Loyd Grand View L, 11-5 0-4
BUENA VISTA OPEN – STORM LAKE IOWA - DNP
Dec. 7 Derek Anderson Grand View W, 12-5 1-4
Dec. 7 Sebas Swiggum Minnesota L, Fall 2:21 1-5
Dec. 7 Bailey Bright Briar Cliff W, 19-8 MD 2-5
Dec. 7 Aric Williams South Dakota State L, 11-9 SV1 2-6
LORAS COLLEGE OPEN - DUBUQUE, IOWA - 1ST
Feb. 1 Quinten Howe Cornell College W, 16-1 TF 3-6
Feb. 1 Quentrevion Campbell Ellsworth CC W, 6-3 4-6
Feb. 1 Zach McCain Cornell College W, 25-10 TF 5-6
Feb. 1 Zach Thompson Loras College W, 16-7 MD 6-6
* redshirted
HONORS:
Was named First-Team Academic Big-12 in 2019-
20.
REDSHIRT FRESHMAN (2019-20) Wrestled in one 
dual for the Panthers at 149 where he picked up 
a 9-7 decision in the win against Air Force... Took 
first place at the Grand View Open with four wins... 
won the UNI Open with three wins.
FRESHMAN (2018-19): Redshirted... wrestled at 
133 pounds... Tied for first at the Duhawk open ... 
placed third at the Jim Koch Open... tied for third at 
the UNI Open.
HIGH SCHOOL: Finished his prep career ranked 
No. 14 by Trackwrestling and No. 15 by Intermat 
... was named Outstanding Wrestler at USA Wrestling Preseason Nationals after 
winning the 126-pound weight class ... won the 132-pound 3A Iowa high school 
state championship title his senior year ... earned third place at 106 pounds as 
a sophomore and 113 pounds as a junior at the state championship ... two-time 
NHSCA All-American in 2016 and 2017 ... Western Regional champion in Greco and 
freestyle in 2018 ... finished his high school career with a 153-8 record ... was in 
National Honors Society and earned a spot on the honor roll.  
 
PERSONAL: A Fort Dodge, Iowa, native ... son of Shawn and Troy Bennett ... also 
recruited by Iowa, Iowa State, Oregon State, Princeton and Northwestern ... volun-
teered with his high school team to fix houses ... credits his sisters for pushing him 
to do better in the classroom ... majoring in business. 
141 POUNDS 
DREW BENNETT - RS-SOPHOMORE
FORT DODGE, IOWA • FORT DODGE HS
2018-19 SEASON
JIM KOCH OPEN – KENOSHA, WISCONSIN - 3RD
Dec. 1 Asher Meekhof Davenport  W 20-5 TF 1-0
Dec. 1 Michael Suda Augustana  W 11-7 2-0  
Dec. 1 Mike Stewart Findlay  W 7-2 3-0  
Dec. 1 Dominic Dentino Wisconsin  W 7-3 4-0
Dec. 1 Arik Furseth UW-Parkside    L  4-0 4-1
Dec. 1 Alex Waggoner Maryville  W 16-0 TF 5-1
UNI OPEN – CEDAR FALLS, IOWA - T 3RD
Dec. 8 Sinjin Briggs  Iowa State W 17-2 TF 6-1
Dec. 8 Honor Nguyen  SIU-Edwardsville W 1:50 F 7-1
Dec. 8 McGwire Midkiff  NDSU  L 7-3 7-2
Dec. 8 Brock Rathbun Wartburg W 10-8 8-2
MIDLANDS CHAMPIONSHIPS - HOFFMAN ESTATES, ILLINOIS - DNP
Dec. 29 Savion Haywood  Old Dominion W 18-5 MD 9-2
Dec. 29 Devan Turner  Oregon State  L  5-2 9-3
Dec. 29 Killian Cardinale  Old Dominion W 7-5 10-3
Dec. 29 Honor Nguyen  SIU-E  W 16-1 TF 11-3
Dec. 29 Joey Silva  Michigan  L  10-2 MD 11-4
DUHAWK OPEN - DUBUQUE, IOWA - T-1ST
Jan. 26 Josh Garcia Iowa Central  W 1:43 F 12-4
Jan. 26 Xavier Maxwell Ellsworth CC  W 14-4 MD 13-4
Jan. 26 Michael Cullen Wisconsin  W 3-2 14-4
DREW BENNETT - CAREER STATS                               @Funkybennett
YEAR OVERALL DUALS BIG12 DUALS DUAL PTS SCORED BIG12 PLACE NCAA PLACE MD W/L TF W/L PINS W/L QUICK FALL
18-19 * 14-4 0-0 0-0 2-1 4-0 2-0 1:43
19-20 9-5 1-0 1-0 1-0 1-0 0-1
CAREER 9-5 1-0 1-0 1-0 1-0 0-1  
2019-20 SEASON
HAROLD NICHOLS CYCLONE OPEN – AMES, IOWA - 6TH
Nov. 10  Jevon Parrish Unatt. W, 10-7 1-0
Nov. 10 Todd Small Iowa State L, 6-1 1-1
Nov. 10 Ramazan Attasauov Iowa State L, 14-12 SV-1 1-2
Nov. 10 Shea Ruffridge Grand View L, 6-2 1-3
GRAND VIEW OPEN – DES MOINES, IOWA - 1ST
Nov. 16 Tramon Jenkins Life W, 16-12 MD 2-3
Nov. 16 Ramazan Attasauov Iowa State W, 5-4 3-3
Nov. 16 Dante Tacchia Grand View W, 4-2 4-3
Nov. 16 Kyle Burwick Wisconsin W, 3-1 SV-1 5-3
UNI OPEN - CEDAR FALLS, IOWA - 1ST
Dec. 14 Charlie Klepps Iowa State W, 11-6 6-3
Dec. 14 Jonathan Moran Indiana W, 17-0 TF 7-3
Dec. 14 Ramazan Attasauov Iowa State W, 3-2 8-3 
MIDLANDS CHAMPIONSHIPS - HOFFMAN ESTATES, ILLINOIS - DNP
Dec. 29 Lane Peters  Army L, 1:57 F 8-4
Dec. 29 Cayden Rooks Indiana L, M for. 8-5
Jan. 19 Jared Van Vleet Air Force W, 9-7 9-5
* redshirted
GARRETT MOLL - CAREER STATS                               @gaRRettMoll1
YEAR OVERALL DUALS BIG12 DUALS DUAL PTS SCORED BIG12 PLACE NCAA PLACE MD W/L TF W/L PINS W/L QUICK FALL
19-20* 5-11 0-0 0-0 1-2 1-2 1-3 0:54
CAREER 0-0 0-0 0-0 0-0 0-0 0-0  
2019-20 SEASON
HAROLD NICHOLS CYCLONE OPEN – AMES, IOWA - DNP
Nov. 10  Nicholas Termini Wisconsin L, Fall :41 0-1
Nov. 10 Killyan Green Grand View L, 15-6 MD 0-2
GRAND VIEW OPEN – DES MOINES, IOWA - DNP
Nov. 16 Ramon Lopez Iowa Lakes W, 5-3 1-2
Nov. 16 Preston Wiest William Penn L, Fall 2:21 1-3
Nov. 16  Israel Miranda Briar Cliff W, 20-3 TF 2-3
Nov. 16 Abraham Sanchez Pratt CC W, Fall :54 3-3
Nov. 16 Andrew Shea Briar Cliff L, 7-2 3-4
BUENA VISTA OPEN – STORM LAKE IOWA - DNP
Dec. 7 Conner Dalton Central Missouri W, 8-6 SV-1 4-4
Dec. 7 Garrett Aldrich St. Cloud State L, Fall 1:10 4-5
Dec. 7 Nicholas Meling Wartburg L, 8-0 MD 4-6
UNI OPEN - CEDAR FALLS, IOWA - 6TH
Dec. 14 Kyle Luigs Indiana L, 6-0 4-7
Dec. 14 Noah Nemar Iowa State L, 4-0 4-8
Dec. 14 Asa Garcia Indiana L, 16-0 TF 4-9
LORAS COLLEGE OPEN - DUBUQUE, IOWA - 1ST
Feb. 1 Scott Cook Ellsworth CC L, 8-2 4-10
Feb. 1 Julian Ridriguez Central College W, 10-1 MD 5-10
Feb. 1 Quentrevion Campbell Ellsworth CC L, 23-4 TF 5-11
FRESHMAN (2019-20): Redshirt season... Moll 
finished 5-11 on the season... Finished sixth at the 
UNI Open... Tallied a Major Decision win at the 
Loras College Open... Tallied fall and tech fall wins 
at the Grand View Open.
HICH SCHOOL:  Racked up 159 wins in high 
school… Two-time state placer… Four-time Con-
ference Champion… Four-time State Qualifier… 
Team MVP Senior Year… Capital Conference 
Wrestler of the Year… Three-time Team Cap-
tain… Third-most wins in program history… Four-
time bi-state placer… Led Lodi High school to four 
capital conference championships… Ran cross 
country for three years... Earned three Student of 
the Month honors.
PERSONAL: Parents are Melinda, Brandon, with stepparents Melanie and Ben… 
Has one half-sister Kaia… Volunteered with retirement center and helped coach 
youth wrestling during the summer… Chose UNI because the culture felt similar to 
his high school team.
141 POUNDS
GARRETT MOLL - FRESHMAN
LODI, WIS. • LODI HS
REDSHIRT FRESHMAN (2019-20): Went 8-7 on the 
season... Earned a third-place finish at the Loras College 
Open... finished second at the UNI Open... Tallied a pair 
of pins, both in under a minute.
FRESHMAN (2018-19): Redshirted... competed at 149 
pounds... finished second at the Harold Nichols Open... 
consolation winner at the Duhawk Open.
HIGH SCHOOL: Four-time medalist at the Iowa high 
school championships ... won the 138-pound title as a se-
nior ... third as a junior at 120 pounds ... wrestled at 106 
pounds as a sophomore and freshman taking third and 
seventh, respectively ... won the Iowa/USA Junior Free-
style State Championship at 138 pounds as a senior and 
was second as a junior ... in 2015, he won the Iowa USA 
Kids/Cadet Greco State Championship at 100 pounds and 
took second in the freestyle division and won both the Iowa/USA Junior Greco and Freestyle 
State championships at 106 pounds that same year ... in 2016, he was second at both divisions 
of the Iowa USA Kids/Cadet Greco and Freestyle state championships at 113 pounds ... third at 
the 2017 Northern Plains Regional Freestyle tournament at 132 pounds.
PERSONAL: Son of former Panther wrestler Ray and Lori Fox ... volunteers with youth wrestling 
club, food bank and Feed My Starving Children.
149 POUNDS
GABLE FOX - RS-SOPHOMORE
GILBERTVILLE, IOWA • DON BOSCO
2018-19 SEASON
HAROLD NICHOLS CYCLONE OPEN - AMES, IOWA - 2ND
Nov. 3  Trevor Anderson  Grand View  W 6-5 1-0
Nov. 3   Noah Neemer  Iowa State  W 16-5 MD 2-0
Nov. 3   Drew Scharenbrock  unattached   L 15-5 MD 2-1
GRAND VIEW OPEN - PLEASANT HILL, IOWA - 4TH 
Nov. 10  Zach Willey  Grand View  W 9-4 3-1
Nov. 10  Noah Nemer  Iowa State  W 19-10 MD 4-1
Nov. 10  Zack Donathan  Ellsworth CC    L  14-6 MD 4-2
Nov. 10  Yarhoski Aldiva  Iowa Central  W 4-1 5-2
Nov. 10  Noah Nemer  Iowa State  W 16-0 TF 6-2
Nov. 10  Tanner Abbas  Grand View  W 5-2 7-2
*** reached match limit and couldn’t wrestle final match
JIM KOCH OPEN – KENOSHA, WISCONSIN - 4TH
Dec. 1  Subhan Umar  UW-Parkside  W  18-1 TF 8-2
Dec. 1  Niko Derain  Northern Illinois  W  2:46 F 9-2
Dec. 1  Devin Rogers  Findlay   L   8-4 9-3
Dec. 1  Justin West  Findlay  W  6-5 10-3
Dec. 1  Nathan Swartz  Northern Illinois   L   11-8 10-4
UNI OPEN - CEDAR FALLS, IOWA - DNP
Dec. 8 Yarhoski Aldiva  Iowa Central CC W 3-2 11-4
Dec. 8 Nikolas Chavez  Oklahoma W 4-3 12-4
Dec. 8 Brock Mauller  Missouri  L  15-0 TF 12-5
Dec. 8 Mousa Jodeh  Illinois  L  16-0 TF 12-6
DUHAWK OPEN - DUBUQUE, IOWA - CONSOLATION WINNER
Jan. 26 Zach Axmear Iowa    L  4:22 F 12-7 
Jan. 26 Jakob Slavin Simpson  W 0:24 F 13-7
Jan. 26 Nicco Mazzanti University of Dubuque  W 1:05 F  14-7
Jan. 26 Nathan Pitts Loras  W 1:39 F 15-7
YEAR OVERALL DUALS BIG12 DUALS DUAL PTS SCORED BIG12 PLACE NCAA PLACE MD W/L TF W/L PINS W/L QUICK FALL
18-19* 15-7 0-0 0-0 2-2 2-2 4-1 0:24
19-20 8-7 0-0 0-0 1-2 0-1 2-0 0:47
CAREER 8-7 0-0 0-0 1-2 0-1 2-0  0:47
 * redshirted
GABLE FOX - CAREER STATS                                                                     @GABLE_FOX
2019-20 SEASON
HAROLD NICHOLS CYCLONE OPEN – AMES, IOWA - DNP
Nov. 10  Josh Wenger Grand View L, 8-0 0-1
Nov. 10 Trevor Chumbley Northwestern L, 6-2 0-2
GRAND VIEW OPEN – DES MOINES, IOWA - 6TH
Nov. 16 Teyler Bruch Buena Vista W, Fall 0:54 1-2
Nov. 16 Daniel Stilling Wisconsin W, 4-1 2-2
Nov. 16 Shonn Roberts Providence L, 15-0 TF 2-3
UNI OPEN - CEDAR FALLS, IOWA - 2ND
Dec. 14 Peyton Smith South Dakota State W, 4-2 3-3
Dec. 14 Luke Baughman Indiana W, 9-5 4-3
Dec. 14 Graham Rooks Indiana L, 12-4 MD 4-4
MIDLANDS CHAMPIONSHIPS - HOFFMAN ESTATES, ILLINOIS - DNP
Dec. 29 Vince Turk Iowa L, 12-3 MD 4-5
Dec. 29 Patrick Ruan American W, 9-0 MD 5-5
Dec. 29 Lucas Revano Penn L, 5-2 5-6
LORAS COLLEGE OPEN - DUBUQUE, IOWA - 3RD
Feb. 1 Joey Orr Davenport W, Fall 0:47 6-6
Feb. 1 Daniel Stilling Wisconsin W, 7-3 7-6
Feb. 1 Cardionte Wilson Ellsworth CC  L, 5-3 7-7
Feb. 1 Daniel Ruiz Loras W, MFOR 8-7
RS SOPHOMORE (2019-20): Finished the season 
with an 11-7 record... Claimed the title at the Loras 
College Open... Made his UNI dual debut against 
Wisconsin... Finished third at the UNI Open. Re-
corded three falls and a major decision on the year.
RS FRESHMAN (2018-19): Won the Last Chance 
Open and the Duhawk Open while competing at 
141 pounds.
FRESHMAN (2017-18): Redshirted ... won Harold 
Nichols Open at 149 pounds in the sophomore/
freshman division ... fourth at Pat “Flash” Flanagan 
Open ... finished 9-5 overall.
HIGH SCHOOL: Two-time Iowa high school state 
champion for Fort Dodge High School ... won at 138 pounds in class 3A as a senior 
in 2017 ... won at 126 pounds  as a junior ... placed second at 113 pounds as a 
sophomore ... fourth at 106 pounds as a freshman ... set high school record for most 
career wins with a 170-12 record ... also played baseball for two years. 
PERSONAL: From Fort Dodge, Iowa ... son of Nick and Jamie and has two siblings, 
Cayd and Jaydan ... also recruited by Iowa State and South Dakota State. 
149 POUNDS 
TRISTON LARA - RS JUNIOR
FORT DODGE, IOWA • FORT DODGE HS
YEAR OVERALL DUALS BIG12 DUALS DUAL PTS SCORED BIG12 PLACE NCAA PLACE MD W/L TF W/L PINS W/L QUICK FALL
17-18* 9-5 0-0 0-0 2-1 1-0 3-0 2:28
18-19 12-8 0-0 0-0 5-1 0-0 2-1 1:06
19-20 11-7 0-1 1-2 0-0 3-1 3:20
CAREER 23-15 0-1 0-0 6-3 0-0 5-2 1:06 
TRISTON LARA - CAREER STATS                                   @t_biRd100
* redshirted
2017-18 SEASON
HAROLD NICHOLS CYCLONE OPEN - AMES, IOWA - 1ST
Nov. 4 Josh Adams  Ellsworth CC W 5:25 F  1-0
Nov. 4 Tanner Lungren Iowa State W 20-4 TF  2-0
Nov. 4 Ryan Leisure Iowa State W 6-5 TB1  3-0
GRAND VIEW OPEN - DES MOINES, IOWA - DNP
Nov. 11 David Hollingsworth Iowa Lakes CC  L  Inj. 3:00  3-1
UNI OPEN - CEDAR FALLS, IOWA - 141 POUNDS - DNP
Dec. 9 Taylor Nein  North Dakota State W 14-2 MD   4-1
Dec. 9 Allan Hart  Missouri  L  9-3   4-2
Dec. 9 Sam Ritchie  Missouri W 6-3   5-2
Dec. 9 Aaron Meyer  Iowa  L  11-4   5-3
PAT FLASH FLANAGAN OPEN - DUBUQUE, IOWA - 4TH 
Jan. 6 Kristian Vasquez  Iowa State W 18-10 MD  6-3
Jan. 6 James Krischke  Maryville  L  11-2 MD  6-4
Jan. 6 Hunter Vester  Joliet Junior College W 2:28 F  7-4
Jan. 6 Tyler Stegall  Maryville W 6-1  8-4
Jan. 6 Garrett Model  Wisconsin W 5:56 F  9-4
Jan. 6 Ryan Leisure  Iowa State  L  8-5  9-5
2018-19 SEASON
HAROLD NICHOLS CYCLONE OPEN - AMES, IOWA - DNP
Nov. 3  Grayson Brenna  Grand View  W 12-6 TB1  1-0
Nov. 3  Tristan Moran  Wisconsin    L  5:42 F  1-1
Nov. 3  Ian Parker  Iowa State    L  14-2 MD  1-2
GRAND VIEW OPEN - PLEASANT HILL, IOWA - DNP 
Nov. 10  Juan Rivera  Baker  W 7-4  2-2
Nov. 10  Devin Reynolds  Grand View    L  5-4  2-3
Nov. 10  Zemua Baptista  Nebraska    L  7-4  2-4
JIM KOCH OPEN – KENOSHA, WISCONSIN - DNP
Dec. 1  Trey Hild  UW-Parkside  W  14-7  3-4
Dec. 1  Devin Rogers  Findlay    L   11-8  3-5
Dec. 1  Subhan Umar  UW-Parkside  W  21-7 MD  4-5
Dec. 1  Niko Derain  Northern Illinois    L   7-6  4-6
UNI OPEN - CEDAR FALLS, IOWA - DNP
Dec. 8  Denton Spencer  unattached  L  5-2  4-7
Dec. 8 Noah Nemer  Iowa State W 13-4 MD  5-7
Dec. 8 Graham Rooks  Indiana  L  8-2  5-8
DUHAWK OPEN - DUBUQUE, IOWA - 1ST
Jan. 26 Nicco Mazzanti University of Dubuque  W 1:06 F  6-8
Jan. 26 Tate Murty Upper Iowa  W 19-6 MD  7-8
Jan. 26 Adam Valdez Loras College  W 7-2  8-8
Jan. 26 Yarhoski Aldiva Iowa Central CC  W 16-3 MD  9-8
Jan. 26 Zach Axmear Iowa  W 1:54 F  10-8
LAST CHANCE, AMES IOWA - 1ST
Feb. 16 Corbyn Munson  Central Michigan W 13-3 MD  11-8
Feb. 16 Luke Raczkowski  Central Michigan W 5-3  12-8
2019-20 SEASON
HAROLD NICHOLS CYCLONE OPEN – AMES, IOWA - 2ND
Nov. 10  Tristan Lara Grand View W, 9-2 1-0
Nov. 10 Kendon Lee Grand View W, 3-1 2-0
Nov. 10 Michael Blockhus UNI L, 5-3 2-1
GRAND VIEW OPEN – DES MOINES, IOWA - 5TH
Nov. 16 Aaron Meyer Iowa W, 5-2 3-1
Nov. 16 Trevor Anderson Grand View W, 9-3 4-1
Nov. 16 Kendon Lee Grand View L, 9-3 4-2
Nov. 16 Julian Hernandez Life L, 3-2 4-3
Nov. 16 Conner Dalton Central Missouri W, 3-2 5-3
UNI OPEN - CEDAR FALLS, IOWA - 3RD
Dec. 14 Graham Rooks Indiana L, 9-1 MD 5-4
Dec. 14 Luke Baughman Indiana W, Fall 3:20 6-4
Dec. 14 Peyton Smith South Dakota State W, 14-5 MD 7-4
MIDLANDS CHAMPIONSHIPS - HOFFMAN ESTATES, ILLINOIS - DNP
Dec. 29 Brian Courtney Virginia L, Fall 1:30 7-5
Dec. 29 Troy Stanich Stevens Tech L, 14-4 MD 7-6
LORAS COLLEGE OPEN - DUBUQUE, IOWA - 1ST
Feb. 1 Carlos Ramos Central College W, Fall 6:07 8-6
Feb. 1 Nicholas Termini Wisconsin W, Fall 6:56 9-6
Feb. 1 Daniel Ruiz Loras W, M For 10-6
Feb. 1 Cardionte Wilson Ellsworth CC W, 4-2 SV-2 11-6
Feb. 20 Cole Martin Wisconsin L, 10-8 11-7
FRESHMAN (2019-20): Redshirt Season... 
Competed unattached... Finished second at the 
Grand View Open... Finished third at the Buena 
Vista Open... Recorded two tech falls on the year... 
Recorded a major decision.
HIGH SCHOOL: Was a four-sport star at Perry High 
School… Three-time placer at State… Four-time 
state qualifier… Set the Perry school record in 
wins (180)… All-State defensive back for the 
football team and led state 3A in tackles… Three-
year starter… two-time first-team all-district… 
Six event state qualifier in track… Four-year all-
conference and two year all state for baseball… 
Was a team captain for all four sports… Four-year 
honor roll… Earned Academic All-State honors in all four sports… Was a three-
year academic all-state honoree in wrestling… Member of the National Honor 
Society.
PERSONAL: Parents are Jason and Tiffany Olejniczak… Volunteered with youth 
softball league… helped with landscaping at his church... helped with youth 
football and wrestling… Chose UNI because he felt his teammates and coach could 
help him reach his goals.
149 POUNDS
KALEB OLEJNICZAK - RS FRESHMAN
PERRY, IOWA • PERRY HS
KALEB OLEJNICZAK - CAREER STATS                               @kalebo23
YEAR OVERALL DUALS BIG12 DUALS DUAL PTS SCORED BIG12 PLACE NCAA PLACE MD W/L TF W/L PINS W/L QUICK FALL
19-20* 10-6 0-0 0-0 1-1 2-0 0-1
CAREER 0-0 0-0 0-0 0-0 0-0 0-0  
* redshirted
2019-20 SEASON
HAROLD NICHOLS CYCLONE OPEN – AMES, IOWA - 5TH
Nov. 10   Elijah Tanner NW Kansas Tech W, 9-6 1-0
Nov. 10 Jake Beeson Pratt CC L, 6-0 1-1
Nov. 10 Daniel Stilling Wisconsin L, 6-5 1-2
Nov. 10 Carson Harnett Iowa W, 11-5 2-2
GRAND VIEW OPEN – DES MOINES, IOWA - 2ND
Nov. 16 Drevon Ross Iowa W, 11-5 3-2
Nov. 16 Juan Urbina Pratt CC W, 19-4 TF 4-2
Nov. 16 Gage Hight NE Oklahoma W, 5-4 5-2
Nov. 16 Shawn Tillman NE Oklahoma W, 18-3 TF 6-2
Nov. 16 Jake Beeson Pratt CC L, 11-3 MD 6-3
BUENA VISTA OPEN – STORM LAKE IOWA - 3RD
Dec. 7 Blake Legrad St. Cloud State W, 12-5 7-3
Dec. 7 Matthew Phillips Wartburg W, 10-2 8-3
Dec. 7 Teyler Bruch Buena Vista W, 12-3 MD 9-3
Dec. 7 Jake Bergeland Minnesota L, 15-0 TF 9-4
Dec. 7 Peyton Smith South Dakota State W, For 10-4 
UNI OPEN - CEDAR FALLS, IOWA - DNP
Dec. 14 Luke Baughman Indiana L, 3-2 10-5
Dec. 14 Peyton Smith South Dakota State L, Fall 1:55 10-6
RS SOPHOMORE (2019-20): Finished the season 
with a 12-10 record... Earned a third-place finish at 
the Buena Vista Open... Wrestled three bouts for 
the Panthers in duals at 157... Went 1-2 in duals 
with a 7-4 win in the Air Force dual... Recorded two 
pins, two major decision wins and a technical fall.
RS FRESHMAN (2018-19): Wrestled two duals at 
149 pounds ... finished third at the Duhawk Open 
and Grand View Open ... went 11-6 overall.
FRESHMAN (2017-18): Redshirted ... finished sixth 
at the Harold Nichols Open at 141 pounds in the 
freshman/sophomore division. 
HIGH SCHOOL: Three-time state medalist at the 
Iowa high school state championships ... injury kept him out of the high school state 
meet as a senior ... finished third in 2016 at 132 pounds in class 2A ... second in 
2015 at 113 pounds ... was seventh at 106 pounds in 2014 ... also played baseball 
and ran cross country. 
PERSONAL: Native of La Porte City, Iowa ... son of Jeannie and Doug ... has a 
younger sister and older brother, Jacob, who also wrestles on the team ... also 
recruited by Wartburg, Grand View and SMSU ... majoring in biology.
157 POUNDS 
DEREK HOLSCHLAG - RS JUNIOR
LA PORTE CITY, IOWA • UNION HS
YEAR OVERALL DUALS BIG12 DUALS DUAL PTS SCORED BIG12 PLACE NCAA PLACE MD W/L TF W/L PINS W/L QUICK FALL
17-18* 1-2 0-0 0-0 0-1 0-0 0-0
18-19 11-6 0-2 0-1 2-1 3-0 2-1 0:58
19-20 12-10 1-2 1-1 3 2-0 1-0 2-1 1:32
CAREER 23-16 1-4 1-2 3 4-1 4-0 4-2  0:58
DEREK HOLSCHLAG - CAREER STATS                          @holschlag2
* redshirted
2017-18 SEASON
HAROLD NICHOLS CYCLONE OPEN - AMES, IOWA - 6TH
Nov. 4 Keegan Powers Ellsworth CC W 10-9  1-0
Nov. 4 Kristian Vazquez Iowa State  L 16-4 MD  1-1
Nov. 4 Chase McLaughlin Grand View  L Inj. 4:01  1-2 
2018-19 SEASON
HAROLD NICHOLS CYCLONE OPEN - AMES, IOWA - DNP
Nov. 3 Cole Martin Wisconsin  L  4:00 F  0-1
Nov. 3 Zachary Owens Iowa State WC W 17-0 TF  1-1
Nov. 3 Josh Wenger Grand View  L  11-4  1-2
GRAND VIEW OPEN - PLEASANT HILL, IOWA - 3RD 
Nov. 10  Colby Johnson  Baker  W 10-2 MD  2-2
Nov. 10  Justin Atkinson  Indiana Tech    L  9-7  2-3
Nov. 10  Jacob Wasser  Nebraska-Kearney  W MFF  3-3
Nov. 10  Juan Rivera  Baker  W 17-2 TF  4-3
Nov. 10  Zach Axmear  Iowa  W 9-4  5-3
Nov. 10  Justin Atkinson  Indiana Tech  W 13-5 MD  6-3
Nov. 17 Robert Lee  Pittsburgh  L  3-1 SV1 0-1 6-4
Nov. 18 Christian Monserrat  West Vriginia  L  10-2 MD 0-2 6-5
DUHAWK OPEN - DUBUQUE, IOWA - 3RD
Jan. 26 Daishaun Felton Upper Iowa  W 18-1 TF  7-5
Jan. 26 Omar Otero UW-Platteville  W 0:58 F  8-5
Jan. 26 Killyan Green Grand View  W 2:10 F  9-5
Jan. 26 Zach Axmear Iowa   L 7-6  9-6
Jan. 26 Adam Valdez Loras  W 11-4  10-6
Jan. 26 Yarhoski Aldiva Iowa Central CC  W 11-5  11-6
2019-20 SEASON
HAROLD NICHOLS CYCLONE OPEN – AMES, IOWA - 5TH
Nov. 10  Patrick Spray Wisconsin W, 7-3 1-0
Nov. 10 Dylan Thurston Northern Illinois L, 2-0 1-1
Nov. 10 Keaton Geerts UNI L, 7-4 1-2
Nov. 10  Patrick Spray Wisconsin W, Fall 4:31 2-2
GRAND VIEW OPEN – DES MOINES, IOWA - DNP
Nov. 16 Devin Bahr Wisconsin L, 6-2 2-3
Nov. 16 Grant Stotts Iowa State L, 4-3 2-4
BUENA VISTA OPEN – STORM LAKE IOWA - 3RD
Dec. 7 Baylor Fernandes Minnesota W, For 3-4
Dec. 7 Spencer Miller St. Cloud State W, 17-1 TF 4-4
Dec. 7 Braxton Doebel Wartburg W, 10-0 MD 5-4
Dec. 7 Alex Lloyd Rochester CTC W, 6-4 6-4
Dec. 7 Ryan Thomas Minnesota L, 9-3 6-5
Dec. 7 Kyle Fowler Morningside W, Fall 1:32 7-5
UNI OPEN - CEDAR FALLS, IOWA - 2ND
Dec. 14 Carter Schmidt Iowa State W, 13-4 MD 8-5
Dec. 14 Joey Sanchez Indiana W, 6-4 9-5
Dec. 14 Fernia Silva Indiana L, 6-5 9-6
MIDLANDS CHAMPIONSHIPS - HOFFMAN ESTATES, ILLINOIS - DNP
Dec. 29 Joey Sanchez Indiana W, 8-1 10-6
Dec. 29 Matt Ortiz Indiana W, 4-0 11-6
Dec. 29 Eric Barone Illinois L, 3-2 11-7
Dec. 29 Joshua McClure North Carolina L, 8-5 11-8
Jan. 10 Colten Carlson South Dakota State L, 4-0 11-9
Jan. 19 Trey Brisker Air Force W, 7-4 12-9
Jan. 20 Drew Scharenbrock Wisconsin L, 7-2 12-10
RS FRESHMAN (2019-20): Did not compete due to 
illness.
FRESHMAN (2018-19): Redshirted ... won the 
Harold Nichols Cyclone and the Grand View opens 
... tied for first at the Jim Koch Open at 157 pounds 
... took sixth at UNI Open ... led the team in falls 
with 13. 
HIGH SCHOOL: Two-time finalist and four-time 
Iowa High School State Championship medalist 
... was second at 152-pound weight class in Class 
3A as a senior and junior ... was eighth at 145 
pounds a sophomore and seventh at 132 pounds as 
a freshman ... three-sport athlete having competed 
in football, baseball and wrestling ... finished prep 
career ranked No. 19 by Intermat ...was also recruited by Ohio State, Iowa State 
and Grand View.
PERSONAL: Fort Dodge, Iowa, native ... son of Nick and Jamie Lara ... two older sib-
lings, Jaydan and Triston, who also wrestles at UNI ... was involved with community 
service with his high school team ... enjoys the outdoors, hunting and fishing.
157 POUNDS 
CAYD LARA - RS SOPHOMORE
FORT DODGE, IOWA • FORT DODGE HS
2018-19 SEASON
HAROLD NICHOLS CYCLONE OPEN - AMES, IOWA - 1ST
Nov. 3  Dalton Jensen  unattached  W 2:44 F  1-0
Nov. 3  Lucas Bratland  Iowa State  W 3:28 F  2-0
Nov. 3  Anders Lantz  Wisconsin  W 12-11  3-0
GRAND VIEW OPEN - PLEASANT HILL, IOWA - 1ST
Nov. 10  Zach Garza  Ellsworth CC  W 1:44 F  4-0
Nov. 10  Austin Morgan  Central Missouri  W 3:29 F  5-0
Nov. 10  Jaydon Elge  Nebraska-Kearney  W 2:09 F  6-0
Nov. 10  Joe Kelly  Iowa  W 14-7  7-0
Nov. 10  Dalton Jensen  Grand View  W 3:59 F  8-0
JIM KOCH OPEN – KENOSHA, WISCONSIN - TIED 1ST
Dec. 1  Dominick Ambrose  North Central  W 6:24 F  9-0
Dec. 1  Nick McGhee  Maryville  W 2:13 F  10-0
Dec. 1  James Wimer  Findlay  W 12-7  11-0
UNI OPEN - CEDAR FALLS, IOWA - 6TH
Dec. 8  Kenny Kerstein  Illinois  W 6:36 F  12-0
Dec. 8  David Carr  Iowa State  L 11-2 MD  12-1
Dec. 8  Laken Cook  South Dakota State  W 3:30 F  13-1
Dec. 8  Ethan Karsten  Iowa Central CC  W 13-5 MD  14-1
Dec. 8  Jaren Glosser  Iowa  L 11-2 MD  14-2
Dec. 8  Brayton Lee  Minnesota  L 18-5 MD  14-3
MIDLANDS CHAMPIONSHIPS - HOFFMAN ESTATES, ILLINOIS - DNP
Dec. 29  Mike D’Angelo  unattached  L 17-2 TF  14-4
Dec. 29  Cole Smith  Old Dominion  W 4:49 F  15-4
Dec. 29  Logan Parks  Central Michigan  L 8-1  15-5
DUHAWK OPEN - DUBUQUE, IOWA -5TH
Jan. 26  Zach Garza  Ellsworth CC  W 6-4  16-5
Jan. 26  Winton Neal  Central College  W 1:28 F  17-5
Jan. 26  Garrett Model  Wisconsin  L 17-14  17-6
Jan. 26  Ethan Karsten  Iowa Central  W 6:34 F  18-6
Jan. 26  Grant Stotts  Iowa State  L 9-4  18-7
Jan. 26  Dalton Jensen  Grand View  W MFF  19-7
CAYD LARA - CAREER STATS                               @cayd07
YEAR OVERALL DUALS BIG12 DUALS DUAL PTS SCORED BIG12 PLACE NCAA PLACE MD W/L TF W/L PINS W/L QUICK FALL
18-19* 19-7 0-0 0-0 1-3 0-1 13-0 1:28
CAREER 0-0 0-0 0-0 0-0 0-0 0-0  
* redshirted
RS FRESHMAN (2019-20) (BROWN): Redshirted... 
Finished 4-3 on the year... won two bouts by major 
decision... went 4-1 at the CUW Open for a third-
place finish.
FRESHMAN (2018-19) (BROWN): Finished 10-17 on 
the season … Went 2-7 in duals and 1-5 in EIWA 
duals … Posted one major decision on the year 
… Tallied four wins at the F&M Open (Jan. 5) … 
Posted three wins at the Bearcat Open (Nov. 11).
 
High School: Placed third at the New York state 
championships in 2018 … Won titles at the Dan-
bury Invitational, Westchester County Champion-
ships, CHSAA NYC divisional championships, and 
CHSAA Catholic state championships … Posted a 
126-37 career record … Went 34-6 as a junior and 47-3 as a senior for a combined 
mark of 81-9 over his final two years … Wrestled for coaches Thomas Straehle and 
John Degl … Competed on the club level for Empire Wrestling Academy … A high 
honor roll student.
 
Personal: Colin is the son of Katherine and Steve Realbuto … Has four older broth-
ers, Sean, Brian, Dylan, and the late Michael Realbuto; Brian wrestled at Cornell 
from 2013-17 and Dylan wrestled at Cornell from 2014-18 … Born on May 28, 2000 
… Plans to concentrate in History.
157 POUNDS 
COLIN REALBUTO - RS SOPHOMORE
SOMERS N.Y. • BROWN
2018-19 SEASON (BROWN)
JONATHAN KALOUST BEARCAT OPEN - VESTAL N.Y. - DNP
Nov. 11 Nicholas Gil Navy L, 7-3 0-1
Nov. 11 Robert Groves Harvard W, 14-7 1-1
Nov. 11 Trevor Tarsi Harvard W, 8-7 2-1
Nov. 11 Patrick Darcy Princeton W, 8-5 3-1
Nov. 11 Michael Venosa Cornell L, 3-2 3-2
NAVY CLASSIC - ANNAPOLIS, MARYLAND - DNP
Nov. 17 Conner Noonan Oregon State L, Fall 1:47 3-3
Nov. 17 Grant Willits Oregon State L, 9-1 MD 3-4
CLIFF KEEN LAS VEGAS CLASSIC - LAS VEGAS, NEV. - DNP
Nov. 30 Michael Carr Illinois L, 8-3 3-5
Nov. 30 Nate Limmex Purdue L, 12-2 MD 3-6
Nov. 30  Trevor Tarsi Harvard W, 7-4 4-7
MIDLANDS CHAMPIONSHIPS - HOFFMAN ESTATES, ILLINOIS - DNP
Dec. 29  Yahya Thomas Northwestern L, 7-4 4-8
Dec. 29 Wilfredo Gil Franklin & Marshall L, 9-6 4-9
F&M OPEN - LANCASTER, PENN. - DNP
Jan. 5 Michael Doetsch Maryland L, 9-5 4-10
Jan. 5 Chris Crane Kutztown W, 6-3 5-10
Jan. 5 Alex Urquiza NC State W, 10-2 MD 6-10
Jan. 5 Danny Bertoni Maryland W, 5-2 7-10
Jan. 5 Josh Breeding Princeton W, 11-8 8-10
Jan. 5 Scott Kiyono Virginia L, Fall 1:44 8-11
Jan. 11 Caleb Ziebell Davidson W, 1-0 9-11
Jan. 12 Jamel Morris NC State L, 16-0 9-12
Jan. 12 Josh Finesilver Duke L, 4-2 9-13
Jan. 17 Corey Shie Army L, 14-2 MD 9-14
Jan. 19 Patrick Quilan Franklin & Marshall W, 6-2 10-14
Jan. 19 Joey Gould Bucknell L, Fall 6:54 10-15
Jan. 26 Yianni Diakomihalis Cornell L, 22-7 TF 10-16
Jan. 26 Anthony Sparacio Binghamton L, 22-7 TF 10-17
Feb. 2 Grant Aronoff Penn L, 14-5 MD 10-18
COLIN REALBUTO - CAREER STATS                               @Realbutocolin
YEAR OVERALL DUALS BIG12 DUALS DUAL PTS SCORED BIG12 PLACE NCAA PLACE MD W/L TF W/L PINS W/L QUICK FALL
18-19^ 10-18 2-7 0-0 6 1-4 0-2 0-3
19-20*^ 4-3 0-0 0-0 2-0 0-1 0-0
CAREER 10-18 2-7 0-0 6 1-4 0-2 0-3  
* redshirted ^Brown
2019-20 SEASON (BROWN)
CONCORDIA UNIVERSITY WISCONSIN OPEN - MEQUON, WISC. - 3rd
Nov. 23 Terrell Leavell Harper College L, 10-7 0-1
Nov. 23 Caiden Jones Loras W, 18-4 MD 1-1
Nov. 23 Brandon Lenczner Wisconsin-Oshkosh W, 12-3 MD 2-1
Nov. 23 Andy Posledni Wabash W, MFOR 3-1
Nov. 23 Ethan Harsted Wheaton W, 6-1 4-1
MIDLANDS CHAMPIONSHIPS - HOFFMAN ESTATES, ILLINOIS - DNP
Dec. 29 Mason Smith Campbell L, 16-0 TF 4-2
Dec. 29 Alec Hagen Ohio L, 10-2 4-3
FRESHMAN (2019-20): Redshirt Season... Did not 
compete in 2019-20.
HIGH SCHOOL: Was a four-year placer and 2018 
State Champion for PCM... Went 49-1 as a junior 
on the way to a state title.
165 POUNDS
LUCAS ROLAND - RS FRESHMAN
MONROE, IOWA • PCM MONROE
LUCAS ROLAND - CAREER STATS                               @lucasRoland7
YEAR OVERALL DUALS BIG12 DUALS DUAL PTS SCORED BIG12 PLACE NCAA PLACE MD W/L TF W/L PINS W/L QUICK FALL
19-20* 0-0 0-0 0-0 0-0 0-0 0-0
CAREER 0-0 0-0 0-0 0-0 0-0 0-0  
* redshirted
RS SOPHOMORE (2019-20): Earned Academic 
All-Big 12 First Team honors ... Earned a first-place 
finish at the Loras Open... Finished the season with 
a 13-7 record... Earned two pins, two tech fall wins 
and a pair of major decisions... Finished second at 
the UNI Open, third at the Buena Vista Open and 
fifth at the Harold Nichols Open.
RS FRESHMAN (2018-19): Earned Academic All-Big 
12 First Team honors ... finished third at the Last 
Chance Open... competed in seven duals at 157 
pounds.
FRESHMAN (2017-18): Redshirted ... won the 
Grand View Open at 165 pounds in the freshman/
sophomore division ... fourth at Pat “Flash” Flana-
gan Open ... finished sixth at the Jim Koch Wisconsin Open. 
HIGH SCHOOL: Four-time state qualifier for the Illinois high school state champion-
ships ... won as a senior at 160 pounds in class 2A in 2017, setting the school record 
for most career wins ... took second at state as a junior ... was fourth at the Illinois 
state meet as a sophomore ... three-sport athlete competing in cross country, track 
and wrestling. 
PERSONAL: From Antioch, Illinois ... son of Steve and Kathy Schoenfelder ... has an 
older sister, Erin, and younger sibling, Niall ... volunteered as a worker at Antioch 
Lion’s Club events and was an assistant coach for a youth wrestling club ... also 
recruited by University of Virginia and Oregon State University ... majoring in move-
ment and exercise science. 
165 POUNDS 
PATRICK SCHOENFELDER - RS JUNIOR
ANTIOCH, ILL. • ANTIOCH HS
YEAR OVERALL DUALS BIG12 DUALS DUAL PTS SCORED BIG12 PLACE NCAA PLACE MD W/L TF W/L PINS W/L QUICK FALL
17-18* 17-7 0-0 0-0 4-2 2-1 5-0 2:18
18-19 6-18 0-7 0-3 0-4 0-2 3-4 3:26
19-20 13-7 0-1 0-0 2-2 2-0 2-1 3:30
CAREER 19-25 0-8 0-3 2-6 2-2 5-5 3:20
PATRICK SCHOENFELDER - CAREER STATS                                @Pat_shaney
* redshirted
2017-18 SEASON
HAROLD NICHOLS CYCLONE OPEN - AMES, IOWA - 1ST
Nov. 4 Taylan Entriken Iowa State  L  4-1  0-1
Nov. 4 Marty Verhaeghe Fort Hays State W 9-4  1-1
Nov. 4 Austin Yant UNI W 6-5  2-1
GRAND VIEW OPEN - DES MOINES, IOWA - 1ST
Nov. 11 Brandon Burgos  Iowa Central CC W 3:57 F  3-1
Nov. 11 Brett Johnson Marian W 11-1 MD    4-1
Nov. 11 Tylan Entriken Iowa State W 2:18 F  5-1
Nov. 11 Austin Yant UNI W 4-1  6-1
JIM KOCH WISCONSIN OPEN - SOMERS, WISCONSIN - 6TH
Dec. 2 Mason Williams  Chicago  L  6-5  6-2
Dec. 2 Isaiah Mitchell  Luther W 10-2 MD  7-2
Dec. 2 Conner Villarmia  Maryville W 18-3 TF  8-2
Dec. 2 Tre Vaughn Craig  UW-Parkside W 5-3  9-2
Dec. 2 Laine Frazee  Purdue W 9-4  10-2
Dec. 2 Austin Stofer  Lindenwood  L  13-7  10-3
UNI OPEN - CEDAR FALLS, IOWA - 157 POUNDS - DNP
Dec. 9 Hunter Shelton  South Dakota State  W 3:46 F  11-3
Dec. 9 Alex Leone  Iowa Central CC  W 17-1 TF  12-3
Dec. 9 Luke Fortuna  Missouri   L  8-5  12-4
Dec. 9 Nick Mergen  North Dakota State  W 14-9  13-4
Dec. 9 Danny Reed  Columbia   L  14-5 MD  13-5
PAT FLASH FLANAGAN OPEN - DUBUQUE, IOWA - 4TH
Jan. 6 Tristan McDonald  Iowa W 19-6 MD  14-5
Jan. 6 Brady Jennings  Iowa State  L  19-4 TF  14-6
Jan. 6 Tanner Sparks  Maryville W 15-4 MD  15-6
Jan. 6 Gabe Pleasants  Loras W 2:38 F  16-6
Jan. 6 John Anderson  Maryville W 3-1  17-6
Jan. 6 Jeremiah Moody  Iowa  L  15-6 MD  17-7
2018-19 SEASON
HAROLD NICHOLS CYCLONE OPEN - AMES, IOWA - DNP
Nov. 3 Peyton Mocco  Missouri    L  5-3  0-1
Nov. 3 Luke Fortuna  Missouri  W 3-2  1-1
Nov. 3 Paden Moore  UNI   L  9-1 MD  1-2 
     
GRAND VIEW OPEN - PLEASANT HILL, IOWA - DNP 
Nov. 10  Danny Murphy  Iowa    L  5:31 F  1-3
Nov. 10  Dylan Brazell  Graceland  W 3:26 F  2-3
Nov. 10  Trent Johnson  Grand View  W 4:06 F  3-3
Nov. 10  Caleb Licking  Nebraska    L  10-9  3-4
Nov. 17 #12 Taleb Rahmani  Pittsburgh  L  2:36 F 0-1 3-5 
Nov. 18 Zach Moore  West Virginia  L  2:23 F 0-2 3-6
CLIFF KEEN OPEN - LAS VEGAS, NEVADA - DNP
Nov. 30  Hunter Ladnier  Harvard  L  12-6  3-7
Nov. 30  Evan Barczak  Drexel  L  7-2  3-8
UNI OPEN - CEDAR FALLS, IOWA - DNP
Dec. 8 Anders Lantz  Wisconsin W 4:03 F  4-8
Dec. 8 Brayton Lee  Minnesota  L  24-7 TF  4-9
Dec. 8  Laken Cook  South Dakota State  L  16-4 MD  4-10
Dec. 16 Fredy Stroker  Cornell  L  12-6 0-3 4-11
MIDLANDS CHAMPIONSHIPS - HOFFMAN ESTATES, ILLINOIS - DNP
Dec. 29 Davey Tunon  Indiana  L  3:19 F  4-12
Dec. 29 Joe Oliva  Penn  L  8-2  4-13
Jan. 11 Colten Carlson  South Dakota State  L  26-12 MD 0-4 4-14
Jan. 12      #2 Tyler Berger                  Nebraska                           L  20-4 (3:50) TF 0-5  4-15
Jan. 17 #16 Jarrett Jacques  Missouri  L  12-4 MD 0-6 4-16
Jan. 20 Alex Mossing  Air Force  L  6-5 0-7 4-17
LAST CHANCE - AMES, IOWA - 3RD
Feb. 16 Wyatt Sheets  Oklahoma State  L  6-4  4-18
Feb. 16 Grant Stotts  Iowa State W 12-6  5-18
Feb. 16 Tracy Hubbard  Central Michigan W 11-5  6-18
2019-20 SEASON
HAROLD NICHOLS CYCLONE OPEN – AMES, IOWA - 5TH
Nov. 10  Taylan Entriken Iowa State L, 8-5 0-1
Nov. 10 Jacob Shoop Grand View W, 7-3 1-1
Nov. 10 Zack Velasquez Northern Illinois W, 7-5 2-1
Nov. 10 Zane Mulder Iowa State L, Fall 4:47 2-2
Nov. 10 Taylan Entriken Iowa State W, 9-1 MD 3-2
Nov. 17 Shayne Oster Northwestern L, 15-0 3-3
BUENA VISTA OPEN – STORM LAKE IOWA - 3RD
Dec. 7 Jose Acosta Ruiz Buena Vista W, 19-4 TF 4-3
Dec. 7 Brock Schlough St. Cloud State W, 5-2 5-3
Dec. 7 Logan Saltou Minnesota State W, 5-2 6-3
Dec. 7 Devin Fitzpatrick St. Cloud State L, 14-5 MD 6-4
Dec. 7 Chris Paulsen Briar Cliff W, Fall 3:20 7-4
UNI OPEN - CEDAR FALLS, IOWA - 2ND
Dec. 14 Caleb Long Iowa State W, 11-1 MD 8-4
Dec. 14 Peyton Mocco Missouri W, 6-5 9-4
Dec. 14 Lofan Schumacher Iowa State L, 11-0 SV-1 9-5
MIDLANDS CHAMPIONSHIPS - HOFFMAN ESTATES, ILLINOIS - DNP
Dec. 29 Conor Melbourne Princeton L, 17-12 9-6
Dec. 29 Quentin Perez Campbell L, 22-9 MD 10-6
LORAS COLLEGE OPEN - DUBUQUE, IOWA - T1ST
Feb. 1 Colin Honderd Cornell W, Fall 3:37 11-7
Feb. 1 Christian Wilson Central College W, 19-2 TF 12-7
Feb. 1 Baylor Crigger Loras W, 8-2 13-7
SOPHOMORE (2019-20): Closed the season with an 
8-14 record... Finished fourth at the Harold Nichols 
Open... Finished Fourth at the Grand View Open... 
Recorded four falls on the season... Wrestled in six 
duals for the Panthers.
FRESHMAN (2018-19): Redshirted... did not 
compete
HIGH SCHOOL: Two-time medalist at the Iowa 
high school state championships ... took third at 
170 pounds in class 2A as a senior ... was sixth 
as a junior ... a two-time bronze medalist at 182 
pounds at the Iowa/USA Junior Freestyle State 
Championships ... was in National Honor Society ... 
and honor roll. 
PERSONAL: From New Hampton, Iowa ... son of Angela and Gerard Glaser ... has 
two older sisters, Kelsey and Cora and a younger sister, Sophie ... volunteered with 
Project Flo fixing up houses ... did three years of week-long mission trips ... men-
tored middle schoolers ... enjoys hunting and fishing ... majoring in exercise science. 
174 POUNDS
NOAH GLASER - RS-SOPHOMORE
NEW HAMPTON, IOWA • NEW HAMPTON HS
                                               @noah_glaseR_01
YEAR OVERALL DUALS BIG12 DUALS DUAL PTS SCORED BIG12 PLACE NCAA PLACE MD W/L TF W/L PINS W/L QUICK FALL
18-19* 0-0 0-0 0-0 0-0 0-0 0-0
19-20 8-14 0-6 0-4 2-3 0-1 4-5 0:58
CAREER 8-14 0-6 0-4 2-3 0-1 4-5  0:58
* redshirted
NOAH GLASER - CAREER STATS    
2019-20 SEASON
HAROLD NICHOLS CYCLONE OPEN – AMES, IOWA - 4TH
Nov. 10  Joe Deckert Iowa W, 8-0 MD 1-0
Nov. 10 Julien Broderson Iowa State L, Fall 1:08 1-1
Nov. 10 Anthony Johnson Iowa Central CC W, 11-1 MD 2-1
Nov. 10 Tyler Buesgens Iowa Stae L, 15-3 MD 2-2
GRAND VIEW OPEN – DES MOINES, IOWA - 4TH
Nov. 16 Tate Beardsley Grand View W, Fall 1:40  3-2
Nov. 16 Jonathan Melgoza Triton College W, Fall 2:09  4-2
Nov. 16 Jake Leicht Briar Cliff W, 5-4  5-2
Nov. 16 Julien Broderson Iowa State L, Fall 4:40  5-3
Nov. 16 Colin Murphy Loras W, Fall 2:55  6-3
Nov. 16 Tyler Buesgens Iowa State L, Fall 2:55  7-3
Nov. 24 Eric Schultz Nebraska L, 24-9 6-5
CLIFF KEEN LAS VEGAS INVITE – LAS VEGAS, NEV. - DNP
Dec. 6 Cole Witzig North Dakota State L, 4-0 6-6
Dec. 6 Stanly Smeltzer Virginia Tech L, 17-5 MD 6-7
Dec. 6 Ricardo Rodriguez Grand Canyon W, Fall 0:58 7-7
MIDLANDS CHAMPIONSHIPS - HOFFMAN ESTATES, ILLINOIS - DNP
Dec. 29 Thomas Lane Cal Poly L, Fall 2:23 7-8
Dec. 29 Austin Andres SIU Edwardsville W, 10-5 8-8
Dec. 29 Brandon Whitman North Carolina L, 9-1 MD 8-9
Jan. 4 Tanner Orndorff Utah Valley L, Fall 4:45 8-10
Jan. 10 Tanner Slaon South Dakota State L, Fall 1:42 8-11
Jan. 12 Wyatt Koelling Missouri L, 6-2 8-12
Jan. 19 Casey Jumps Air Force L, 1-0 8-13
Jan. 25 Dakota Geer Oklahoma State L, 20-4 TF 8-14
FRESHMAN (2019-20): Redshirt Season... Com-
peted in two tournaments and won both titles... 
Finished abbreviated season with a 5-0 record... 
Recorded pins on his first four bouts.
HIGH SCHOOL: Recorded a 174-23 record… 
Tallied 122 pins… Won the State Championship 
in 2019… Placed in the top five in all four years… 
Was a team captain for 2018 and 2019… Ranked 
seventh in the country from FloWrestling at 
152… Was a four-year Academic All-Conference 
honoree… Earned Academic All-State honors in 
2019… Earned All-American honors at Fargo in 
2019… Played free safety and running back on the 
football team.
PERSONAL: Parents are Bob and Suzanne Runyon… Volunteer for best buddies… 
Went on Mission Trips with youth groups… Helped with  youth wrestling camps 
and practices…  Chose UNI because of the family feel, the philosophy and the  
campus and faculty… His favorite wrestling 
memory is competing at nationals in Fargo.
165 POUNDS
LANCE RUNYON - RS FRESHMAN
PLEASANT HILL, IOWA • SE POLK HS
2019-20 SEASON
HAROLD NICHOLS CYCLONE OPEN – AMES, IOWA - 1ST
Nov. 10 Luke Culberston Pratt CC W, Fall 1:19 1-0
Nov. 10 Chinges Tsermaa NW Kansas TC W, Fall 6:38 2-0
Nov. 10 Josh Otto Wisconsin W, Fall 6:14 3-0
LORAS COLLEGE OPEN - DUBUQUE, IOWA - T1ST
Feb. 1 Collin Groleau Central College W, Fall 2:30 4-0
Feb. 1 Josh Otto Wisconsin W, 7-3 5-0
LANCE RUNYON - CAREER STATS                               @lanceRunyon1
YEAR OVERALL DUALS BIG12 DUALS DUAL PTS SCORED BIG12 PLACE NCAA PLACE MD W/L TF W/L PINS W/L QUICK FALL
19-20* 5-0 0-0 0-0 0-0 0-0 4-0 1:19
CAREER 0-0 0-0 0-0 0-0 0-0 0-0  
* redshirted
RS SOPHOMORE (2019-20): Finished the season 
with a 15-14 record... Finished seventh at the Big 
12 Championship... Finished Fourth at the UNI 
Open... Won five dual bouts, including a 10-0 over 
Oklahoma’s Elijah Joseph... Went 3-2 at the Big 12 
Championship.
RS FRESHMAN (2018-19): Finished second at the 
UNI and Jim Koch opens ... finished third at the 
Grand View Open ... competed in one dual at 174 
pounds.
FRESHMAN (2017-18): Redshirted ... took second 
at the Harold Nichols, Grand View and Pat “Flash” 
Flanagan opens in the freshman/sophomore 
divisions at 165 pounds ... finished third at the Jim 
Koch Wisconsin Open. 
HIGH SCHOOL: Four-time state place winner at the Iowa high school state meet ... 
set Waverly-Shell Rock High School record with 185 career wins and 187 escapes 
... took third at 152 pounds in class 3A as a senior in 2017 ... second as a junior ... 
took sixth as a junior and seventh as a freshman ... was the USAW Junior Folkstyle 
national champion and the Iowa Junior Freestyle champion in 2017. 
PERSONAL: From Waverly, Iowa ... son of Cayle and Darleen Yant ... has two 
younger siblings, Evan and Rylee ... volunteered at the Northeast Iowa Food Bank 
and sandbagging to protect houses from floods ... recruited by Ohio State, Wartburg, 
Grand View, Campbell and Nebraska Kearney ... majoring in electrical engineering 
technology. 
174 POUNDS 
AUSTIN YANT - RS JUNIOR
WAVERLY IOWA • WAVERLY-SHELL ROCK HS
YEAR OVERALL DUALS BIG12 DUALS DUAL PTS SCORED BIG12 PLACE NCAA PLACE MD W/L TF W/L PINS W/L QUICK FALL
17-18* 13-6 0-0 0-0 2-0 1-2 0-0
18-19  10-6 0-1 0-1 2-1 5-0 1-1 1:33
19-20 25-20 5-6 4-4 16 7th 1-2 0-1 0-1
CAREER 10-6 5-7 4-5 16 7th 3-3 5-1 1-2 1:33
AUSTIN YANT - CAREER STATS                                 @young_yantz
* redshirted
2017-18 SEASON
HAROLD NICHOLS CYCLONE OPEN - AMES, IOWA - 2ND
Nov. 4 Taylan Entriken Iowa State W 6-5  1-0
Nov. 4 Marty Verhaeghe Fort Hays State W 6-3  2-0
Nov. 4 Pat Schoenfelder UNI  L  7-3  2-1
GRAND VIEW OPEN - DES MOINES, IOWA - 2ND
Nov. 11 Bryson Wesley Baker W 18-2 TF  3-1
Nov. 11 Hunter Gasper Indiana Tech W 9-2  4-1
Nov. 11 Trezdon O’Neal Marian W 4-2  5-1
Nov. 11 Patrick Schoenfelder UNI  L  4-1  5-2
JIM KOCH WISCONSIN OPEN - SOMERS, WISCONSIN - 3RD
Dec. 2 Michial Foy  Harper College W 9-1  6-2
Dec. 2 Tre Vaughn Craig  UW – Parkside W 6-4 (SV1)  7-2
Dec. 2 Alonzo Turner  Findlay  L  5-2  7-3
Dec. 2 John Anderson  Maryville W 7-5 (SV1)  8-3
Dec. 2 Austin Stofer  Lindenwood W 8-1  9-3
UNI OPEN - CEDAR FALLS, IOWA - DNP
Dec. 9 Anders Lantz  South Dakota State W 10-1 MD  10-3
Dec. 9 Bryce Steiert  UNI  L  15-0 TF  10-4
Dec. 9 Dan Kelly  UNI  L  18-0 TF  10-5
PAT FLASH FLANAGAN OPEN - DUBUQUE, IOWA - 2ND
Jan. 6 Tanner Sparks  Maryville  W 13-4 MD  11-5
Jan. 6 Logan McQuillen  Iowa W 8-4  12-5
Jan. 6 John Anderson  Maryville W 3-2 (SV1)  13-5
Jan. 6 Brady Jennings  Iowa State  L  7-0  13-6
2018-19 SEASON
HAROLD NICHOLS CYCLONE OPEN - AMES, IOWA - DNP
Nov. 3 Lawton Benna  Grand View    L  5-3  0-1
Nov. 3 Caleb Coleman  Grand View    L  3:45 F  0-2
 
GRAND VIEW OPEN - PLEASANT HILL, IOWA - 3RD 
Nov. 10  Lucas Lovvorn  Baker    L 8-5  0-3 
Nov. 10  Austinn Goin  William Penn  W 24-9 TF  1-3
Nov. 10  Benjamin Gadbois  Central Missouri  W 17-2 TF  2-3
Nov. 10  Blake Joiner  Grand View  W 1:33 F  3-3
Nov. 10  Nathan Walton  Cumberland  W 8-7  4-3
JIM KOCH OPEN – KENOSHA, WISCONSIN - 2ND
Dec. 1  Sam Ryner  UW-Whitewater W 22-8 MD  5-3
Dec. 1  Cody Everhart  Maryville W 16-0 TF  6-3
Dec. 1  Nathan Vandermeer  Findlay W 21-6 TF  7-3
Dec. 1  John Anderson  Maryville  L  2-1 TB1  7-4
UNI OPEN - CEDAR FALLS, IOWA - 2ND
Dec. 8 Maxwell Southard  Iowa State W 4-2  8-4
Dec. 8 Reymundo Vasquez  Iowa Central CC W 19-3 TF  9-4
Dec. 8 Jeremiah Kent  Missouri W 8-0 MD  10-4
Dec. 8 Marcus Coleman  Iowa State  L  22-10 MD  10-5
Jan. 25 Dalton Robertson Northern Colorado  L  3-2 0-1 10-6
2019-20 SEASON
Nov. 24 Isaiah White Nebraska L, 13-5 MD 0-1
CLIFF KEEN LAS VEGAS INVITE – LAS VEGAS, NEV. - DNP
Dec. 6 Milik Dawkins Cornell L, 6-3 0-2
Dec. 6 Thomas Bullard NC State L, 8-0 0-3
Dec. 6 Brandon Levesque Sacred Heart W, 3-2 1-3
UNI OPEN - CEDAR FALLS, IOWA - 4TH
Dec. 14 Zane Mulder Iowa State L, 3-2 1-4
Dec. 14 Grant Lundy Chattanooga W, 3-2 2-4
Dec. 14 Davey Tunon Indiana W, 8-4 3-4
Dec. 14 Matt Ortiz Indiana W, 6-1 4-4
Dec. 14 Zane Mulder Iowa State W, 10-8 SV-1 5-4
Dec. 14 Peyton Mocco Missouri L, 11-9 5-5
MIDLANDS CHAMPIONSHIPS - HOFFMAN ESTATES, ILLINOIS - DNP
Dec. 29 Cameron Amine Michigan L, 9-3 5-6
Dec. 29 Nick South Indiana W, 2-1 6-6
Dec. 29 Philip Conigliaro Harvard L, 8-6 6-7
Dec. 29 Jeremiah Moody Iowa L, 2-1 7-7
Jan. 4 Koy Wilkinson Utah Valley W, 2-0 8-7
Jan. 10 Tanner Cook South Dakota State L, Fall 6:11 8-8
Jan. 12 Peyton Mocco Missouri W, 4-3 TB-1 9-8
Jan. 17 Austin Matthews Northern Colorado W, 2-0 10-8
Jan. 19 Randy Menewaather II Air Force L, 7-4 10-9
Jan. 25 Travis Wittlake Oklahoma State L, 14-5 MD 10-10
Feb. 1 Elijah Joseph Oklahoma W, 10-0 MD 11-10
Feb. 14 Nick Kiussis West Virginia W, 8-2 12-10
Feb. 16 Chase Straw Iowa State L, 3-1 SV-1 12-11
Feb. 20 Evan Wick Wisconsin L, 16-4 12-12
BIG 12 CHAMPIONSHIPS - TULSA, OKLA. - 7TH
March 7 Koy Wilkinson Utah Valley W, 1-0 13-12
March 7 Travis Wittlake Oklahoma L, 17-1 TF 13-13
March 7 Randy Menewather II Air Force W, 4-3 14-13
March 8 Cole Moddy Wyoming L, 6-3 14-14
March 8 Jordan Robison Northern Colorado W, 8-2 15-14
FRESHMAN (2019-20): Redshirted... Dominant 
in unattached wrestling... He went 16-1 with 15 
bonus point wins... His only loss was a 1-point set 
back to national qualifier Abe Assad... Took first 
at the Harold Nichols Open, Buena Vista Open 
and the Loras College Open... Finished third at the 
Grand View Open... recorded seven major decision 
wins... notched six tech falls... had one pin fall.
HIGH SCHOOL: Two-Time State Champion… Four-
Time State placer… Finished third at Fargo to earn 
All-American Honors… Was a three-year captain 
for the Nicolet HS Knights… Earned Academic 
All-State Second Team honors in 2018 and 2019… 
Earned All-Conference honors in football… Was a 
football team captain in 2018.
PERSONAL: Parents are Lynne and James… Has two older sisters Emma and 
Hannah… Volunteered with the Junior Knights Kids Club and Jr. Knoghts football… 
Chose UNI because of the coaches’ belief in his abilities. 
174 POUNDS
PARKER KECKEISEN - RS FRESHMAN
GLENDALE, WIS. • NICOLET HS
PARKER KECKEISEN - CAREER STATS                               @Pkeckeisen
YEAR OVERALL DUALS BIG12 DUALS DUAL PTS SCORED BIG12 PLACE NCAA PLACE MD W/L TF W/L PINS W/L QUICK FALL
19-20* 16-1 0-0 0-0 7-0 6-0 1-0 3:21
CAREER 0-0 0-0 0-0 0-0 0-0 0-0  
* redshirted
2019-20 SEASON
HAROLD NICHOLS CYCLONE OPEN – AMES, IOWA - 1ST
Nov. 10  Anthony Johnson Iowa Central W, 20-6 MD 1-0
Nov. 10 Tyler Buesgens Iowa State W, 18-4 MD 2-0
Nov. 10 Julien Broderson Iowa State W, 18-8 MD 3-0
GRAND VIEW OPEN – DES MOINES, IOWA - 3RD
Nov. 16 Brady Vogel Loras W, 20-5 TF 4-0
Nov. 16 Tyler Crow Missouri Valley W, Fall 3:21 5-0
Nov. 16 Abe Assad Iowa L, 6-5 5-1
Nov. 16 Hayden Schrull Providence W, 19-5 MD 6-1
Nov. 16 Ben Lee Grand View W, 13-3 MD 7-1
BUENA VISTA OPEN – STORM LAKE IOWA - 1ST
Dec. 7 Bryce Bickerstaff Minnesota West CTC W, 18-1 TF 8-1
Dec. 7 Stephen White Buena Vista W, 20-5 TF 9-1
Dec. 7 Isaiah Cox Wartburg W, 19-2 TF 10-1
Dec. 7 William Pitzner St. Cloud State W, 13-4 MD 11-1
Dec. 7 Hunter Ritter Minnesota W, 8-2 12-1
LORAS COLLEGE OPEN - DUBUQUE, IOWA - 1ST
Feb. 1 Kyle Wolf  Wisconsin-Platteville W, 18-3 TF 13-1
Feb. 1 Scott Wendell Ellsworth CC W, 17-0 TF 14-1
Feb. 1 Brady Vogel Loras W, 22-9 MD 15-1
Feb. 1 Reed Williams Wisconsin-La Crosse W, 15-5 MD 16-1
JUNIOR (2019-20): Finished fifth at the Loras 
College Open... Went 4-3 overall.
SOPHOMORE (2018-19): Finished sixth at the 
Duhawk open at 184 pounds.
RS FRESHMAN (2017-18): Did not compete.
FRESHMAN (2016-17): Redshirted ... placed third 
at the Grand View Open at 174 pounds ... finished 
the 2016-17 season with a record on 3-2 in two 
tournaments at 174 pounds.
HIGH SCHOOL: Was team captain as a senior ... 
earned two varsity letters at Adlai E. Stevenson 
High School in Illinois ... was Illiniois’ regional and 
sectional champ at 182 pounds in class 3A.
PERSONAL: From Long Grove, Illinois ... son of Mariola and Casey Kordek ... has four 
older siblings, Anna, Kris, Andy and Monika ... majoring in communication: digital 
media production.
184 POUNDS 
MICHAEL KORDEK - JUNIOR
2016-17 SEASON
GRAND VIEW OPEN - PLEASANT HILL, IOWA - 3RD PLACE
Nov. 5 Blake Castillo Concordia (Iowa) W 9-3  1-0
Nov. 5 Dan Fillipek McKendree University    L 4:00 (F)  1-1
Nov. 5 Trystyn Schoonover Calumet Col of St. Jo W 1:49 (F)  2-1
Nov. 5 Deandre Chery Concordia (Iowa) W 14-7  3-1
HAROLD NICHOLS CYLCONE OPEN - AMES, IOWA - DNP
Nov. 13 Eric Engler  Nebraska  L Injury  3-2
* redshirted
YEAR OVERALL DUALS BIG12 DUALS DUAL PTS SCORED BIG12 PLACE NCAA PLACE MD W/L TF W/L PINS W/L QUICK FALL
16-17* 3-2 0-0 0-0 0-0 0-0 1-1 1:49
17-18 0-0 0-0 0-0 0-0 0-0 0-0
18-19 4-9 0-0 0-0 0-2 0-0 1-2 3:38
19-20 4-3 0-0 0-0 0-0 0-0 0-2
CAREER 8-9 0-0 0-0 0-2 0-0 1-4 3:38 
MICHAEL KORDEK - CAREER STATS                      @dgkoRdek 
2018-19 SEASON
HAROLD NICHOLS CYCLONE OPEN - AMES, IOWA - DNP
Nov. 3 Danny Bush  Iowa State   L 9-1 MD 0-1
Nov. 3 Gabriel Rangel  Grand View   L 0:33 F 0-2
UNI OPEN - CEDAR FALLS, IOWA - DNP
Dec. 8 Todd Pottinger  North Dakota State   L  5-4 0-3
Dec. 8 Justin Guilliams  UNI W 3:38 F 1-3
Dec. 8 Noah Cressell  North Dakota State   L  6-2 1-4
DUHAWK OPEN - DUBUQUE, IOWA -6TH
Jan. 26 John Marsh Cornell College  W 5-0 2-4
Jan. 26 Will Storch UW-La Crosse  W 8-6 3-4
Jan. 26 Derek Venteicher Loras    L  5-0 3-5
Jan. 26 Connor Williams Upper Iowa  W 13-9 4-5
Jan. 26 Alec McDowell Iowa State    L  12-2 MD 4-6
Jan. 26 Mike Maksimovic unattached    L  7-4 4-7
LAST CHANCE OPEN - AMES, IOWA - DNP
Feb. 16 Jared Krattiger  Wisconsin  L  8-4 4-8
Feb. 16 Alex McDowell  Iowa State  L  6:11 F 4-9
2019-20 SEASON
GRAND VIEW OPEN – DES MOINES, IOWA - DNP
Nov. 16 Jacob Krakow Loras L, Fall (2:57)  0-1
Nov. 16 Seth Vosters Wisconsin L, 8-1  0-2
LORAS COLLEGE OPEN - DUBUQUE, IOWA - 5TH
Feb. 1 Peyton Hammerich Central L, Fall (5:30)  0-3
Feb. 1 Caleb Coleman Wisconsin-Platteville W, 10-2  1-3
Feb. 1 Kyle Hefley Central W, 15-1  2-3
Feb. 1 Brock Timmons Loras W, 6-4 (SV-2)  3-3
Feb. 1 Brandon Turner Loras W, 4-3  4-3
* redshirted
JUNIOR (2019-20): Competed in two tournaments 
and finished fourth in both... Recorded three pin 
falls, including his first two bouts.
SOPHOMORE (2018-19): Did not compete
2017-18: Automatic qualifier at 184 pounds for 
NCAA championships with third-place finish at Big 
12 championships for Oklahoma State.
RS FRESHMEN (2016-17): Redshirted at Oklahoma 
State ... went 7-2 overall in his redshirt season 
while competing in two events … talled six falls 
on the season … won the Norseman Open, racking 
up five falls in five matches to claim the 197-pound 
title … finished fourth at 184 pounds at the 
Outlaw Open.
HIGH SCHOOL: A three-time Minnesota state champion, went 237-28 at Jackson 
County Central High School, competing for coach Randy Baker … was a five-time 
Asics National Champion and a Fargo Triple Crown winner … competed with the 
Minnesota Storm for three seasons (2014, 2015, 2016) … also played football and 
baseball.
 
PERSONAL: Born in Ada, Oklahoma … parents are Jay and Rhonda Moore … has 
six siblings, Cami, Haley, Katy, Kelsey, Cooper and Paden ... Paden is currently on 
the Panther roster, and Cooper is a former UNI wrestler. 
184 POUNDS 
KEEGAN MOORE - JUNIOR
YEAR OVERALL DUALS BIG12 DUALS DUAL PTS SCORED BIG12 PLACE NCAA PLACE MD W/L TF W/L PINS W/L QUICK FALL
16-17* 7-2 0-0 0-0 0-0 0-0 6-1 0:36
17-18 17-11 9-5 4-2 34 3rd DNP 2-2 0-0 6-1 0:40
18-19 0-0 0-0 0-0 0-0 0-0 0-0
19-20 5-4 0-0 0-0 0-0 0-0 3-0 1:36
CAREER 17-11 0-0 0-0 34 2-2 0-0 9-1  0:40
KEEGAN MOORE - CAREER STATS                              @keeganMooRe2
2016-17 SEASON
OUTLAW OPEN - STILLWATER, OKLAHOMA - 4TH PLACE - 184 POUNDS
Nov. 13 Tanner Borror  Oklahoma City  W 9-4   1-0
Nov. 13 Andrew Marsden  Oklahoma State   L  5:14 F  1-1
Nov. 13 Walker Smith  Central Oklahoma  W 4:52 F  2-1
Nov. 13 Caleb Hawes  Central Oklahoma   L  5-3   2-2
NORSEMAN OPEN - 1ST - 197 POUNDS
Jan. 28  Thomas Shepherd Central Oklahoma  W 4:20 F   3-2
Jan. 28  Augustus Boyd Northeastern Oklahoma  W 3:19 F  4-2
Jan. 28 Andrew Garber Labette CC  W 0:36 F  5-2
Jan. 28 Dominique Hampton Central Missouri  W 4:03 F  6-2
Jan. 28 Ruston Duke Northeastern Oklahoma  W 6:30 F  7-2
2017-18 SEASON
 
Nov. 11 Adis Radoncic  North Carolina  W 5-2   1-0  
JOURNEYMEN CLASSIC - ALBANY, NEW YORK - 3RD
Nov. 12 Paul Dunn  Lehigh  W 1:08 F   2-0
Nov. 12 #7 Zach Zavatsky  Virginia Tech   L  8-5    2-1
Nov. 12 Jack Wedholm  Army  W 0:37 F   3-1
Nov. 19  Owen Webster  Minnesota  W 7-5   4-1
Nov. 26 Tyler McNutt  North Dakota State  W 3:43 F   5-1
BOB SMITH - 3RD
Dec. 3  Micquille Robinson  Fort Hays State  W 1:15 F    6-1 
Dec. 3 Joe Speeno  Central Oklahoma  W 0:22 F   7-1 
Dec. 3 Noel Torres  Newman   L  8-3    7-2 
Dec. 3 Bear Hughes  Oklahoma State  W 6-2    8-2 
Dec. 3  Austin Harris  Oklahoma State  W 7-4    9-2
Dec. 18 Dylan Gabel  Northern Colorado   L 10-1 MD   9-3 
Dec. 19  Chaz Polson  Wyoming  W 8-7  10-3
Jan. 5  #3 Pete Renda  NC State   L  3-0  10-4
Jan. 14 Mitch Bowman  Iowa   L  10-6  10-5
Jan. 19 Brenden McRill  West Virginia  W 3-1 SV1  11-5
Jan. 21 Colin McCracken  Kent State  W 8-5  12-5
Jan. 27 #14 Canten Marriott  Missouri   L  2-1  12-6
Feb. 3 #10 Drew Foster  UNI   L 12-2 MD 12-7
Feb. 9 Zach Ancewicz  Edinboro  W 9-2  13-7
Feb. 11 Matt Waddell  Oklahoma  W 0:40 F 14-7
Feb. 18 Richie Brandt  Fresno State  W 14-5 MD 14-8
BIG 12 CHAMPIONSIPS - TULSA, OKLAHOMA - 3RD PLACE
March 3 Chaz Polson  Wyoming  W 11-8  15-8 
March 3 #11 Drew Foster  UNI   L  13-8  15-9
March 4 Dane Pestano  Iowa State  W 3-2  16-9
March 4 #20 Martin Mueller  South Dakota State  W 13-5 MD 17-9
NCAA CHAMPIONSHIPS - CLEVELAND, OHIO - DNP 
March 15 #4 Pete Renda  N.C. State  L  9-2  17-10
March 15 #24 Joe Heyob  Penn  L  3:32 F 17-11
2019-20 SEASON
BUENA VISTA OPEN – STORM LAKE IOWA - 4TH
Dec. 7 Nathan Haynes Grand View W, Fall 3:22 1-0
Dec. 7 Hayden Voxland SW Minnesota State W, Fall 1:36 2-0
Dec. 7 Tyler Ryan St. Cloud State W, 11-4 3-0
Dec. 7 Zach Johnston Minnesota State L, 1-0 3-1
Dec. 7 Dominic Murphy St. Cloud State L, 6-3 3-2
UNI OPEN - CEDAR FALLS, IOWA - 4TH
Dec. 14 Zach Lee Grand View W, Fall 5:22 4-2
Dec. 14  Sean Harman Missouri L, 3-2 4-3
Dec. 14 Kelby Hawkins South Dakota State W, 6-5 5-3
Dec. 14 Maxwell Southard Iowa State L, 7-3 5-4
REDSHIRT (2019-20): Redshirted... Wrestled unat-
tached to an 18-6 record... Won titles at the Buena 
Vista Open and the Loras College Open... Swept 
the Loras Open with three pins and a tech fall... 
Earned four pins and three tech falls.
FRESHMAN (2018-19): Wrestled at 197 pounds... 
won the Harold Nichols Cyclone Open and the 
Grand View Open... finished sixth at UNI Open.
HIGH SCHOOL: Took third as a senior at 195 
pounds at the Iowa high school state champion-
ships ... was fourth at 182 pounds at the state 
meet in 2017 as a junior ... won the freestyle and 
Greco Roman 2018 Iowa / USA State Champion-
ships ... three-time Fargo All-American, two-time in freestyle and once in Greco-Ro-
man ... also competed in football and track and field.
PERSONAL: Waterloo, Iowa, native ... son of Malea Green ... has one older sibling 
... majoring in criminology ... volunteers with Future Trojans Wrestling Club (a youth 
organization) ... credits his mom as the biggest influence in his life ... also recruited 
by Iowa State, Northern Illinois and Campbell.
197 POUNDS
TYRELL GORDON - SOPHOMORE
     @ tyRellgoRdon09
2018-19 SEASON
HAROLD NICHOLS CYCLONE OPEN - AMES, IOWA - 1ST
Nov. 3  Cannon Kelly  Iowa Central CC  W 4:04 F  1-0
Nov. 3  Hunter Henning  Iowa State WC  W 3:15 F  2-0
Nov. 3  Cordel Duhart  Missouri  W 3-2  3-0
Nov. 3  Hunter DeJong  Iowa State  W 2-0  4-0
GRAND VIEW OPEN - PLEASANT HILL, IOWA - 1ST 
Nov. 10  Bryce Pilcher  Ellsworth CC  W 4-1  5-0
Nov. 10  Hunter Gregerson  North Idaho  W 3:27 F  6-0
Nov. 10  Daniel Eslick  Iowa State  W 3:53 F  7-0
Nov. 10  Hunter DeJong  Iowa State  W 2-0  8-0
UNI OPEN - CEDAR FALLS, IOWA - 6TH
Dec. 8 Cole Witzig  North Dakota State  W 1:24 F  9-0
Dec. 8 Jack Flynn  Wisconsin W 9-3  10-0
Dec. 8 Dylan Anderson  Minnesota  L  8-6  10-1
Dec. 8 Taylor Watkins  Missouri  L  11-1 MD  10-2
Dec. 16 Jake Taylor Cornell W 3-2 1-0 11-2
MIDLANDS CHAMPIONSHIPS - HOFFMAN ESTATES, ILLINOIS - DNP
Dec. 29 Aric Bohn  SIU-Edwardsville W 8-2  12-2
Dec. 29 #6 Rocco Caywood  Army  L  4-2  12-3
Dec. 29 Josh Hokit  Fresno State  L  7-3  12-4
Jan. 11 Martin Mueller  South Dakota State  L  3-1 SV1 1-1 12-5
Jan. 12        #11 Eric Schultz             Nebraska       L  6-3     1-2      12-6
Jan. 17 Wyatt Koelling  Missouri  L  5-1 1-3 12-7
Jan. 20 Casey Jumps  Air Force W 8-2 2-3 13-7
Jan. 25 #17 Jacob Seely  Northern Colorado  L  9-2 2-4 13-8
Jan. 27         #25 Jake Woodley Oklahoma     L  4-2  2-5  13-9
Feb. 1 #10 Dakota Greer Oklahoma State  L  4-2 2-6 13-10
Feb. 9 #14 Tanner Orndorff Utah Valley  L  10-4 2-7 13-11
Feb. 21 #5 Willie Miklus Iowa State  L  5-0 2-8 13-12
YEAR OVERALL DUALS BIG12 DUALS DUAL PTS SCORED BIG12 PLACE NCAA PLACE MD W/L TF W/L PINS W/L QUICK FALL
18-19 13-12 2-8 1-6 6 0-1 0-0 5-0 1:24
19-20* 18-6 0-0 0-0 0-0 0-0 3-0 4-0 0:56
CAREER 13-12 2-8 1-6 6 0-1 0-0 5-0 1:24 
TYRELL GORDON - CAREER STATS                    
2019-20 SEASON
HAROLD NICHOLS CYCLONE OPEN – AMES, IOWA - 2ND
Nov. 10  Steven Gregory Grand View W, 20-3 TF 1-0
Nov. 10  Francis Duggan Iowa State W, 4-1 2-0
Nov. 10  Tyree Sutton Grand View L, 3-1 2-1 
GRAND VIEW OPEN - PLEASANT HILL, IOWA - 4TH
Nov. 16 Sam Cook Iowa W, 5-0 3-1
Nov. 16  Diallo Matsimella Life W, 7-2 4-1
Nov. 16  Evan Hansen Grand View L, 12-5 4-2
Nov. 16  John Hensley Providence W, 6-1 5-2
Nov. 16 Diallo Matsimella Life L, 5-4 5-3
BUENA VISTA OPEN – STORM LAKE IOWA - 1ST
Dec. 7 Rowan Morgan Minnesota W, Fall 1:14 6-3
Dec. 7 Trevon Honor Iowa Lakes CC W, 20 TF 7-3
Dec. 7 Ja`Quez Bostic Iowa Central W, 5-2 8-3
Dec. 7 Kobe Woods Wartburg W, 8-1 9-3
Dec. 7 Hunter Ritter Minnesota W, 8-2 10-3
UNI OPEN - CEDAR FALLS, IOWA - 2ND
Dec. 14 Trent Allen Grand View W, 9-2 11-3
Dec. 14 Jack Flynn Missouri W, 4-0 12-3
Dec. 14 Spencer Irick Indiana W, 8-1 13-3
Dec. 14 Joel Shapiro Iowa State L, 4-0 13-4
MIDLANDS CHAMPIONSHIPS - HOFFMAN ESTATES, ILLINOIS - DNP
Dec. 29 Cole Urbas Pennsylvania W, 4-2 14-4
Dec. 29 Gage Braun Northern Illinois L, 8-6 14-5
Dec. 29 Matt Wroblewski Illinois L, 5-1 (SV1) 14-6
LORAS COLLEGE OPEN - DUBUQUE, IOWA - 1ST
Feb. 1 Kade Hovey Iowa Central CC W, Fall(1:36) 15-6
Feb. 1 Cameron Mayes Ellsworth CC W, Fall (2:30) 16-6
Feb. 1 Derek Venteicher Loras W, Fall (0:56) 17-6
Feb. 1 Beau Yineman Unattached W, 15-0 TF 18-6
* redshirted
197 POUNDS
JACOB HOLSCHLAG - RS SENIOR
LA PORTE CITY, IOWA • UNION HS
HONORS AND AWARDS: 
2018: All-American - 5th place at 197 pounds
2018: 2x NCAA qualifier - 197 pounds
2018: 4th at Big 12 Championships
2018: Big 12 Academic - second team
2018: 2nd at Southern Scuffle - 197 pounds
2018: 4th at Cliff Keen - 197 pounds
2017: 8th at University Nationals - 86K
2017: NCAA qualifier - 197 pounds
2017: 3rd at MAC Championships - 197 pounds
REDSHIRT JUNIOR (2019-20): Wrestled twice, but 
could not overcome injuries.
JUNIOR (2018-19): Did not compete
SOPHOMORE (2017-18): All-American with a 
fifth-place finish at 197 pounds ... two-time NCAA qualifier ... finished fourth at Big 
12 Championships ... opened season with a fourth-place finish at the Cliff Keen 
Las Vegas Invite at 197 pounds, where he pinned No. 18 Hunter Ritter (Wisconsin) 
in 4:24 ... knocked out the Southern Scuffle’s top-seeded wrestler (No. 9 Anthony 
Cassar of Penn State) en route to second-place finish at tournament ... Big 12 aca-
demic second team ... complete list of top-25 wins: #3 Ben Darmstadt (Cornell), #6 
Willie Miklus (Missouri), #9 Anthony Cassar (Penn State),  #17 Danny Chaid (North 
Carolina), #18 Hunter Ritter (Wisconsin),  #20 Jake Jakobsen (Lehigh), #21 Chris 
Weiler (Lehigh)
REDSHIRT FRESHMAN (2016-17): NCAA qualifier ... third at MAC Championships 
with a win over No. 11 Shawn Scott of Northern Illinois ... moved up a weight 
mid-January to wrestle at 197 pounds ... placed second at the Grand View Open at 
184 pounds ... was third at the UNI Open at 184 pounds ... knocked off No. 18 Brad 
Johnson of Oklahoma, No. 18 James Benjamin of Buffalo and Ohio’s No. 33 Bailey 
Faust in duals.  
FRESHMAN (2014-15):  Redshirted ... knocked off No. 16 Matt Reed of Oklahoma 
while wrestling unattached at Midlands Championships ... tied for first with team-
mate Taylor Lujan for Buena Vista Open title ... took second at UNI Open... finished 
with 10-5 record at 174 pounds.
HIGH SCHOOL:  Won two state championships at the Iowa high school tournament 
... took first at 170 pounds as as senior and won at 160 pounds as a junior ... also 
competed in football, baseball and track ... went 10-1 at Disney Duals for Team 
Iowa Black ... won 2015 Northern Plains Regional in freestyle at 170 pounds ... 
finished high school career No. 16 in the nation ... took sixth in the 2015 Junior 
Freestyle National Championships in Fargo, North Dakota ... also recruited by Iowa, 
Grand View and Northern Illinois.
 
PERSONAL: Native of La Porte City, Iowa ... son of Jeannie and Doug ... has a 
younger sister and brother, Derek, who is on the wrestling team ... majoring in 
biology.
YEAR OVERALL DUALS BIG12 DUALS DUAL PTS SCORED BIG12 PLACE NCAA PLACE MD W/L TF W/L PINS W/L QUICK FALL
15-16* 10-5 0-0 1-1 2-0 1-1 0:26
16-17 20-10 7-4 4-3 MAC 23 3 MAC qualified 2-1 2-2 4-1 1:27
17-18 23-12 4-5 2-2 15 4 5 3-0 2-0 4-2 1:43
18-19 0-0 0-0 0-0 0-0 0-0 0-0
19-20 0-2 0-2 0-1 0-0 0-0 0-0
CAREER 43-24 11-11 2-3 38 5-1 4-2 8-3 1:27 
* redshirted
JACOB HOLSCHLAG - CAREER STATS                           @headbutthog
2017-18 SEASON
CLIFF KEEN LAS VEGAS INVITE - LAS VEGAS, NEVADA - 4TH 
Dec. 1 Andrew Dixon  Oklahoma W 4-0  1-0
Dec. 1 Sam Colbray  Iowa State W 9-2  2-0
Dec. 1 #17 Nathan Traxler  Stanford  L  9-5  2-1
Dec. 1 Trey Schlender  Nebraska-Kearney W 1:43 F  3-1
Dec. 2 Cordell Eaton  North Dakota State W 16-3 MD  4-1
Dec. 2  #18 Hunter Ritter  Wisconsin W 4:24 F  5-1
Dec. 2 Jacob Seely  Northern Colorado W MFF  6-1
Dec. 2 Stephen Loiseau  Drexel W 7-1  7-1
Dec. 2 #14 Jeric Kasunic  American  L  5-2  7-2
Dec. 18 #25 Danny Chaid North Carolina  L  5-3  7-3
SOUTHERN SCUFFLE - CHATTANOOGA, TENNESSEE - 2ND
Jan. 1 John Kelbly  Cleveland State W 15-0 TF (5:00) 8-3
Jan. 1  #20 Jake Jakobsen  Lehigh W 5-3  9-3
Jan. 1 Jay Aiello  Virginia W 11-1 MD  10-3
Jan. 2  #9 Anthony Cassar  Penn State W 6-4 SV1  11-3
Jan. 2 Shakur Rasheed  Penn State  L  0:46 F  11-4
Jan. 12 Kyle Conel  Kent State W 1-0  12-4
Jan. 12 #15 Scottie Boykin Chattanooga  L  8-7  12-5
Jan. 13 Cade Belshay  Arizona State W 4:54 F  13-5
Jan. 13 Andrew Dixon  Oklahoma W 4-0  14-5
Jan. 21 #9 Nate Rotert  South Dakota State  L  5-1  14-6
Feb. 3 Preston Weigel  Oklahoma State  L 4-3       14-7
Feb. 10 #33 Sam Colbray  Iowa State W 2-0  15-7
Feb. 17 #7 Willie Miklus  Missouri  L  8-4  15-8
BIG 12 CONFERENCE - TULSA, OKLAHOMA - 4TH (AUTOMATIC BID TO NCAA)
March 3 Tanner Orndorff  Utah Valley  W 11-1 MD  16-8
March 3 #11 Nate Rotert  South Dakota State   L  3-1  16-9
March 4 Josh Hokit  Fresno State  W 1-0   17-9
March 4 #7 Preston Weigel  Oklahoma State   L  8-4  17-10
NCAA CHAMPIONSHIPS - CLEVELAND, OHIO - 5TH PLACE 
March 15 #6 Willie Miklus  Missouri   L  7-3  17-11
March 15  #31 Randall Diabe  Appalachian State  W 16-0 TF (4:43) 18-11
March 16 #17 Danny Chaid  North Carolina  W 10-5  19-11
March 16 #29 Eric Schultz  Nebraska  W 3-2  20-11
March 16 #21 Chris Weiler  Lehigh  W 3-2  21-11
March 16 #6 Willie Miklus  Missouri  W 7-5  22-11
March 17 #25 Kyle Conel  Kent State   L  2:48 F  22-12
March 17 #3 Ben Darmstadt  Cornell  W 2:37 F  23-12
2019-20 SEASON
Nov. 17 Lucas Davison Northwestern L, Inj.  0-1
Dec. 17 Alan Clothier Northern Colorado L, 4-0  0-2
2015-16 SEASON
HAROLD NICHOLS CYCLONE OPEN - DNP
Nov. 15 Lawton Benna  Grand View W 4-2 1-0
Nov. 15 Jordan Gundrum  Ellsworth  L 3:46 (F) 1-1
Nov. 15 Sadarriss Patterson  Ellsworth W 15-0 (TF) 2-1
Nov. 15 Austin Rake  St. Cloud State  L 4-2 SV1 2-2
BUENA VISTA OPEN - STORM LAKE, IOWA - TIE FOR 1ST
Dec. 5 Lane Krasser  Iowa Lakes CC W 0:26 (F) 3-2
Dec. 5 Tyler McMichael  Midland-Nebraska W 11-1 (MD) 4-2
Dec. 5 Mitchell Otto  Morningside W 7-0 5-2
UNI OPEN - CEDAR FALLS, IOWA - 2ND
Dec. 12 Preston Lauterbach  Iowa Western CC W 18-0 (TF) 6-2
Dec. 12 Luke Entzel  Iowa State W 5-0 7-2
Dec. 12 Taylor Lujan  UNI W MFF 8-2
Dec. 12 Jake Residori  Southern Illinois  L 8-5 8-3
MIDLANDS CHAMPIONSHIPS - EVANSTON, ILLINOIS - DNP
Dec. 29 Josh Thomson  Messiah College W 7-3 9-3
Dec. 29 #16 Matt Reed  Oklahoma W 5-2 10-3
Dec. 29 #13 Jonathan Schleifer  Princeton  L 9-5 10-4
Dec. 30 Trace Engelkes  Northern Illinois  L 12-2 (MD) 10-5
2016-17 SEASON
GRAND VIEW OPEN - PLEASANT HILL, IOWA - 184 POUNDS -2ND 
Nov. 5 Casey Crawford Grand View  W 4:27 (F)  1-0
Nov. 5 Chase Shedenhelm UNI W 17-1 (TF)  2-0
Nov. 11 Zach Stodden  Nebraska-Kearney W 9-3  3-0
Nov. 18 #9 Zack Zavatsky Virginia Tech  L 6-2  3-1
UNI OPEN - CEDAR FALLS, IOWA - 184 POUNDS - 3RD 
Dec. 3 Jayden Bears Missouri W 15-0 (TF)  4-1
Dec. 3 Brady Ayers South Dakota State W 4-3  5-1
Dec. 3 Emory Parker Illinois  L 18-2 (TF)  5-2
Dec. 3 Darius Wright Minnesota W 4:05 (F)  6-2
Dec. 3 Chris Pfarr Minnesota  W 6-4   7-2
SOUTHERN SCUFFLE - CHATTANOOGA, TENN. - 184 POUNDS - DNP
Jan. 1 Alec Schenk  Duke W 9-3  8-2
Jan. 1 Dakota Geer  Edinboro  L 7-1  8-3
Jan. 1 David Peters-Logue  Appalachian State W 3-2  9-3
Jan. 1 Paul Dunn  Lehigh  L 1:56 (F)  9-4
Jan. 8 Bryce Gorman (184) Northern Illinois W 11-1 (MD)  10-4
Jan. 15 Austin Severn * Central Michigan  L 4-3  10-5
Jan. 20 Marcus Harrington * Iowa State W 5-4  11-5
Jan. 22 Derek Hillman *  Eastern Michigan W 3-0  12-5
Jan. 27 #33 Bailey Faust * Ohio W 11-0 (MD)  13-5
Jan. 29 Stephen Suglio * Kent State  L 12-1 (MD)  13-6
Feb. 5 #18 Brad Johnson * Oklahoma W 9-5  14-6
Feb. 10 #18 James Benjamin * Buffalo W 4-2  15-6
Feb. 12 #1 J’den Cox * Missouri  L 18-1 (TF 6:03) 15-7
U.S. COLLEGIATE CHAMPIONSHIPS - COLORADO SPRINGS, COLO. - 2ND *
Feb. 19 Brayden Hill  Air Force Academy W 1:27 (F)  16-7
Feb. 19 William Balow   Minnesota W 1:50 (F)  17-7
MAC CHAMPIONSHIPS - CEDAR FALLS, IOWA - 3RD *
March 4 #11 Shawn Scott  Northern Illinois  L 4-3  17-8
March 4 Nate Rose  Buffalo W 3-2 TB1  18-8
March 5  Stephen Suglio  Kent State W 8-4  19-8
March 5 #11 Shawn Scott  Northern Illinois W 6-4  20-8
 
NCAA CHAMPIONSHIPS - ST. LOUIS, MISSOURI - DNP * 
March 16 #8 Ryan Wolfe Rider  L 9-4  20-9
March 16 Nate Rotert South Dakota St.  L 4-1  20-10
* at 197 pounds
JACOB HOLSCHLAG - 197 POUNDS - RS SENIOR
AWARDS AND HONORS:
2020: NWCA Honorable Mention All-American
2016 (HS): Class 2A Dan Gable Mr. Wrestler
JUNIOR (2019-20): Finished second at the Harold 
Nichols Open... Finished fifth at the Cliff Keen Las 
Vegas Invite and the Midlands Championship... 
Finished fourth at the Big 12 Championship... 
Qualified for the NCAA Champonship... Honorable 
Mention All-American.
SOPHOMORE (2018-19): Finished second at the 
Harold Nichols Cyclone Open and the Last Chance 
Open as a heavyweight... Defeated Iowa State’s 
Gannon Gremmel in SV1 to clinch the dual win 
over Iowa State in the West Gym. 
REDSHIRT FRESHMAN (2017-18): Sixth at the Big 12 Championships ... opened 
season with heavyweight title at Harold Nichols, leading the tournament with three 
falls in 8:18 ... won second consecutive Grand View Open title ... took third at the UNI 
Open. 
FRESHMAN (2016-17): Redshirted ... won the Pat “Flash” Flanagan and Grand View 
opens at 285 pounds ... notched four falls en route to a Duhawk Open championship 
... placed fourth at the Harold Nichols Cyclone Open ... was fourth at the UNI Open ... 
finished the 2016-17 season with a 23-7 record while competing in seven tourna-
ments at 285 pounds for the Panthers. 
HIGH SCHOOL: Intermat ranked Isley as high as No. 4 in the nation among high 
school heavyweights ... won second consecutive Iowa High School State Wrestling 
Championship as a senior ... went 48-0 to win a state title at 220 pounds as a junior 
... in the summer of 2015, Isley went 9-0 in freestyle at the Junior National Duals and 
finished second in Greco-Roman ...he was fifth at Junior nationals ... as a sophomore, 
he had just two losses at 195 pounds (56-2) and finished second at state ... took 
eighth at the high school state meet at 182 pounds as a freshman ... played football, 
setting the school record for career rushing yards and rushing yards in a single 
season at Albia ... also played tennis for three years and competed in track and field 
for two years. 
PERSONAL: From Albia, Iowa ... son of David and Jo Isley ... has an older brother, 
Spencer, and a younger sister, Hannah, who plays softball at UNI ... was recruited by 
Iowa, Iowa State, Nebraska and Purdue ... volunteers with local youth programs. ... 
plans to major in physical education.
HEAVYWEIGHT 
CARTER ISLEY - JUNIOR
ALBIA, IOWA • ALBIA HS
YEAR OVERALL DUALS BIG12 DUALS DUAL PTS SCORED BIG12 PLACE NCAA PLACE MD W/L TF W/L PINS W/L QUICK FALL
16-17* 23-7 0-0 0-0 3-0 1-1 10-0 1:05
17-18 23-13 6-5 3-2 21 6 3-1 1-0 8-2 1:03
18-19 14-8 5-2 5-1 17 DNP 2-0 0-0 3-1 2:25
19-20 20-10 7-3 3-2 24 4th 1-0 0-0 1-1 5:41
CAREER 57-31 18-10 11-5 62 6-1 1-0 12-4 1:03
* redshirted
CARTER ISLEY - CAREER STATS               @caRteR36isley  
2019-20 SEASON
HAROLD NICHOLS CYCLONE OPEN – AMES, IOWA - 2ND
Nov. 10 Boone McDermott Iowa Central W, 3-1 1-0
Nov. 10 Gannon Gremmel Iowa State L, 2-1 1-1
Nov. 17 Jack Heyob Northwestern W, 6-0 2-1
Nov. 24 David Jensen Nebraska W, 3-1 3-1
CLIFF KEEN LAS VEGAS INVITE – LAS VEGAS, NEV. - 5TH
Dec. 6 Brendan Furman Cornell W, 7-5 4-1
Dec. 6 Brandon Metz North Dakota State W, 7-3 5-1
Dec. 6 Mason Parris Michigan L, Fall 0:54 5-2
Dec. 6 Dalton Robertson Northern Colorado W, 5-3 6-2
Dec. 7 John Borst Virginia Tech W, 3-2 7-2
Dec. 7 Tate Orndorff Utah Valley L, 4-0 7-3
Dec. 7 Christian Lance Nebraska W, 3-1 8-3
MIDLANDS CHAMPIONSHIPS - HOFFMAN ESTATES, ILLINOIS - 5TH
Dec. 29 Thomas Helton SIU-Edwardsville W, 10-1 9-3
Dec. 29 Ben Sullivan Army W, 3-2 10-3
Dec. 29 Jere Helno Campbell W, 8-3 11-3
Dec. 30 Anthony Cassioppi Iowa L, 11-5 11-4
Dec. 30 Yaraslau Slavikouski Harvard L, 7-3 11-5
Dec. 30 Josh Hockit Fresno State W, MFOR 12-5
Jan. 4 Tate Orndorff Utah Valley L, 8-2 12-6
Jan. 10 Blake Wolters  South Dakota State W, 3-1 SV-1 13-6
Jan. 12 Jose Diaz Missouri W, 11-1 MD 14-6
Jan. 25 Auston Harris Oklahoma State W, 5-2 15-6
Feb. 1 Collin McCoy Oklahoma W, Fall 5:41 16-6
Feb. 14 Sean Mullican West Virginia W, 6-2 17-6
Feb. 16 Gannon Gremmel Iowa State L, 4-0 17-7
Feb. 20 Trent Hillger Wisconsin L, 3-0 17-8
BIG 12 CHAMPIONSHIPS - TULSA, OKLA. - 4TH
March 7 Brian Andrews Wyoming L, 3-1 SV-1 17-9
March 7 Josiah Jones Oklahoma W, 5-3 TB-2 18-9
March 7 Blake Wolters  South Dakota State W, 5-3 19-9
March 8 Dalton Robertson Northern Colorado W, 5-1 20-9
March 8 Josh Hokit Fresno State L, 2-0 20-10
2018-19 SEASON
HAROLD NICHOLS CYCLONE OPEN - AMES, IOWA - 2ND
Nov. 3 Matt Kent  Grand View  W Inj. 3:00  1-0
Nov. 3 Ethan Anderson  Iowa State  W 6-2  2-0
Nov. 3 Trent Hillger  Wisconsin    L  5-0  2-1
Nov. 17 Demetrius Thomas Pittsburgh  L 9-3 0-1     2-2
Nov. 18 David Smith  West Virginia  W 10-1 MD 1-1    3-2
 
CLIFF KEEN OPEN - LAS VEGAS, NEVADA - DNP
Nov. 30  #17 Matt Stencel Central Michigan  L  1:37 F  3-3
Nov. 30  Joe Doyle  Binghamton W 7-4  4-3
Nov. 30  Jarrod Hinrichs  Nebraska Kearney W 4-2  5-3
Nov. 30  Jamarcus Grant  Oregon State W 2-1 TB2  6-3
Dec. 1  Brian Andrews  Wyoming  L  4-2 SV  6-4
UNI OPEN - CEDAR FALLS, IOWA - DNP
Dec. 8 Brian Burns  Illinois W 2-0  7-4
Dec. 8 Alex Aarsvold  South Dakota State  L  Inj. 0:32  7-5
Jan. 25 Robert Winters  Northern Coloradao W 2:25 F 2-1         8-5
Jan. 27     Jake Boyd                        Oklahoma                       W 7-1 3-1         9-5           
Feb. 1 #2 Derek White Oklahoma State  L  10-4  3-2         9-6
Feb. 9 Benjamin Andrew Utah Valley W 3:31 F 4-2 10-6
LAST CHANCE OPEN - AMES, IOWA - 2ND
Feb. 16 Ethan Andersen  Iowa State W 7:00 F  11-6
Feb. 16 Francis Duggan  Iowa State W 3-2  12-6
Feb. 21 #25 Gannon Gremmel  Iowa State W 2-0 SV1 5-2 13-6
BIG 12 CHAMPIONSHIPS - TULSA, OKLAHOMA - DNP
Mar. 9 Brandon Metz North Dakota State W 11-0 MD  14-6
Mar. 9 Gannon Gremmel Iowa State  L  2-0  14-7
Mar. 9 Robert Winters Northern Colorado  L  5-2  14-8
2016-17 SEASON 
GRAND VIEW OPEN - PLEASANT HILL, IOWA - 1ST PLACE
Nov. 5 Will Parks Jamestown W 17-2 (TF)  1-0
Nov. 5 William Green-Monroe  Iowa Lakes CC W 1:05 (F)  2-0
Nov. 5 Tommy Helton S. Illinois - Edwards. W 14-3 (MD)  3-0
Nov. 5 John Barnes S. Illinois - Edwards W 16-5 (MD)  4-0
HAROLD NICHOLS CYLCONE OPEN - AMES, IOWA - 4TH PLACE
Nov. 13 Ronnie Requena  Iowa Central CC W 3:22 (F)  5-0
Nov. 13 Brady Wetter  Wisconsin W 13-3 (MD)  6-0
Nov. 13 Andrew Stowe  Iowa State W 7-2  7-0
Nov. 13 Collin Jensen  Nebraska  L 17-2 (TF)  7-1
Nov. 13 Andrew Piehl  Navy W 9-3  8-1
Nov. 13 Jordan Karst Utah Valley  L 3-1 SV1  8-2
UNI OPEN - CEDAR FALLS, IOWA - 4TH PLACE 
Dec. 3 Jacob Bohlken Missouri W 10-4  9-2
Dec. 3 Mike Hobbs  St. Cloud State W 4-3  10-2
Dec. 3 Rylee Streifel  Minnesota  L 4-3 TB2  10-3
Dec. 3 James Romero  Missouri W 1:28 (F)  11-3
Dec. 3 Austin Myers  Missouri  L 5-0  11-4
HUSKIES OPEN - ST. CLOUD, MINNESOTA - 2ND PLACE
Dec. 10 Wyatt Fitterer Itasca CC W 4:26 (F)  12-4
Dec. 10 Mike Hobbs St. Cloud State W 6-4  13-4
Dec. 10 Austin Goergen St. Cloud State  L 7-0  13-5
SOUTHERN SCUFFLE - CHATTANOOGA, TENN. - DNP
Jan. 1 Jeramy Sweany  Cornell W 1:12 (F)  14-5
Jan. 1 Dustin Dennison  Utah Valley W 3-2  15-5
Jan. 1 #8 Nathan Butler  Stanford  L 8-2  15-6
Jan. 1 Cory Daniel  North Carolina  L 3-1  15-7
PAT ‘FLASH’ FLANAGAN - DUBUQUE, IOWA - 1ST
Jan. 7 Ben Melton Drury W 10-3  16-7
Jan. 7 Jon Scanlan Iowa State W 2:42 (F)  17-7
Jan. 7 Justin Karkula UW Eau Claire W 2-1 TB1  18-7
DUHAWK OPEN - DUBUQUE, IOWA - 1ST
Jan. 28 Ronnie Requena Iowa Central CC W 1:26 (F)  19-7
Jan. 28 Raiden MaCleod Davenport University W 1:20 (F)  20-7
Jan. 28 Kendale McCoy Cornell College W 2:01 (F)  21-7
Jan. 28 Alex Silberstein  Iowa State W 8-3  22-7
Jan. 28 Ben Stone Wisconsin W 1:45 (F)  23-7
CARTER ISLEY - 285 POUNDS - SOPHOMORE
2017-18 SEASON
 
HAROLD NICHOLS CYCLONE OPEN - AMES, IOWA - 1ST
Nov. 4 Ross Sealby Northern Illinois W 4:11 F  1-0        
Nov. 4 Dean Broghammer Grand View W 2:03 F  2-0
Nov. 4 Gannon Gremmel Iowa State W 2:04 F  3-0
Nov. 4 Marcus Harrington Iowa State W 3-2   4-0
GRAND VIEW OPEN - DES MOINES, IOWA - 1ST
Nov. 11 Jarrod Hinrichs Nebraska-Kearney W 1:03 F  5-0
Nov. 11 Cooper Thomas Grand View W 14-2 MD  6-0
Nov. 11 Nick Nolting  Iowa State W 1:57 F  7-0
Nov. 11 Dean Broghammer Grand View W 6-3  8-0
Nov. 17 #18 Ben Honis*  Cornell  L  8-4  8-1
Nov. 19  Dan Stibral  North Dakota State   L  7-1   8-2
CLIFF  KEEN LAS VEGAS INVITE - LAS VEGAS, NEVADA - DNP
Dec. 1 AJ Nevills  Fresno State  L  3-1  8-3
Dec. 1 Sean O’Malley  Drexel W 8-0 MD  9-3
Dec. 1 Marcus Harrington  Iowa State  L  3-2  9-4
UNI OPEN - CEDAR FALLS, IOWA - 3RD 
Dec. 9 Alex Aarsvold  South Dakota State W 1:44 F  10-4
Dec. 9 Ian Dretzka  Wisconsin  W 2:43 F  11-4
Dec. 9 Gannon Gremmel  Iowa State WC   L  2-1 SV1  11-5
Dec. 9  Kevin Vough  South Dakota State  W 6:57 F   12-5
Dec. 9 Aaron Costello  Iowa  W 3-2 TB1  13-5
Dec. 18 #21 Cory Daniel North Carolina  L  5-4  13-6
SOUTHERN SCUFFLE - CHATTANOOGA, TENNESSEE -  DNP
Jan. 1 Bubby Scherer  Virginia W 12-4 MD  14-6
Jan. 1 Joey Goodhart  Drexel  L  5-3 SV  14-7 
Jan. 1 Matt Voss  George Mason  L  3-2  14-8
 
Jan. 12 Devin Nye  Kent State W 8-4  15-8
Jan. 12 unknown Chattanooga W FF  16-8
Jan. 13 #4 Tanner Hall  Arizona State  L  4:12 F  16-9 
Jan. 13 Marquise Overton  Oklahoma W 9-5  17-9
 Jan. 21 Alex Macki  South Dakota State  W 3-1  18-9
 Feb. 3 #10 Derek White Oklahoma State  L  8-0 MD  18-10
 Feb. 10 Marcus Harrington  Iowa State W 4-3  19-10
 Feb. 17 Wyatt Koelling  Missouri W 8-3  20-10
BIG 12 CONFERENCE - TULSA, OKLAHOMA - 6TH PLACE
March 3 Robert Winters  Northern Colorado  W 4-2  21-10
March 3 Marcus Harrington  Iowa State   L  3-2  21-11
March 3 Matt Wagner  Air Force  W 16-1 TF  22-11
March 3 Alex Macki  South Dakota State  W 3-0  23-11
March 4 #27 Dustin Dennison  Utah Valley   L  8-4  23-12
March 4 Dan Stibral  North Dakota State   L  9:00 F TB1  23-13
 
* ranked at 197 pounds
REDSHIRT FRESHMAN (2019-20): Did Not Wrestle.
FRESHMAN (2018-19): Redshirted... finished fourth 
at the Harold Nichols Open.. finished fifth at the 
Duhawk Open.. wrestled at 285 pounds.
HIGH SCHOOL: Three-time heavyweight med-
alist in Class 2A at the Iowa High School State 
Championships for Atlantic ... won his senior year 
... finished second as a junior and was eighth as 
a sophomore in 2016 ... was in National Honor 
Society and on honor roll ... also competed in 
football ... finished prep career in top-15 rankings 
of all the major polls: No. 9 The Open Mat, No. 10 
Trackwrestling, No. 10 Intermat, No. 13 FloW-
restling ... also recruited by Nebraska, Northern 
Illinois and Coe.
PERSONAL: Native of Atlantic, Iowa ... son of James and Cortney ... has an older 
brother, Brandon ... volunteered with Little Trojan Wrestling Club and did community 
service projects with his football team in high school. 
285 POUNDS
JOHN McCONKEY - RS SOPHOMORE
ATLANTIC, IOWA • ATLANTIC HS
2018-19 SEASON
GRAND VIEW OPEN - PLEASANT HILL, IOWA - 4TH 
Nov. 10  Collin Braun  Iowa West  W 2-1 1-0
Nov. 10  Mitchell Williamson  Iowa Lakes CC    L  7-2 1-1
Nov. 10  Ja’Quez Bostic  Iowa Central CC  W 2:05 F 2-1
Nov. 10  Gunner Cash  Iowa Central CC  W 6-2 3-1
Nov. 10  Trenton Lieurance  Central Missouri  W MFF 4-1
Nov. 10  Griffin Qualls  Labbette  W Inj. 2:54 5-1
Nov. 10  Bryce Esmoil  UNI  W 8-2 6-1
** reached match limit and couldn’t wrestle final match
JIM KOCH OPEN – KENOSHA, WISCONSIN - DNP
Dec. 1  Dustin Politte  Maryville  L  6-3 6-2  
Dec. 1  Robert Castellano  Lincoln College W 2:04 F 7-2
Dec. 1  Jarret Haglund  Augustana W 8-3 8-2
Dec. 1  Josh Anthony  unattached  L  4:47 F 8-3
DUHAWK OPEN - DUBUQUE, IOWA -5TH
Jan. 26 Chris Murino Central College  W 2:30 F 9-3
Jan. 26 Ethan Andersen Iowa State   L 12-9 9-4
Jan. 26 Bryce Esmoil UNI  W 8-2 10-4
Jan. 26 Francis Duggan Iowa State   L 5-3 10-5
Jan. 26 Boone McDermott Iowa Central CC W MFF 11-5
YEAR OVERALL DUALS BIG12 DUALS DUAL PTS SCORED BIG12 PLACE NCAA PLACE MD W/L TF W/L PINS W/L QUICK FALL
18-19* 11-5 0-0 0-0 0-0 0-0 3-1 2:04
19-20 0-0 0-0 0-0 0-0 0-0 0-0  
CAREER 0-0 0-0 0-0 0-0 0-0 0-0  
* redshirted
JOHN MCCONKEY - CAREER STATS                @John_Mcconkey 
NEWCOMER BIOS
HICH SCHOOL:  Two-time Florida state champion...  
Went	105-2	over	final	two	seasons...	2A	Wrestler	of	
the Year as a Junior... 2019 NHSCA National Cham-
pion...Led	his	team	to	a	second-place	state	finish	in	
2019... No. 198 Ranked recruit by MatScouts.com.
PERSONAL: Parents are Christine and Sal Basile.. 
Has two brothers Braden and Mason... Volunteered 
with Special Olympics.
141 POUNDS
ETHAN BASILE - FRESHMAN
TAMPA, FLA. • JESUIT HS
@basileethan
HICH SCHOOL:  Georgia State Champion with a 
7-2 in the title bout... He was 60-1 during his senior 
year...  Two-time state runner-up state runner up... 
Four-time state placer... No. 104 Ranked recruit by 
MatScouts.com
141 POUNDS
JULIAN FARBER - FRESHMAN
BONAIRE, GA. • VETERANS HS
HICH SCHOOL:  The 28th four-time state champion 
in Iowa history... 217-5 high school record... 
second-most wins in state history... Bob Steenlage 
Iowa High School Wrestler of the Year... Double 
Fargo All-American... No. 22 recruit nationally by 
MatScouts.com.
PERSONAL:	Son	of	Dean	and	Dawn	Happel...	
Brother Carter wrestles for Iowa... Father Dean 
wrestled for the Hawkeyes.
141 POUNDS
CAEL HAPPEL - FRESHMAN
LISBON, IOWA • LISBON COMMUNITY
@haPPelcael
HICH SCHOOL:  Four-time State Finalist... Three-
time Iowa High School Champion... 206-2 high 
school record... Fargo Greco-Roman All-American... 
Owns the longest win streak in IHSAA History... 
Sioux	City	Journal	Wrestler	of	the	Year.
PERSONAL:	Son	of	Dean	and	Dawn	Happel...	
Brother Carter wrestles for Iowa... Father Dean 
wrestled for the Hawkeyes.
149 POUNDS
ADAM ALLARD - FRESHMAN
AKRON, IOWA • WEST SIOUX HS
@adaMallaRd11




Shell Rock to two state team titles and back-to-back 
dual	championship	runner-up	finishes.
PERSONAL: From Waverly, Iowa ... son of Cayle 
and Darleen Yant ... Older brother Austin wrestles 
for the Panthers.
157 POUNDS
EVAN YANT - FRESHMAN
WAVERLY IOWA • WAVERLY-SHELL ROCK HS
@_tito2020_
HICH SCHOOL: Iowa State Champion... Two-time 
finalist...		three-time	State	medalist...	Missed	senior	
year with injury... Acted as a student coach after 
going down with his injury... Finished his career with 
133-24 record.
165 POUNDS
WADE MITCHELL - FRESHMAN
MOVILLE, IOWA. • WOODBURY CENTRAL
HICH SCHOOL:  Two-time Wisconsin State 
Champion... Double Fargo All-American... 
Club teammate and lifelong friend with Parker 





DUJAN JOHNSON - FRESHMAN
WHITEFISH BAY, WISC. • WHITEFISH BAY HS
@JohnsondaJun
UNI RESULTS 2019-20
NOV. 17, 2019 - (21) NORTHWESTERN 24, (13) UNI 20
125: Michael DeAugustino (NW) over Jacob Schwarm (UNI) (Dec 5-1) 
133: Sebastian Rivera (NW) over Jack Skudlarczyk (UNI) (MD 13-4) 
141: Michael Blockhus (UNI) over Jack Tolin (NW) (MD 13-3) 
149: Max Thomsen (UNI) over Yahya Thomas (NW)  (Dec 4-3) 
157: Ryan Deakin (NW)  over Keaton Geerts (UNI)  (Fall 3:48) 
165: Shayne Oster (NW) over Pat Schoenfelder (UNI) (TF 15-0 7:00) 
174: Bryce Steiert (UNI) over Tyler Morland (NW)  (MD 13-1) 
184: Taylor Lujan (UNI) over Jack Jessen (NW)  (Fall 2:33) 
197: Lucas Davison (NW) over Jacob Holschlag (UNI) (Inj. 2:23) 
285: Carter Isley (UNI) over Jack Heyob (NW)  (Dec 6-0)
NOV. 24, 2019 - (3) NEBRASKA 23 (17) UNI 19
125:Jacob Schwarm (UNI)  over Edwin Thomsen (NEBR) (Fall 4:20) 
133: Jack Skudlarczyk (UNI) ) over Ridge Lovett (NEBR) (Dec 8-2) 
141: Chad Red (NEBR) over Michael Blockhus (UNI)  (TF 18-0 2:11) 
149: Collin Purinton (NEBR) over Max Thomsen (UNI) (SV-1 9-7) 
157: Peyton Robb (NEBR) over Keaton Geerts (UNI)  (Fall 1:12) 
165: Isaiah White (NEBR) over Austin Yant (UNI)  (MD 13-5) 
174: Bryce Steiert (UNI)  over Mikey Labriola (NEBR) (Dec 2-1) 
184: Taylor Lujan (UNI)  over Taylor Venz (NEBR) (MD 15-6) 
197: Eric Schultz (NEBR) over Noah Glaser (UNI) (TF 24-9 5:54) 
285: Carter Isley (UNI) over David Jensen (NEBR) (Dec 6-2)
JAN. 4, 2020 - (16) UNI 32, UTAH VALLEY 12
125:Jacob Schwarm (UNI) over William Edelblute (UVU) (Fall 1:46)
133: Taylor LaMont (UVU) over Jack Skudlarczyk (UNI) (Dec 4-2) 
141: Michael Blockhus (UNI) over Cameron Hunsaker (UVU) (Dec 6-4)
149: Max Thomsen (UNI) over (UVU) (For.) 
157: Paden Moore (UNI) over Jerry Rubio (UVU) (MD 12-2) 
165: Austin Yant (UNI) over Koy Wilkinson (UVU) (Dec 2-0) 
174: Bryce Steiert (UNI) over Grant LaMont (UVU) (TF 18-0 4:28) 
184: Taylor Lujan (UNI) over Jacob Armstrong (UVU) (TF 25-9 6:40) 
197: Tanner Orndorff (UVU) over Noah Glaser (UNI) (Fall 4:45) 
285: Tate Orndorff (UVU) over Carter Isley (UNI) (Dec 8-2)
JAN. 10, 2020 - SDSU 25, (16) UNI 13
125: Daniel Vega (SDS) over Jacob Schwarm (UNI) (Dec 10-6) 
133: Zach Price (SDS) over Kyle Biscoglia (UNI) (Dec 11-4) 
141: Michael Blockhus (UNI) over Clay Carlson (SDS) (Dec 7-5) 
149: Henry Pohlmeyer (SDS) over Max Thomsen (UNI) (MD 9-1) 
157: Colten Carlson (SDS) over derek Holschlag (UNI) (Dec 4-0) 
165: Tanner Cook (SDS) over Austin Yant (UNI) (Fall 6:11) 
174: Bryce Steiert (UNI) over Cade King (SDS) (MD 12-1) 
184: Taylor Lujan (UNI) over Zach Carlson (SDS) (Dec 10-3) 
197: Tanner Sloan (SDS) over Noah Glaser (UNI) (Fall 1:42) 
285: Carter Isley (UNI) over Blake Wolters (SDS) (SV-1 3-1)
JAN. 12, 2020 - (16) UNI 20, (19) MISSOURI 13
125: Jacob Schwarm (UNI) over Dack Punke (MISS) (Dec 3-0) 
133: Allan Hart (MISS) over Jack Skudlarczyk (UNI) (MD 14-2) 
141: Michael Blockhus (UNI) over Alex Butler (MISS) (Dec 5-1) 
149: Brock Mauller (MISS) over Max Thomsen (UNI) (SV-1 3-1) 
157: Jarrett Jacques (MISS) over Keaton Geerts (UNI) (Dec 8-5) 
165: Austin Yant (UNI) over Peyton Mocco (MISS) (TB-1 4-3) 
174: Bryce Steiert (UNI) over Jeremiah Kent (MISS) (MD 10-1) 
184: Taylor Lujan (UNI) over Dylan Wisman (MISS) (Dec 13-8) 
197: Wyatt Koelling (MISS) over Noah Glaser (UNI) (Dec 6-2) 
285: Carter Isley (UNI) over Jose Diaz (MISS) (MD 11-1) 
JAN. 17, 2020 - (18) UNI 32, NO. COLORADO 6
125: Jacob Schwarm (UNI) over Jace Koelzer (NOCO) (Fall 2:29)
133: Jack Skudlarczyk (UNI) over Mosha Schwartz (NOCO) (Dec 10-3)
141: Michael Blockhus (UNI) over Christopher Sandoval (NOCO) (SV-1 6-4)
149: Max Thomsen (UNI) over Ethan Leake (NOCO) (Dec 6-1)
157: Keaton Geerts (UNI) over Jimmy Fate (NOCO) (Dec 6-1)
165: Austin Yant (UNI) over Austin Matthews (NOCO) (Dec 2-0)
174: Bryce Steiert (UNI) over Billy Higgins (NOCO) (TF 16-1 3:36)
184: Taylor Lujan (UNI) over Seth Bogulski (NOCO) (Fall 5:31)
197: Alan Clothier (NOCO) over Jacob Holschlag (UNI) (Dec 4-0)
285: Robert Winters (NOCO) over Bryce Esmoil (UNI) (Dec 4-2)
JAN. 17, 2020 - (18) UNI 28, AIR FORCE 12
149: Max Thomsen (UNI) over Dylan Martinez (AIFO) (Dec 4-0) 
157: Derek Holschlag (UNI) over Trey Brisker (AIFO) (Dec 7-4) 
165: Randy Meneweather II (AIFO) over Austin Yant (UNI) (Dec 7-4) 
174: Bryce Steiert (UNI) over Cody Surratt (AIFO) (MD 13-0) 
184: Taylor Lujan (UNI) over Jacob Thompson (AIFO) (Fall 4:48) 
197: Casey Jumps (AIFO) over Noah Glaser (UNI) (Dec 1-0) 
285: Kayne Hutchison (AIFO) over Bryce Esmoil (UNI) (Fall 2:32) 
125: Jay Schwarm (UNI) over Graham Shore (AIFO) (Fall 1:46) 
133: Drew Bennett (UNI) over Jared Van Vleet (AIFO) (Dec 9-7) 
141: Michael Blockhus (UNI) over Bradley Bitting (AIFO) (Dec 6-2)
JAN. 25, 2020 - (20) UNI 19, (8) OKLAHOMA ST 15
125: Nick Piccininni (OSU) over Jay Schwarm (UNI) (9-6)
133: Jack Skudlarczyk (UNI) over Reece Witcraft (OSU) (10-5)
141: Michael Blockhus (UNI) over Dusty Hone (OSU) (4-3)
149: Boo Lewallen (OSU) over Max Thomsen (UNI) (5-2)
157: Keaton Geerts (UNI) over Wyatt Sheets (OSU) (7-6)
165: Travis Wittlake (OSU) over Austin Yant (UNI) (14-5)
174: Bryce Steiert (UNI) over Joseph Smith (OSU) (13-2)
184: Taylor Lujan (UNI) over Anthony Montalvo (OSU) (4-0)
197: Dakota Geer (OSU) over Noah Glaser (UNI) (20-4)
285: Carter Isley (UNI) over Austin Harris (OSU) (5-2)
JAN. 25, 2020 - (15) UNI 25, OKLAHOMA 13
125: Jacob Schwarm (UNI) over Christian Moody (OKLA) (Fall 1:16) 
133: Anthony Madrigal (OKLA) over Jack Skudlarczyk (UNI) (Dec 7-1) 
141: Dom Demas (OKLA) over Michael Blockhus (UNI) (TB-1 9-3) 
149: Max Thomsen (UNI) over Jacob Butler (OKLA) (Dec 5-1) 
157: Justin Thomas (OKLA) over Paden Moore (UNI) (MD 10-2) 
165: Austin Yant (UNI) over Elijah Joseph (OKLA) (MD 10-0) 
174: Bryce Steiert (UNI) over Anthony Mantanona (OKLA) (Dec 7-2) 
184: Taylor Lujan (UNI) over Darrien Roberts (OKLA) (Dec 9-3) 
197: Jake Woodley (OKLA) over Isaiah Patton (UNI) (Dec 5-2) 
285: Carter Isley (UNI) over Collin McCoy (OKLA) (Fall 5:41)
Feb. 14, 2020 - (16) UNI 36, WEST VIRGINIA 6
125: Jay Schwarm (UNI) over Joey Thomas (WV) (Fall 0:58)
133: Jack Skudlarczyk (UNI) over Lucas Seibert (WV) (MD 14-3)
141: Michael Blockhus (UNI) over Caleb Rea (WV) (TB-1 11-10)
149: Max Thomsen (UNI) over Liam Lusher (WV) (TF 22-6 7:00)
157: Alex Hornfeck (WV) over Paden Moore (UNI) (Dec 7-3)
165: Austin Yant (UNI) over Nick Kiussis (WV) (Dec 8-2)
174: Bryce Steiert (UNI) over Scott Joll (WV) (Fall 1:04)
184: Taylor Lujan (UNI) over Jackson Moomau (WV) (Fall 5:48)
197: Noah Adams (WV) over Isaiah Patton (UNI) (Dec 6-1)
285: Carter Isley (UNI) over Sean Mullican (WV) (Dec 6-2)
Feb. 14, 2020 - (19) IOWA STATE 18, (16) UNI 16
125: Jay Schwarm (UNI) over Alex Mackall (ISU) (Fall 2:17) 
133: Todd Small (ISU) over Jack Skudlarczyk (UNI) (Dec 6-4) 
141: Ian Parker (ISU) over Michael Blockhus (UNI) (Dec 7-2) 
149: Max Thomsen (UNI) over Jarrett Degen (ISU) (SV-1 3-1) 
157: Paden Moore (UNI) over Grant Stotts (ISU) (Dec 5-3) 
165: Chase Straw (ISU) over Austin Yant (UNI) (SV-1 3-1) 
174: Samuel Colbray (ISU) over Bryce Steiert (UNI) (Dec 7-6) 
184: Taylor Lujan (UNI) over Marcus Coleman (ISU) (MD 13-5) 
197: Joel Shapiro (ISU) over Isaiah Patton (UNI) (Dec 6-2) 
285: Gannon Gremmel (ISU) over Carter Isley (UNI) (Dec 4-0)
Feb. 14, 2020 - (17) UNI 20, (12) Wisconsin 18
125: JaySchwarm (UNI) over Eric Barnett (WISC) (Fall 2:19) 
133: Seth Gross (WISC) over Jack Skudlarczyk (UNI) (TF 16-0 5:00) 
141: Michael Blockhus (UNI) over Tristan Moran (WISC) (Dec 9-4) 
149: Cole Martin (WISC) over Triston Lara (UNI) (Dec 10-8) 
157: Drew Scharenbrock (WISC) over Derek Holschlag (UNI) (Dec 7-2) 
165: Evan Wick (WISC) over Austin Yant (UNI) (MD 16-4) 
174: Bryce Steiert (UNI) over Jared Krattiger (WISC) (MD 9-1) 
184: Taylor Lujan (UNI) over Tyler Dow (WISC) (MD 12-2) 
197: Isaiah Patton (UNI) over Taylor Watkins (WISC) (TB-3 3-2)
 285: Trent Hillger (WISC) over Carter Isley (UNI) (Dec 3-0)
2019-20 UNI DUAL BREAKDOWN
Overall Record 8-4
Big 12 Record 6-2
Record Vs Top 25 3-2
Record at Home 4-2
Record on the Road 4-2
  
NCAA DIVISION I FALLS
RK NAME  SCHOOL FALLS TIME
1 Jay Schwarm UNI 16 33:10
2 Ben Darmstadt Cornell 14 23:49
3 Matt Stencel Cent Mich. 14 29:19
4 Tanner Cook SDSU 12 34:56




Taylor Lujan (184) 28-2
Bryce Steiert (174) 27-3
Michael Blockhus (141) 22-10 
Carter Isley (285) 20-10
Max Thomsen (149) 20-10
CAREER VICTORIES
Taylor Lujan (184) 112-22
Max Thomsen (149) 105-36 
Bryce Steiert (174) 98-30
Jay Schwarm (125) 77-44
Carter Isley (285) 57-30
DUAL VICTORIES
Taylor Lujan (184) 12-0
Bryce Steiert (174) 11-1
Michael Blockhus (141) 9-3
Jay Schwarm (125) 9-3
Carter Isley (285) 7-3
DUAL POINTS
Jay Schwarm (125) 51
Taylor Lujan (184) 48
Bryce Steiert (174) 45
Michael Blockhus (141) 27
Carter Isley (285) 25
PINS
Jay Schwarm (125) 16
Kyle Biscoglia (125) 8
Taylor Lujan (184) 9
Keaton Geerts (157) 4
Noah Glaser (197) 4
TECHNICAL FALLS
Bryce Steiert (174) 5
Derek Holschlag (157) 2
MAJOR DECISIONS
Bryce Steiert (174) 12
Taylor Lujan (184) 6
Michael Blockhus (141) 4
Paden Moore (157) 4
QUICK PINS
Jay Schwarm (125) 0:34
Bryce Esmoil (285) 0:53
Gable Fox (149) 0:54
Noah Glaser (197) 0:58
Kyle Biscoglia (125) 1:06
UNI BIG 12 WRESTLERS OF THE WEEK
Bryce Steiert (174) Dec. 10
Taylor Lujan (184) Jan. 6
NOV. 10 - HAROLD NICHOLS OPEN
OPEN DIVISION (UPPER) 
125 - Jay Schwarm - 2nd / Kyle Biscoglia - 5th / Jay Schipper - DNP 
133 - Jack Skudlarczyk - 3rd / Drew Bennett - 6th / Jack Bennett - 6th 
141 - Michael Blockhus - 1st / Triston Lara - 2nd / 
149 - Max Thomsen - 1st / 
157 - Paden Moore 3rd / Keaton Geerts 4th / Derek Holschlag 5th
165 - Patrick Schoenfelder 5th 
174 - Bryce Steiert 1st / Isaiah Patton - DNP
184 - Taylor Lujan 1st 
197 - Tyrell Gordon (unatt.) - 2nd
285 - Carter Isley 2nd
 
FRESHMAN/SOPHOMORE DIVISION 
125 - Kyle Gollhofer - 3rd
141- Garrett Moll - DNP
149 - Kaleb Olejniczak - 5th
157 - Dayton Porsch - 2nd
165 - Lance Runyon - 1st
184 - Parker Keckeisen - 1st
NOV. 16 - GRAND VIEW OPEN
OPEN DIVISION (UPPER) 
125 - Kyle Biscoglia - 2nd / Jay Schipper DNP 
133 - Drew Bennett - 1st / Jack Wagner DNP
141 - Trston Lara - 5th
149 - Gable Fox - 6th
157 - Derek Holschlag - DNP
174 - Micharl Kordek - DNP
184 - Parker Keckeisen - 3rd 
197 - Tyrell Gordon - 4th
FRESHMAN/SOPHOMORE DIVISION 
125 - Kyle Gollhofer - 1st
141- Garrett Moll - DNP
149 - Kaleb Olejniczak - 2nd
157 - Dayton Porsch - 6th
184 - Noah Glaser - 4th
DEC 6-7 - CLIFF KEEN LAS VEGAS INVITE
125 - Jay Schwarm - 7th
133 - Jack Skudlarczyk - DNP
141 - Michael Blockhus - 6th
149 - Max Thomsen - 5th
157 - Keaton Geerts - DNP
165 - Austin YAnt - DNP
174 - Bryce Steiert - 2nd
184 - Taylor Lujan - 4th
197 - Noah Glaser - DNP
285 - Carter Isley - 5th
DEC. 7 -  BUENA VISTA UNIVERSITY OPEN 
125 - Kyle Biscoglia - 1st / Kyle Gollhefer - 4th
141 - Garrett Moll - DNP / Jack Wagner - DNP
149 - Kaleb Olejniczak – 3rd
157 - Derek Holschlag - 3rd
165 - Pat Schoenfelder - 3rd
174 - Keegan Moore - 4th
184 - Parker Keckeisen - 1st
DEC. 14 - UNI OPEN
125 - Kyle Biscoglia 3rd
133 - Drew Bennett 1st
141 - Garrett Moll - 6th
149 - Gable Fox - 2nd / Kaleb Olejniczak DNP / Tristan Lara 3rd
157 - Derek Holschlag - 2nd / Keaton Geerts - 4th
165 - Austin Yant 4th / Pat Schoenfelder - 2nd
174 - Keegan Moore - 4th 
197 - Tyrell Gordon - 2nd
285 - Bryce Esmoil - 3rd
DEC. 29-30 - MIDLANDS CHAMPIONSHIP 
125 - Jay Schwarm - DNP / Kyle Biscoglia - DNP 
133 - Drew Bennett - DNP / Jack Skudlarczyk - DNP
141 - Michael Blockhus- DNP / Trston Lara - DNP
149 - Max Thomsen - 3rd / Gable Fox - DNP
157 - Keaton Geerts - DNP / Derek Holschlag - DNP / Paden Moore - DNP
165 - Austin Yant - DNP / Pat Schoenfelder - DNP
174 - Bryce Steiert - 2nd
184 - Taylor Lujan - 1st 
197 - Noah Glaser - DNP / Tyrell Gordon - DNP 
285 - Carter Isley - 5th 
FEB. 1 - LORAS COLLEGE OPEN 
125 - Kyle Biscoglia - 2nd /Jay Schipper - DNP
141 - Garrett Moll - DNP / Jack Wagner - 1st
149 - Triston Lara - 1st / Gable Fox - 3rd 
157 - Keaton Geerts - 1st
165 - Pat Schoenfelder - 2nd / Lamce Runyan - 2nd
174 - Michael Kordek - 5th
184 - Parker Keckeisen - 1st
197 - Tyrell Gordon - 1st























2019 - Drew Foster
BIG 12 WRESTLER OF THE YEAR
BIG 12 CHAMPIONS
2020 - Taylor Lujan
2020 - Bryce Steiert
2019 - Drew Foster
2018 - Drew Foster
2018 - Taylor Lujan
BIG 12 WRESTLER OF THE WEEK
2019-20
Dec. 10 - Bryce Steiert
Jan. 6 - Taylor Lujan
2018-19
Dec. 17 - Taylor Lujan
Dec. 31 - Drew Foster
Jan. 21 - Josh Alber
Feb. 4 - Taylor Lujan
2017-18
Nov. 22 - Taylor Lujan




































TWO-TIME BIG 12 CHAMPION • 2019 BIG 12 WRESTLER OF THE YEAR
BIG 12 CHAMPIONSHIP RESULTS
BIG 12 CHAMPIONSHIPS - (March 3-4)
125 – #19 Jay Schwarm (4-2)              4th *
133 – Jack Wagner (0-2)                 DNP
141 – #9 Josh Alber (3-1)  3rd *
149 – #7 Max Thomsen (2-1)  2nd *
157 – Logan Ryan (3-2)  5th
165 – Isaiah Patton (2-3)  DNP
174 – #7 Taylor Lujan (3-0)  1st *
184 – #11 Drew Foster (3-0)  1st *
197 – #15 Jacob Holschlag (2-2) 4th *
285 – Carter Isley (3-3)  6th 
* automatic NCAA qualifiers 
TEAM SCORES
1. #5 Oklahoma State – 137
2. #15 UNI – 96.5 
3. #12 South Dakota State – 94
4. #14 Wyoming – 82.5
5. North Dakota State – 57
6. Oklahoma –  52
7. Iowa State – 51
8. Utah Valley – 50.5
9. West Virginia – 50
10. Northern Colorado – 30.5
11. Fresno State – 26.5
12. Air Force – 22.5
2013 - 3rd         83.0 points
2014 - 2nd      118.5 points
2015 - 6th         72.5 points
2016 - 5th         73.5 points
2017 - 2nd      106.5 points
UNI AT THE MACMAC CHAMPIONS  
(JOINED TOURNAMENT IN 2013)
2013  Joey Lazor 141 - Jr      
       David Bonin 157 - Sr
2014  Dylan Peters 125 - RFr
       Joe Colon  133 - Sr
       Joey Lazor 141 - Sr
       Cooper Moore 165 - RFr
2015  Cooper Moore 165 - So
2016  Blaize Cabell 285 - Sr  
2017 Taylor Lujan 174 - RFr
BIG 12 CHAMPIONSHIPS - (March 9-10)
125 – #24 Jay Schwarm (3-2)              5th *
133 – Jack Skudlarczyk (3-1)                 6th
141 – #7 Josh Alber (4-1)  3rd *
149 – #9 Max Thomsen (2-2)  7th *
157 – Paden Moore (0-2)  DNP
165 – #12 Bryce Steiert (3-1)  3rd*
174 – #7 Taylor Lujan (2-1)  2nd*
184 – #10 Drew Foster (3-0)  1st *
197 –  Izaak Shedenhelm (0-2) DNP
285 – Carter Isley (1-2)  DNP
* automatic NCAA qualifiers 
TEAM SCORES
1. Oklahoma State 158
2. Iowa State 114.5
3. UNI 82
4. Oklahoma 78
5. Fresno State 59.5
6. Utah Valley 59
7. Wyoming 58
8. North Dakota State 53.5
9. West Virginia 46
10. South Dakota State 18.5
11. Air Force 18
12. Northern Colorado 17
2019 CHAMPIONSHIP
2018 CHAMPIONSHIP
BIG 12 CHAMPIONSHIPS - (March 7-8)
125 – #13 Jay Schwarm (3-2)              4th *
133 – #25 Jack Skudlarczyk (3-2)            5th *
141 – #11 Michael Blockhus (3-2) 5th *
149 – #8 Max Thomsen (1-3)  6th
157 – Paden Moore (2-3)  6th
165 – Austin Yant (3-2)  7th
174 – #5 Bryce Steiert (4-0)  1st*
184 – #1 Taylor Lujan (4-0)  1st *
197 –  Isaiah Patton (0-2)  DNP
285 – #13 Carter Isley (3-2)  4th*
* automatic NCAA qualifiers 
TEAM SCORES
 1 Oklahoma State  147.5
 2 Iowa State  116.5
 3 UNI 111.5
 4 South Dakota State  94.0
 5 North Dakota State  90.5
 6 Oklahoma  83.0
 7 Wyoming  75.5
 8 Northern Colorado  72.5
 9 Fresno State  57.0
 10 West Virginia  41.0
 11 Utah Valley  33.0




1.  Kirk Myers (1978-82)    134
     Rich Powers (1988-92)    134
3.  Justin Greenlee (1991-95)    129
4.  Joel Greenlee (1985-89)    127
5.  Kurt Shedenhelm (1983-88)    125
6.  Nick Baima (2003-07)    124
7.  Moza Fay (2004-09)    119
8.  Gary Steffensmeier (1988-92)    115
9.  Lew Sondgeroth (1984-85)    114
      Dave Malecek (1990-94)    114
      Ryan Loder (2009-14)    114
12. Ken Gallagher (1978-82)    113
13. Mark Schwab (1985-90)    112
      Taylor Lujan (2015-20)    112 
15. Joe Gormally (1977-82)    111
16. Josh Alber (2014-19)    109
17. Jeff Weatherman (1984-87)    106
18. Jay Llewellyn (1980-84)    105
19. Bob Hallman (1981-84)    104
20. Max Thomsen (2015-2020)    103
21. Dylan Long (2000-04)    101
       David Bonin (2009-13)    101
Dual Victories
1.  Joel Greenlee (1985-89)    58
2.  Kirk Myers (1978-82)    56
3.  Ken Gallagher (1978-82)    55
4.  John Kriebs (1980-84)    53
5.  Bob Hallman (1980-84)    49
6.  Rich Powers (1988-92)    48
7.  Joe Gormally (1977-82)    47
  Gary Steffensmeier (1988-92)          47
  Justin Greenlee (1991-95)    47
10.    Jeff Weatherman (1983-87)    46
Pins
1.  Kirk Myers (1978-82)    61
2.  Justin Greenlee (1991-95)    57
3.  Rich Powers (1988-92)    54
4.  John Kriebs (1980-84)    53
5. Jay Schwarm (2016-2020)    41 
6.  Dylan Peters (2013-2017)    38
7.  Moza Fay (2005-09)    37
8.  Levi Wolfensperger (2011-15)    31
9.  Dion Cobb (1979-84)    30
     Dan Kjeldgaard (1993-97)    30
10.  Joel Greenlee (1985-89)    29
Winning Percentage  
(at least 50 wins)
1. Joe Colon (2011-12, 2013-14)* 
 .912 (62-6)
2. Joel Greenlee (1985-89)  
 .878 (127-16-4)
3. Randy Pugh (1998-00)*  
 .857 (54-9)
4. Mark Schwab (1985-90)  
 .853 (112-18-3)
5. Rich Powers (1988-92)  
 .841 (134-25-1)
6. Taylor Lujan (2015-2020)
 .834 (112-22)
7.       Ryan Loder (2009-14)  
 .809 (114-27)
8. Dylan Long (2001-04)  
 .808 (101-24)
9. Joe Gormally (1977-82)  
 .800 (111-27-2)
10. Gary Steffensmeier (1988-92) 
 .793 (115-29-3)
* UNI career only
To qualify in career records, athletes must have 
wrestled at least two seasons in  
Division I at UNI.
SEASON LEADERS
Overall Victories
(Division I, since 1980-81 season)
1. Mark Schwab (1985-86)   49
2. Joel Greenlee (1988-89)  44
 Rich Powers (1990-91)   44
4. Kurt Shedenhelm (1986-87)  41
5. Jeff Weatherman (1985-86)  39
 Joel Greenlee (1986-87)   39
7. Lew Sondgeroth (1984-85)  38
 Pat Pickford (1985-86)     38
 Steve Hartle (1990-91)    38
 Justin Greenlee (1994-95)  38
Dual Victories
1. Joel Greenlee (1986-87)    20
2. Jeff Weatherman (1986-87)  19
3. Efonda Sproles (1982-83)   18
 Mark Schwab (1985-86)      18
 Joel Greenlee (1988-89)    18
6. Rich Powers (1989-90)      17
 Nick Baima (2005-06)       17
8. Joe Gormally (1980-81)    16
 Christian Brantley (2009-10)  16
         Blaize Cabell (2014-15) 16
Pins
1. Kirk Myers (1981-82)       21
2. Justin Greenlee (1994-95)  20
3. Rich Powers (1991-92)      19
4. Joel Greenlee (1988-89)    18
 Rich Powers (1989-90)      18
 Dylan Peters (2013-14) 18
7. John Kriebs (1981-82)      17
 Jay Schwarm (2019-20) 17
9. Tony Koontz (1985-86)      16
 Justin Greenlee (1993-94)  16
 Blayne Beale (2009-10)     16
Winning Percentage  
(at least 19 wins)
1. Tony Davis (1999-00)  
 .964 (27-1)
2. Joel Greenlee (1988-89) 
 .957 (44-2-0) 
3.  Joe Colon (2013-14)
 .946 (35-2)
4.  Taylor Lujan (2019-20)
 .933 (28-2)
5. K. Shedenhelm (1987-88) 
 .931 (33-2-1)
6. Rich Powers (1990-91) 
 .917 (44-4-0)
7. Bryce Steiert (2019-20)
 .900 (27-3)
8. Joel Greenlee (1986-87) 
 .898 (39-4-1)
9. Dylan Long (2002-03) 
 .885 (31-4)
10. Justin Greenlee (1994-95) 
 .884 (38-5-0)
TEAM RECORDS
Most Victories in a Season 
18 - (1986-87)
Most Losses in a Season  
12 - (1995-96) (2009-10)
Consecutive Dual Victories 
32 - (1948-51)
Consecutive Dual Losses 
10 - (1993-94, 1994-95)
Most Points in Dual Meet 
57 - (1984 vs. Missouri St.)
Most Points by Opponent 
48-3 (2009 vs. Iowa)
Largest Margin of Victory 
57-0 (1984 vs. Missouri St.)
Largest Margin of Defeat  
48-3 (2009 vs. Iowa)
CAREER AND SEASON LEADERS OF PANTHER WRESTLING
Joe Colon Dylan PetersJoel GreenleeKirk Myers
Mike McCready - 1975 (Gold Medal)
Justin Greenlee - 1993 (Gold Medal)
Jordan Holm - 2016 (Gold Medal)
Joe Colon - 2018 (Gold Medal)




2013 - Jarrett Jensen
2014 - Jarrett Jensen*
2014 - Dylan Peters
2015 - Jarrett Jensen
2015 - Curt Maas










1991 - Gary Steffensmeirer / Cory Manning / James Byrne
1993 - Andrew Showalter / Jamie Byrne
1995 - Justin Greenlee
2000 - Kyle Hansen / Tony Weiland
2001 - Kyle Hansen / Keith Weber / Paul Hynek
2002 - Kyle Hansen / Paul Hynek
2003 - Jordan Holm
2004 - John Garvin
2005 - Nick Baima / Eric Hauan
2006 - Nick Baima
2007 - Nick Baima / Kyle Anson / Colby Goestch / Ryan 
Osgood / Andrew Anderson
2008 - Charlie Ettelson / Andrew Anderson
2009 - Charlie Ettelson / Andrew Anderson / Moza Fay
2014 - Joey Lazor / Dylan Peters
2015 - Jarrett Jensen / Curt Maas
2016 - Dylan Peters
2017 - Dylan Peters / Bryce Steiert / Max Thomsen
2018 - Jacob Holschlag / Max Thomsen
2019 - Bryce Steiert / Max Thomsen
2020 - Bryce Steiert / Max Thomsen / Jay Schwarm
CoSIDA ACADEMIC ALL-AMERICANS
Nick Baima         2006-07
Gary Steffensmeier                 1991-92
National Wrestling HOF Members and Award Winners
Dave McCuskey (1976) - coach 
Bill Koll (1977) - wrestler
Gerry Leeman (1977) - wrestler
Bill Smith (1978) - wrestler
Keith Young (1979) - wrestler
Bill Nelson (1980) - wrestler
Bob Siddens (1980) - coach
Finn Eriksen (1982) - contributor
LeRoy Alitz (1992) - coach
Sandy Stevens (1998) - order of merit as an ambassador
Mike Allen (2007) - Iowa meritorious official  / (2014) Iowa lifetime service 
Chuck Patten (2018) - Iowa lifetime service
 
DAVE SCHULTZ HIGH SCHOOL EXCELLENCE 

































Glen Brand Hall of Fame Award Winners
Larry Hamilton (2015) - Russ Smith Community Impact Award
Max Thomsen (2015) - Bob Steenlage Iowa High School Wrestler of the Year
Keith Massey (2018) - Russ Smith Community Impact Award
Riley Banach / the Banach Family (2018) - Family Legacy Award
Doug Schwab, Mark Schwab, Mike Schwab / the Schwab Family (2019) - Family Legacy Award
Cael Happel (2020) - Bob Steenlage Iowa High School Wrestler of the Year
Division II Hall of Fame








1985 - Bill Koll
1985 - Gerald Leeman
1985 - Bill Smith
1985 - Keith Young
1986 - Finn Eriksen
1986 - Bill Weick
1987 - Bill Dotson
1987 - Bill Nelson
1988 - Chuck Patten
1989 - Gene Lybbert
1989 - Michael McCready
1990 - Davis Natvig
1991 - Bob Siddens
1992 - Raymond Cheney
1993 - Cecil Mott
1994 - James Fox
1994 - James Harmon
1995 - Wendell Williams
1996 - Franc Freeman
1999 - Kirk Myers
1999 - Lee Wachenheim
2000 - Russell Bush
2001 - Jim Miller
2003 - Gary Bentrim
2005 - Kaye Young
2007 - Ken Snyder
2009 - Don Briggs
2009 - 1950 team
2010 - Joel Greenlee
2011 - Gary Steffensmeier
2013 - Kent Osboe
2014 - Tony Davis
2014 - 1975 team
2016 - Rich Powers
2016 - Sandy Stevens
2017 - 1978 team
2018 - Randy Omvig
2019 - Justin Greenlee*
*Merlin Taylor Academic Award 
UNI Intercollegiate Athletics Hall of Fame
• C.J. Ettelson (2007) - Iowa
• Bart Reiter (2009) - Iowa
• Cody Caldwell (2011) - Iowa
• Josh Alber (2014) - Illinois
• Taylor Lujan (2015) - Georgia 
• Max Thomsen (2015) - Iowa
• Jack Skudlarczyk (2017) - Texas
• Kyle Gollhofer (2019) - Georgia
• Cael Happel (2020) - Iowa
1963  Gary Pollard 3rd (115)
       Bill Dotson  1st (137)
       Jim Sanford 1st (147)
       Dick Austin 2nd (157)
       Ron Mehlin 4th (167)
       Steve Hoemann 4th (177)
1964  Bob Trautman 4th (137)
 Jim Monroe 2nd (167)
1966  Dave Steinkamp  6th (160)
 Don Parker  1st (177)
1967  Jerry Bond 2nd (137)
       Don Parker 1st (177)
      Kent Osboe 2nd (HWT)
1968  Jerry Bond 4th (145)
       Kent Osboe 1st (HWT)
1969  Marv Reiland 2nd (130)
       Jim Guyer 3rd (160)
       Vince Bellock 6th (167)
       Kent Osboe 1st (HWT)
1970  Marv Reiland 4th (134)
       Clint Young 4th (158)
       Vince Bellock 2nd (167)
       Bob Boeck 3rd (177)
       Mike McCready 3rd (HWT)
1971  Clint Young 1st (158)
       Randy Omvig 5th (190)
1972  Jon Moeller 5th (134)
       Mark Fox 4th (142)
       Joe Hatchett 2nd (190)
       Mike McCready   1st (HWT)
1973  Dave Nicol 4th (126)
       Jim Miller 4th (134)
       Ken Snyder 2nd (142)
       Randy Omvig 4th (HWT)
1974  Dave Cunningham 6th (118)
       Tom Garcia 1st (126)
       Jim Miller 1st (134)
       Ken Snyder 1st (142)
       Dan Keller 4th (167)
       Rich Erickson  6th (177)
       Randy Omvig 4th (HWT)
1975  Dave Cunningham 2nd (118)
      Jim Miller 1st (134)
       Ken Snyder 1st (142)
      Rich Erickson 2nd (177)
       Randy Omvig 1st (HWT)
1976  Dave Cunningham 5th (118)
       Bruce McClure 4th (134)
       Gary Bentrim 1st (142)
 Jim Blasingame 3rd (150)
       Keith Poolman 4th (167)
 Dan Keller 2nd (177)
1977  Dave Prehm 6th (118)
       Jeff Melvin 5th (126)
 Scott Kollings  6th (134)
 Gary Bentrim 1st (142)
 Dick Briggs 4th (150)
 Keith Poolman 4th (167)
 Ed Herman  6th (190)
1978  Dave Prehm 2nd (118)
       Kevin Finn 4th (134)
       Dick Briggs 3rd (150)
       Gary Bentrim 1st (158)
       Keith Poolman 1st (167)
       Joe Gormally 4th (177)
       Kirk Myers 1st (190)
1979 Kevin Finn 4th (134)
       Larry Luttrell  6th (142)
       Ken Gallagher 3rd (150)
       Keith Poolman 4th (167)
      Joe Gormally 2nd (177)
       Kirk Myers 1st (190)
       Kevin Kurth 5th (HWT)
1980 Brent Hagen 2nd (126)
       Ken Gallagher 1st (150)
       Dion Cobb 6th (167)
       Efonda Sproles 2nd (177)
       Kirk Myers 1st (190)
       Kevin Kurth 6th (HWT)
1967  Don Parker           (177)
1969  Kent Osboe         (HWT)
1974  Jim Miller             (134)
1975  Jim Miller             (134)
1984  John Kriebs         (HWT)
1988  Mark Schwab     (118)
  Joel Greenlee     (HWT)
1989  Joel Greenlee (HWT)
1991  G. Steffensmeier (150)
  Rich Powers  (177)
1992  Rich Powers  (177)
1993  Justin Greenlee         (HWT)
2003  Dylan Long  (141)
2004  Eric Hauan  (174)
   Dylan Long  (141)
  Sean Stender  (197)
2017  Max Thomsen  (149)
       Drew Foster (184)




1937  Ray Cheney, 135
1946  Cecil Mott, 121
1946  Gerald Leeman, 128 *
1946  Bill Koll, 145
1947  Bill Koll, 145 *
1947  Russ Bush, 128
1947  Bill Nelson, 165
1948  Bill Koll, 147.5 *
1949  Bill Nelson, 155
1949  Bill Smith, 165
1949  Keith Young, 145
1950  Bill Nelson, 155
1950  Bill Smith, 165
1950  Keith Young, 145
1951  Keith Young, 147
1952  Gene Lybbert, 130
1952  Bill Weick, 157
1953  Jim Harmon, 157
1955  Bill Weick,  157
1963  Bill Dotson, 137
2000  Tony Davis, 149





1963  Bill Dotson, 137
1963  Jim Sanford, 147
1966  Don Parker, 177
1967  Don Parker, 177
1968  Kent Osboe, HWT
1969  Kent Osboe, HWT
1971  Clint Young, 158
1972  Mike McCready, HWT
1974  Tom Garcia, 126
1974  Jim Miller, 134
1974  Ken Snyder, 142
1975  Jim Miller, 134
1975  Ken Snyder, 142
1975  Randy Omvig, HWT
1976  Gary Bentrim, 142
1977  Gary Bentrim, 142
1978  Gary Bentrim, 158
1978  Keith Poolman, 167
1978  Kirk Myers, 190
1979  Kirk Myers, 190
1980  Kirk Myers, 190
1980  Ken Gallagher, 150
DIVISON I ALL-AMERICAN PANTHERS
1931  Jesse Arends 2nd (118) So
       Finn Eriksen 4th (135) Sr
       Orville Orr 3rd (155) Sr
1932  Maynard Harmon 3rd (145) Jr
       Arthur Gerber  3rd (HWT) Sr
1934  Alvie Natvig 2nd (118) Sr
1937  Davis Natvig  2nd (118) Jr
       Ray Cheney 1st (135) Sr
1938  Davis Natvig 3rd (118) Sr
1940  Delbert Jensen 3rd (121) Jr
       Roger Isaacson   2nd (136) Jr
1941  Vern Hassman 2nd (145) Sr
1942  Leon Martin 2nd (175) Jr
1946  Cecil Mott 1st (121) Sr
       Gerald Leeman  1st (128) So
       Russ Bush 3rd (136) Fr
       Bill Koll  1st (145) So
1947  Russ Bush 1st (128) So
       Bill Koll 1st (145) Jr
       Bill Nelson 1st (165) Fr
1948  Bill Koll 1st (147.5) Sr
       LeRoy Alitz 4th (191) Sr
1949  Russ Bush 3rd (128) Sr
       Luverne Klar  3rd (136) So
       Keith Young 1st (145) So
       Bill Nelson 1st (155) Jr
       Bill Smith  1st (165) So
1950  Frank Altman 3rd (121) Sr
       Luverne Klar 4th (128) Jr
       Floyd Oglesby 2nd (136) Sr
       Keith Young  1st (145) Jr
       Bill Nelson  1st (155) Sr
       Bill Smith 1st (165) Jr
       Fred Stoeker 2nd (HWT) Sr
1951  Gene Lybbert 3rd (130) Jr
       Keith Young 1st (147) Sr
1952  Gene Lybbert  1st (130) Sr
       Bob Morris 2nd (137) Jr
       Jim Harmon 2nd (147) Fr
       Bill Weick 1st (157) Fr
1953  Pat McCarron 3rd (123) Sr
       Jim Harmon 1st (157) So
       Gus Gatto 4th (191) So
1955  Bill Weick 1st (157) Sr
       Gus Gatto 4th (191) Jr
1956  Dick Heaton 3rd (147) So
1958  Dick Heaton 4th (157) Sr
1961  Francis Freeman   4th (123) Jr
       David Jensen 2nd (130) Sr
1962  Francis Freeman 2nd (123) Jr
       Bill Dotson 2nd (137) Jr
1963  Bill Dotson 1st (137) Sr
1967  Don Parker  6th (177) Sr
1969  Marv Reiland 6th (130) Jr
      Kent Osboe  6th (HWT) Sr
1972  Mike McCready 3rd (HWT) Sr
1974  Jim Miller 2nd (134) Jr
       Ken Snyder 3rd (142) Jr
1975  Jim Miller 4th (134) Sr
       Ken Snyder  5th (142) Sr
1978  Kirk Myers 6th (190) Fr
1979  Joe Gormally  4th (177) Fr
       Kirk Myers  3rd (190) So
1981  Ken Gallagher 5th (142) Jr
       Dion Cobb  4th (158) So
1982  Ken Gallagher  7th (142) Sr
       Joe Gormally 7th (177) Sr
       Kirk Myers  5th (190) Sr
1983  Randy Majors 3rd (126) Sr
       John Kriebs 5th (HWT) Jr
1984  Bob Hallman  2nd (118) Sr
       Dave Grant  8th (158) Jr
       John Kriebs  6th (HWT) Sr
1985  Paul Kreimeyer 6th (118) Sr
       Lew Sondgeroth 5th (142) Sr
1986  Mark Schwab 5th (118) Fr
       Jeff Clutter  8th (158) So
1987  Mike Schwab 8th (126) Jr
 Jeff Weatherman 5th (190) Sr
1988  Chris Lembeck 5th (158) Sr
  Joel Greenlee 4th (HWT) Jr
1989  Joel Greenlee 2nd (HWT) Sr
1990  Mark Schwab 6th (118) Sr
       Duaine Martin  8th (126) Jr
       Gary Steffensmeier  2nd (150) So
       Rich Powers 5th (177) So
1991 Steve Hartle 7th (142) So
       Gary Steffensmeier  4th (150) Jr
      Rich Powers 4th (177) Jr
1992  Gary Steffensmeier 4th (150) Sr
       Rich Powers  5th (177) Sr
1993  Steve Hartle 8th (150) Sr
 Justin Greenlee  8th (HWT) So
1994  Dave Malecek 4th (177) Sr
 Justin Greenlee  2nd (HWT) Jr
1995  Justin Greenlee 2nd (HWT) Sr
1996  Tony Wieland 8th (190) Fr
1999  Eric Keller  6th (133) Sr
 Tony Davis 2nd (149) Jr
2000  Tony Davis 1st (149) Sr
 Randy Pugh  4th (174) Sr
2001  Kyle Hansen  8th (184) Jr
 Paul Hynek 6th (HWT) So
2002  Kyle Hansen 8th (184) Sr
 Jason Payne  8th (197) Sr
 Paul Hynek 6th (HWT) Jr
2003  Dylan Long 2nd (141) Jr
 Sean Stender 4th (197) So
2004  Eric Hauan   6th (174) Jr
          Sean Stender 6th (197) Jr
2005  Eric Hauan 6th (174) Sr
          Sean Stender 2nd (197) Sr
2008  Moza Fay 5th (165) Jr
2009  Moza Fay  6th (165) Sr
2010 Jarion Beets 8th (174) Sr
2013 David Bonin 4th (157) Sr
         Ryan Loder 7th (184) Jr
2014 Joe Colon 3rd (133) Sr
         Joey Lazor 6th (141) Sr
         Dylan Peters 6th (125) RFr
2016 Dylan Peters 6th (125) Jr
2017 Max Thomsen 5th (149) RFr
         Drew Foster 7th (184) So
2018 Jacob Holschlag 5th (197) So
2019 Drew Foster 1st (184) RSr
 Bryce Steiert 8th (165) RJr
2020* Taylor Lujan First-Team RSr
 Bryce Steiert First-Team RSr
 Max Thomsen HM RSr
 Carter Isley HM RJr
 Michael Blockhus HM RFr
* NCAA Championship canceled due to COVID 19 Pandemic. All-




Kirk Myers  
(Three-Time Division I & II)




Jim Miller  
(Three-Time Division II,  Two-Time Division I)




Ken Gallagher  
(Two-Time Division I & II)







Bill Koll  1946,47,48
Russ Bush 1946,47,49







Joe Gormally        













Jerry Bond  1967,68
Marv Reiland 1969,70
Vince Bellock 1969,70
Clint Young  1970,71
Mike McCready  1970,72
Dan Keller  1974,76
Rich Erickson  1974,75
Dave Prehm  1977,78
Dick Briggs  1977,78
Kevin Finn 1978,79
Kevin Kurth  1979,80
DIVISION I
Davis Natvig  1937,38
Luverne Klar  1949,50
Bill Smith  1949,50





Dick Heaton  1956,58
Franc Freeman  1961,62
Bill Dotson  1962,63
Ken Snyder  1974,75
John Kriebs  1983,84
Mark Schwab  1986,90
Joel Greenlee 1988,89
Steve Hartle 1991,93
Tony Davis  1999,2000
Kyle Hansen  2001-02
Paul Hynek  2001-02
Eric Hauan 2004-05
Moza Fay 2008-09
Dylan Peters 2014, 16
Drew Foster 2017, 19
Bryce Steiert 2019, 20*
Maynard Harmon
1932, Los Angeles
Gerald Leeman - Silver Medal
1948, London




Bill Smith - Gold Medal 
1952, Helsinki
OLYMPIANS
From left to right: Gerald Leeman, Bill Koll and Bill Nelson
Coach  Years W L  T  Pct.
Paul Bender  1923-30 (8)  18  9 0  .667
Dave McCuskey  1931-52 (20)  102  31  7  .754
Bill Koll  1953-57, 59-64 (11)  72  44  6  .615
Ed Lyons  1958 (1)  8  2  1  .773
Chuck Patten  1965-82 (18)  218  90  8  .703
Don Briggs  1983-97 (15)  163  99 0  .602
Mark Manning 1998-00 (3) 23 24 2 .490
Brad Penrith 2001-10 (10) 90 75 4 .544
Doug Schwab 2011-present 86 56 0 .609
Total 1923-2018 (94)  780 432 28     .643
                    ---Points---
Year  Coach  W  L  T  UNI  Opp Place RQ / RAA / Q / AA
1923  Paul Bender  1  0  0  16  8  
1924  Paul Bender  2  2  0  47  34
1925  Paul Bender  4  1  0  85  25
1926  Paul Bender  2  1  0  51  35
1927  Paul Bender  2  2  0  66  38
1928  Paul Bender  2  0  0  51  15
1929  Paul Bender  4  0  0  94  32
1930  Paul Bender  1  3  0  35.5 85.5
1931  Dave McCuskey  3  2  0  93.5 56.5
1932  Dave McCuskey  5  2  0  142.5  83.5
1933  Dave McCuskey  2  1  0  46.5 45.5
1934  Dave McCuskey  3  2  1  100.5 80.5 T 7th
1935  Dave McCuskey  3  3  0  135.5 78.5
1936  Dave McCuskey  1  6  0  84.5 119.5
1937  Dave McCuskey  4  2  1  138  78  T 3rd
1938  Dave McCuskey  6  1  0  141.5 84.5  T 13th
1939  Dave McCuskey  4  3  0  123.5 90.5
1940  Dave McCuskey  7  1  0  148.5 79.5 T 8th
1941  Dave McCuskey  7  0  1  144  70  T 10th
1942  Dave McCuskey  2  4  0  68  98  T 10th
1943  Dave McCuskey  2  0  1  57  31  
1944  No Wrestling
1945  No Wrestling
1946  Dave McCuskey  5  0  1  127  51 2nd
1947  Dave McCuskey  5  0  2  154  51  2nd
1948  Dave McCuskey  8  1  0  225  57  4th
1949  Dave McCuskey  9  0  0  197  60  2nd
1950  Dave McCuskey  11  0  0  256  51 1st
1951  Dave McCuskey 9  1  0  192  89  4th
1952  Dave McCuskey  6  2  0  152  71 2nd
1953  Bill Koll  4  2  1  112  89  4th
1954  Bill Koll  3  4  0  83  115 
1955  Bill Koll  8  1  2  200  118  11th
1956  Bill Koll  10  0  0  220  85  10th
1957  Bill Koll  6  3  0  169  107
1958  Ed Lyons  8  2  1  213  106  T 14th
1959  Bill Koll  8  4  0  228  118
1960  Bill Koll  6  3  2  177  139
1961  Bill Koll  10  2  0  230  109  T 8th
1962  Bill Koll  5  9  0  193  197  5th
1963  Bill Koll  5  7  1  168  193  3rd*
1964  Bill Koll  6  7  0  146  232  8th*
1965  Chuck Patten  4  9  1  90  255
1966  Chuck Patten  6  5  0  159  197  10th*
1967  Chuck Patten  10  7  1  324  244  3rd*
1968  Chuck Patten  17  4  0  454  228  8th*
1969  Chuck Patten  14  4  2  404  223  3rd*
1970  Chuck Patten  13  1  2  321  195  2nd*
1971  Chuck Patten  12  3  0  367  181  7th*
1972  Chuck Patten  12  5  0  382  237  2nd*
1973  Chuck Patten  9  6  1  359  241  4th*
            
    ---Points--- 
Year  Coach  W  L  T  UNI  Opp Place     RQ / RAA / Q / AA
1974  Chuck Patten  15  2  0  551  152  2nd*
1975  Chuck Patten  15 4  0  499  241  1st*
1976  Chuck Patten  13  8  0  451  342  3rd*
1977  Chuck Patten  12  8  0  414  365  3rd*
1978  Chuck Patten  12  4  0  376  241  1st*
1979  Chuck Patten  11  5  0  448  224  3rd*  
1980  Chuck Patten  14 5 1 622# 281 2nd* NA / NA / 4 / 0
1981  Chuck Patten  15  6  0  589  302  12th 2 / 3 / 7 / 2
1982  Chuck Patten  15 2  0  538  165  10th 7 / 2 / 7 / 3
1983  Don Briggs  17  3  0  576  272  10th 3 / 0 / 7 / 2
1984  Don Briggs  12  6  0  451  312  11th 3 / 1 / 6 / 3
1985  Don Briggs  9 8  0  397  296  18th 3 / 1 / 6 / 2
1986  Don Briggs  12  8  0  463  328  17th 2 / 0 / 10 / 2
1987  Don Briggs 18# 6  0  594  389 13th 7 / 1 / 7 / 2
1988  Don Briggs  14  3  0  459  206  13th 5 / 1 / 7 / 2
1989  Don Briggs  12  6  0  474  241  14th 4 / 2 / 8 / 1
1990  Don Briggs  12  4  0  399  230  11th 4 / 0 / 7 / 4
1991  Don Briggs  16  5  0  557  286  11th 5 / 3 / 8 / 3
1992  Don Briggs  11  4  0  430  184  10th 5 / 3 / 9 / 2
1993  Don Briggs 10  7  0  338  304  22nd 7 / 0 / 8 / 2
1994  Don Briggs 5    7  0  225   242  11th  4 / 1 / 5 / 2 
1995 Don Briggs 4 11 0 191 417 16th 2 / 1 / 7 / 1
1996 Don Briggs 5 12 0 271 442 T 27th 5 / 1 / 8 / 1
1997 Don Briggs 7 8 0 276 333 T 41st 5 / 1 / 5 / 0
1998 Mark Manning 5 9 0 244 348 T 30th 3 / 0 / 5 / 0 
1999 Mark Manning 8 10 0 367 369 17th 5 / 0 / 6 / 2
2000 Mark Manning 10 5 2 369 281 11th 5 / 1 / 7 / 2
2001 Brad Penrith 11 8 0 451 294 18th 4 / 0 / 8 / 2
2002 Brad Penrith 7 8 0 294 252 16th 5 / 2 / 8 / 3
2003 Brad Penrith 12 6 0 393 285 11th 5 / 1 / 9 / 2
2004 Brad Penrith 10 6 0 423 189 21st 6 / 2 / 7 / 2
2005 Brad Penrith 8 7 0 332 262 15th 7 / 2 / 8 / 2
2006 Brad Penrith 8 8 2 372 319 28th 5 / 0 / 8 / 0
2007 Brad Penrith 7 9 1 310 363 T 34th 6 / 0 / 6 / 0
2008 Brad Penrith 7 5 1 267 238 20th 4 / 0 / 9 / 1
2009 Brad Penrith 10 6 0 344 283 22nd 7 / 1 / 6 / 1
2010 Brad Penrith 10 12 0 328 421 T 41st 3 / 0 / 4 / 1
2011 Doug Schwab 12 9 0 417 374 T 46th 2 / 1 / 3 / 0
2012  Doug Schwab 8 7 0 286 316 34th 2 / 0 / 5 / 0
2013 Doug Schwab 9 5 0 374   208 T 15th 5 / 0 / 4 / 2
2014  Doug Schwab 13 0 0 329    163 15th 3 / 1 / 7 / 3
2015  Doug Schwab 8 8 0 330    266 34th 4 / 1 / 4 / 0
2016 Doug Schwab 4 10 0 258 251   25th 3 / 0 / 5 / 1
2017 Doug Schwab 11 3 0 331 205 18th 4 / 1 / 7 / 2
2018 Doug Schwab 6 5 0 220 187 T24th 6 / 2 / 6 / 1
2019 Doug Schwab 7 5 0 269 195 T13 7 / 1 / 6 / 1
2020 Doug Schwab 8 4 0 280 185 N/A 4 / 1 / 7 / 5
2021  Doug Schwab       2 / 1
95 years (starting No. 96 in 2020)  
* NCAA Division II     # School Record
RQ - returning NCAA qualifiers from previous year’s DI NCAA tourney
RAA - returning All-Americans from previous year’s DI NCAA tourney
Q - NCAA qualifers for that season     AA - All-Americans that season
YEAR-BY-YEAR RESULTS
HEAD COACHES AND RECORDS
OPPONENT W L T BEGAN        LAST MEETING 
Ashland 1 0 0 2001 2001 
Air Force 7 2 0 2002 2020 
Appalachian State 1 0 0 2010 2010   
Arizona State 2 6  1  1969  2018 
Army  1 0 1 1989 2006 
Athletes-In-Action 1 1 0 1975 1980 
Auburn  0 1  0  1980  1980 
Augustana (IL) 1 0 0 1980 1980 
Augustana (SD)  12  0  0  1973 1987 
Binghamton 1 0 0 2001 2001 
Bemidji State  3  0  0  1967  1969 
Binghamton 1 0 0 2010 2010 
Bloomsburg  4 3  0  1986  2010 
Boise State 1 1 0 2002 2010 
Brown  1  0  0  1993  1993                        
Bucknell 1 0 0 2011 2011 
Buffalo 5 0 0 2009 2017 
California (PA)  1  0  0  1992  1992 
Cal Davis 1 0 0 2004 2004 
Cal Poly SLO  4  5  0  1972  1990 
Cal State Bakersfield  5  3  0  1981  2011 
Cal State-Chico  1  0  0  1990  1990 
Cal State Fullerton  3  0  0  1990  1998 
Carson-Newman  2  0  0  1980  1987 
Central Florida  3  0  0  1979  1980 
Central Michigan  3 5  0  1973  2017 
Central Missouri  3  0  0  1974  1980 
Central Oklahoma 1 0 0 2003 2004 
Chattanooga 10 2 0 1977  2018 
Chicago  4  0  0  1931  1941 
Cincinnati  1  0  0  1973  1973 
Clarion  2  0  0  1983  1993 
Clemson  3  0  0  1986  1993 
Cleveland State  6  1  0  1976  2009 
Colorado  1  5  0  1962  1967 
Colorado Mines  3  3  0  1940  1968 
Colorado State  3  3  0  1940  1968 
Concordia  1  0  0  1967  1967 
Cornell 0 5 0 1997 2019 
Cornell (Iowa)  31 9 1  1923  1981 
Denver  1  0  0  1950  1950 
Des Moines  4  0  0  1924  1927 
Drake  12  0  0  1982  1993                 
Drexel  1 0 0 2014 2014
Duke 0 1 0 2014 2014 
East Carolina  1  0  0  1981  1981 
Eastern Illinois  19 0  0  1983  2007 
Eastern Michigan 8 1  0  1967  2017 
Edinboro  2  3  0  1987  2000 
Ellsworth  2 0  0  1925  2012 
Florida 2  0  0  1977 1979 
Florida International  2  0  0  1979  1980 
Fort Hays State  1  0  0  1967  1967 
Franklin & Marshall 1  0  0  1972 1972 
Fresno State  6  2  0  1985  2004                
George Mason 1 0 0 2009 2009 
Georgia  0  1  0  1980  1980 
Georgia State 1 0 0 1997 1997 
Georgia Tech  1  0  0  1969  1969 
Grinnell  2  0  0  1938  1939 
Harvard 1 0 0 2010 2010                
Hofstra 2 1 0 2005 2015 
Illinois  20  13 3  1930  1999 
Illinois State  6  0  0  1955  1992 
Indiana  3  4  0  1936  1998 
Indiana Tech 1 0 0 2014 2014
Iowa  8  44 2  1930  2011                 
Iowa Central CC 1 0 0 2014 2014 
Iowa State 20  58 0  1924  2020 
Iowa Western 1 0 0 2013 2013             
Ithaca 1  0  0  1991  1991 
James Madison 1 0 0 1996 1996 
Kansas State  7  0  0  1937  1957 
Kentucky  5  1  0  1976  1983 
Kent State 4 1 0 2014 2018    
Lehigh 7 2  0  1976  2005 
OPPONENT W L T BEGAN        LAST MEETING 
Livingstone 1  0  0  1987  1987 
Lock Haven 3  0  0  1982  1986 
Lehigh 7 2 0 1976 2005    
Lock Haven 3 0 0 1982 1986 
Louisiana State  1  0  1  1980  1981 
Luther  25 1 0  1954  1981 
McKendree 1 0 0 2010 2010
Marquette  6 0  0  1982  2001 
Maryland 0 3  0 2010 2011 
Michigan  3  6 0  1927  2009 
Michigan State  10 18  3  1943  2010 
Minnesota  25  32  4  1931  2006 
Minn. St., Mankato 22  12  0  1953  1999 
Minot State 1  0  0  1969  1969 
Missouri  21 13  0  1934  2020 
Missouri State  6  1  0  1984  1994 
Montclair State  1  0  0  1969  1969 
Monmouth  2  0  0  1928  1929 
Morgan State  1  0  0  1986  1986 
Morningside  6  0  0  1969  1977 
Moorhead State  10  2  0  1969  1978 
Navy  0  1  0  1971  1971 
Nebraska  29  18 1  1935  2019
Nebraska-Kearney 1 0 0 2017 2017 
Nebraska-Omaha 14  4  0  1950  2008 
New Mexico 4  0  0  1984  1989 
North Carolina  5  3  0  1981  2018 
North Carolina State  4  0  0  1981  1989 
North Dakota  6  1  0  1968  1977 
North Dakota State  22 3  1  1968  2018 
Northern Colorado 9 0 0 2006 2019  
Northern State  1  0  0  1968  1968 
Northern Illinois 34 1  5  1958  2017 
Northern Michigan  2  0  0  1982  1983 
Northwestern  6  3 0  1928  2019 
NW Missouri State 5  0  0  1969  1986 
Ohio 5 2 0 1996 2017 
Ohio State 7  7 0  1978 2011 
Oklahoma  10 8  0  1926  2020 
Oklahoma State  3 27 0  1962  2020                 
Oklahoma Tech 2 0 0 1948 1949 
Old Dominion 8 0 0 2005 2017 
Oregon 3  1  0  1973  2002 
Oregon State  1  7 0  1973  2015 
Parsons  1  0  0  1925  1925 
Penn State 0  4  0  1986  2004 
Pittsburgh 1 2 0 1996 2019 
Purdue  14 5 0  1929  2014 
Rider 0 1 0 1999 1999 
Rutgers 0 2 0 2010 2015 
St. Cloud State  5  0  0  1961  1978 
Simpson  2  0  0  1924  1925 
South Dakota  8  0  0  1970  1977 
South Dakota State  39 5  1  1954  2020 
Southern Illinois 7  3  0  1974  1990
Southern Illinois-E 6 2 0 1976 2013 
Stanford 0 1 0 2010 2010    
Tennessee  0  1  0  1977  1977 
Truman State  5  0  0  1968  1996 
UC Davis 1 0 0 2007 2007 
Upper Iowa 1  0  0  1970  1970 
Utah Valley 4 1 0 2010 2020   
Valley State  1  0  0  1968  1968 
Virginia  2 0  0  1987  2000 
Virginia Tech 2 4 0 2004 2017 
Wartburg  1  1  0  1980  1998 
Weber State  0  1  0  1986  1986 
Western Illinois 7  0  0  1948  1979 
West Virginia  5 0  0  1982  2020 
Wheaton  7  0  0  1946  1952 
Winona State  5  2  1  1961  1981 
Wisconsin 23  25  2  1927  2020 
Wisconsin-La Crosse 1 0 0 2002 2002     
Wisconsin-Parkside 1 0 0 2010 2010 
Wisconsin-Stevens Point 1 0 0 1999 1999 





 Cornell (Iowa) 16-8 W
1924 (2-2)
Paul Bender
1/26 at Iowa State 21-0  L 
 Simpson 16-2 W
 at Cornell (Iowa) 11-7  L 
 Des Moines 24-0 W
1925 (4-1)
Paul Bender
 Ellsworth 12-0 W
 at Des Moines 18-5 W
 Cornell (Iowa) 11-9  L
  Parsons 35-0 W
  at Simpson 11-9 W
1926 (2-1)
Paul Bender
  Des Moines 18-5 W
 at Cornell (Iowa)             20.5-6.5  L 
 Oklahoma                       26.5-9.5 W
1927 (2-2)
Paul Bender
 Michigan 12-11  L
 Wisconsin 14-9 W
  Des Moines 33-0 W
 Cornell (Iowa) 17-8  L 
1928 (2-0)
Paul Bender
 Northwestern 20-15 W
 Monmouth 31-0 W
1929 (4-0)
Paul Bender
 at Northwestern  26-8 W
 Purdue 19-13 W
 at Monmouth 32-0 W
 Wisconsin 17-11 W
1930 (1-3)
Paul Bender
1/9 Iowa State 25-8  L 
  Wisconsin                  13.5-12.5 W
  at Illinois                      26.5-7.5  L 
 at Iowa                         21.5-6.5  L 
1931 (3-2)
Dave McCuskey
 Illinois                          23.5-4.5  L 
1/17 Iowa State 20-8  L 
 at Minnesota 25-5 W
 Chicago 27-5 W
  Cornell (Iowa) 29-3 W
1932 (5-2)
Dave McCuskey
1/9 at Iowa State 28-6  L 
 at Northwestern 21-11 W
  at Chicago 29-3 W
2/2 Iowa State 21-13  L 
 Wisconsin 34-0 W
 Iowa                                19.5-4.5 W
  at Cornell (Iowa) 20-16 W
1933 (2-1)
Dave McCuskey
 Cornell (Iowa)                17.5-10.5 W
2/7 at Iowa State 27-3  L 
 at Iowa 26-8 W
1934 (3-2-1)
Dave McCuskey
 Wisconsin 30-0 W
 Iowa State 28-6  L 
 Missouri                       20.5-6.5 W
 Iowa 14-14  T
 at Minnesota 19-11 W
 at Cornell (Iowa) 21-11  L 
1935 (3-3)
Dave McCuskey
 at Wisconsin 25-6 W
 at Iowa 21-13  L 
 Missouri                        20.5-8.5 W
 at Minnesota 18-14  L 
 Nebraska 24-6 W
 Cornell (Iowa) 19-9  L
1936 (1-6)
Dave McCuskey
1/11 Iowa State 17-11  L 
   Nebraska                       20.5-9.5 W
 at Cornell (Iowa)            15.5-12.5  L 
 at Minnesota 18-12  L 
 2/7 at Iowa State 15-11  L 
 Indiana 22-8  L 
 Iowa                               22.5-9.5  L
1937 (4-2-1)
Dave McCuskey
1/14 Iowa State                   16.5-15.5  L
 Kansas State               17.5-10.5 W
  at Minnesota                 20.5-9.5  L
 Wisconsin                  24-10 W
 Cornell (Iowa)                 23.5-4.5 W
 Missouri 32-0 W
  at Iowa 16-16  T
1938 (6-1)
Dave McCuskey
 Grinnell 35-5 W
 at Cornell (Iowa)           19.5-14.5 W
 at Minnesota               15.5-12.5 W
 Iowa State 21-13  L 
  Iowa 19-11 W
 Nebraska                       23.5-6.5 W
 at Wisconsin 16-14 W
1939 (4-3)
Dave McCuskey
 at Illinois 20-6  L 
 Wisconsin 24-8 W
 Grinnell                          32.5-1.5 W
 Cornell (Iowa) 21-13 W
 at Minnesota 17-11  L 
 at Iowa State 21-9  L
 at Iowa 20-10 W
1940 (7-1)
Dave McCuskey 
 at Nebraska 25-5 W
 Colorado State 23-5 W
 Illinois                          13.5-10.5 W
 at Cornell (Iowa) 15-11 W
 Iowa State 17-13 W
 at Minnesota 18-14  L 
  Iowa 15-9 W
  at Wisconsin 26-8 W
1941 (7-0-1)
Dave McCuskey
  Minnesota 12-12 T
 at Illinois 14-12 W
  Kansas State 23-7 W
  Cornell (Iowa) 17-11 W
  Chicago 21-3 W
  at Iowa 15-11 W
  Nebraska 27-5 W
  at Iowa State 15-9 W
1942 (2-4)
Dave McCuskey
1/23 at Cornell (Iowa) 19-11  L 
 Illinois 24-6  L 
 Iowa State 15-11 W
  at Nebraska 16-12 W
 Iowa 15-9  L 
  at Minnesota 17-11  L 
1943 (2-0-1)
Dave McCuskey
 Minnesota 27-3 W
 Michigan State 14-14  T




 at Minnesota 29-5 W
 at Illinois 17-11 W
 Nebraska 25-5 W
  Iowa State 20-10 W
  at Michigan State 12-12  T
 at Wheaton 24-8 W
1947 (5-0-2)
Dave McCuskey
 at Iowa State 25-5 W
  Cornell (Iowa) 12-12  T
 Illinois 14-14  T
  Wheaton 33-3 W
 Kansas State 28-5 W
  at Minnesota 27-3 W
 Michigan State 15-9 W
1948 (8-1)
Dave McCuskey
 at Michigan State 14-13  L 
 at Wheaton 24-6 W
 at Nebraska 28-5 W
 Iowa State 23-5 W
 at Minnesota 28-11 W
 Oklahoma Tech 24-5 W
 Western Illinois 38-0 W
  Oklahoma 19-11 W
 at Cornell (Iowa) 28-0 W
1949 (9-0)
Dave McCuskey
 at Illinois 18-10 W
  Michigan State 15-9 W
  at Oklahoma Tech 32-0 W
  at Oklahoma 22-6 W
  Wheaton 29-5 W
  Nebraska 24-5 W
 at Iowa State 26-5 W
 at Minnesota 14-12 W
  Cornell (Iowa) 17-8 W
1950 (11-0)
Dave McCuskey
  Oklahoma 24-5 W
 at Wheaton 25-3 W
 at Michigan State 18-6 W
 Purdue 29-5 W
 Denver 27-3 W
 at Nebraska 23-3 W
 Illinois 23-2 W
 at Minnesota 21-8 W
  Iowa State 20-5 W
 Nebraska-Omaha 29-3 W
 at Cornell (Iowa) 17-9 W
1951 (9-1)
Dave McCuskey
1/6 at Illinois 15-9 W
1/13 Wheaton 27-3 W
1/19 Michigan State 21-10 W
1/26 at Iowa State 22-6 W
2/2 at Oklahoma 20-8  L 
2/8  Nebraska 17-8 W
2/10 at Nebraska-Omaha 30-7 W
2/26  Minnesota 17-11 W
2/24  at Purdue 18-6 W
3/6  Cornell (Iowa) 17-9 W
1952 (6-2)
Dave McCuskey
1/11 Purdue 14-11  L 
1/18 at Michigan State 21-8 W
1/19 at Wheaton 29-2 W
2/2  Oklahoma 19-8  L 
2/11 at Minnesota 19-8 W
2/16 at Nebraska 26-4 W
2/21  Iowa State 18-10 W
3/8 at Cornell (Iowa) 20-6 W
1953 (4-2-1)
Bill Koll
12/18  Illinois 14-14  T
1/24  Cornell (Iowa) 16-11 W
  at Marquette 21-11 W
2/7 at Purdue 14-13 W
2/10 at Mankato State 19-8 W
2/16  at Minnesota 16-15  L 
  Michigan State 16-13  L 
1954 (3-4)
Bill Koll
1/8 Purdue 14-13 W
 1/16 at South Dakota State 19-10 W
1/30 Mankato State 14-11  L 
2/6 at Michigan State 24-4  L 
2/12  at Luther 16-13 W
2/20 Minnesota 22-8  L 
2/26 at Cornell (Iowa) 19-11  L 
1955 (8-1-2)
Bill Koll
12/13 Kansas State 15-15  T
1/10 at Minnesota 12-12  T
1/18 at Illinois State 20-6 W
1/28 South Dakota State 24-6 W
2/2 at Mankato State 20-14 W
2/5 Nebraska 27-3 W
2/14 Cornell (Iowa) 14-12 W
2/18 Luther 27-10 W
2/21 at Purdue 16-12 W
2/26 Michigan State 16-11 W
3/12 at Illinois 17-9  L 
1956 (10-0)
Bill Koll
 Illinois State 23-9 W
  Wisconsin 19-11 W
 at Michigan State 15-11 W
  Minnesota 26-6 W
  Mankato State 21-10 W
 Illinois 26-8 W
 at South Dakota State 32-0 W
 at Cornell (Iowa) 15-9 W
  at Luther 24-8 W
 at Nebraska 21-13 W
1957 (6-3)
Bill Koll
12/1 South Dakota State 34-0 W
12/15 at Wisconsin 16-14 W
1/12 Cornell (Iowa) 19-11 W
  at Kansas State 17-12 W
1/26  at Minnesota 22-8  L 
2/9 Michigan State 16-14  L 
2/15  Nebraska 27-3 W
2/16 at Mankato State 22-6  L 
3/1  Luther 28-7 W
1958 (8-2-1)
Ed Lyons
1/15 at Cornell (Iowa) 16-13 W
1/18  at Michigan State 17-11 W
1/25 at South Dakota State 25-5 W
2/1 Mankato State 17-9  L
2/3  Illinois 12-12  T
2/10 Minnesota 19-9  L
2/18 Kansas State 22-10 W
2/21 Wisconsin 28-0 W
2/28  at Nebraska 25-5 W
3/8  at Luther 31-3 W
3/22  at Northern Illinois 19-11 W
1959 (8-4)
Bill Koll
1/14  Cornell (Iowa) 21-9 W
1/24 at Michigan State 16-10  L 
  Nebraska-Omaha 34-0 W
1/31  at Wisconsin 14-11  L 
2/2  at Illinois 19-12 W
2/6 Colorado Mines     16-10 W
2/9  Luther 24-7 W
2/17  at Mankato State 15-11  L 
2/21 Nebraska 27-3 W
2/28  at Minnesota 24-10  L 
3/7  South Dakota State 23-3 W
3/14  Northern Illinois 22-5 W
1960 (6-3-2)
Bill Koll
12/11 Northern Illinois 12-12  T
1/9  at South Dakota State 14-13 W
1/15  at Nebraska 29-5 W
1/16  at Nebraska-Omaha 24-8 W
2/1 at Colorado Mines 22-5  L 
2/2 at Wyoming 23-3  L 
2/12 Michigan State 15-15  T
2/17  Mankato State 15-13 W
3/2  at Luther 33-3 W
3/12 at Cornell (Iowa) 14-11  L 
1961 (10-2)
Bill Koll
12/9 at Northern Illinois 20-6 W
1/7 South Dakota State 19-9 W
1/10  at Mankato State   18-11 W
1/13 Cornell (Iowa) 32-0 W
1/21 at Michigan State 20-12  L 
1/23  Iowa State 16-11  L 
1/27  Colorado State 14-12 W
2/4  at Winona State   17-10 W
2/10 at Minnesota 17-9 W
2/15  Luther 29-3 W
2/27  Nebraska-Omaha    27-2 W
3/3 Wyoming 14-11 W
1962 (5-9)
Bill Koll
12/15 at Nebraska-Omaha 27-3 W
1/6 at South Dakota State 16-13  L 
1/19 Michigan State  19-8  L
1/22 at Minnesota  17-11  L 
1/24 Mankato State  16-14 W
2/2 at Colorado State  20-6  L 
2/3 at Wyoming  22-7  L 
2/5 at Colorado  15-13  L 
2/10  at Iowa State  17-8  L 
2/14  at Luther  23-3 W
2/17 Illinois  20-6  L 
2/20  St. Cloud State  25-5 W
3/1 Winona State  23-7 W
3/7 Oklahoma State  19-7  L 
1963 (5-7-1)
Bill Koll
12/15 at St. Cloud State 21-8 W
1/5 South Dakota State 17-9 W
1/8 at Mankato State 17-9  L 
1/18 Colorado State 14-12  L
1/19 Minnesota 12-12  T
1/25 Iowa State 23-3  L 
1/31 Colorado 19-9  L
2/2  Wyoming 18-15  L 
2/4  at Michigan State 20-5  L
2/13 Luther 22-8 W
2/19  Nebraska-Omaha 23-8 W
2/25  Illinois 14-13 W
3/2  at Oklahoma State 24-6  L 
1964 (7-9)
Bill Koll
12/7 vs. UW-Superior State 22-6  L 
12/7 at Wisconsin 26-5  L 
12/7 vs. Cornell (Iowa) 23-5 W
12/18  at Luther 18-10 W
1/7 Illinois 17-13 W
1/11 at South Dakota State 14-11 W
1/25 Oklahoma State 30-0  L 
1/31 Michigan State 21-7  L 
1/31  at Colorado State 20-7 W
 2/3 at Colorado 27-3  L 
 2/4 at Wyoming 29-3  L 
 2/8 at Minnesota 20-6  L 
2/11 Mankato State 19-9  L 
2/15  Winona State 23-5 W
2/20  at Iowa State 34-0  L 
2/28 Nebraska 20-6 W
1965 (4-9-1)
Chuck Patten
12/12 vs. Wisconsin 15-9  L
12/12 at Cornell (Iowa) 27-3 W
12/12 vs. UW-Superior State 16-12 W
12/16 Luther 25-9 W
1/9 South Dakota State 12-12  T
1/11 at Illinois 15-11  L
1/15  at Mankato State 29-5  L
1/22  Minnesota 28-0   L
1/27 Colorado 20-7  L 
2/1  at Oklahoma State 36-0  L
2/6 Iowa State 32-0  L 
2/17  Cornell (Iowa) 18-11 W
2/20  at Michigan State 20-6  L 
 at Winona State 22-6  L 
1966 (6-5)
Chuck Patten
12/18 Illinois 17-15 W
1/7 at Nebraska 18-14 W
1/10  at Cornell (Iowa) 34-3 W
1/14 at Luther 25-10 W
1/21 at Iowa State 35-0  L 
1/28 at St. Cloud State 16-14 W
1/29 at South Dakota State 18-9  L 
2/4  Mankato State 18-16 W
2/12 Moorhead State 25-6  L
2/19 Michigan State 24-10  L 
 at Winona State 23-6  L 
1967 (10-7-1)
Chuck Patten
12/9 at Michigan State 25-5  L 
12/10  at Eastern Michigan 21-11 W
12/17  at Illinois 16-15 W
1/7 Fort Hays State 29-7 W
1/7 Bemidji State 18-13 W
1/7 Wisconsin 26-3  L
1/12 Luther 28-3 W
1/14 South Dakota State 25-6 W
1/26 at Mankato State 23-6  L 
1/28 at Moorhead State 17-13  L 
1/28 vs. Concordia  29-6 W
2/2 Colorado 17-12   L 
2/4 vs. Michigan State 22-7  L 
2/4 vs. Illinois 29-6 W
2/4 at Minnesota 16-16  T
2/8 Cornell (Iowa) 34-3 W
2/11 Northern Illinois 22-8 W
2/17  Iowa State 20-11  L
1968 (17-4)
Chuck Patten
12/13 at Cornell (Iowa) 32-8 W
12/16 Illinois 25-5 W
12/28 at Colorado State 17-13  L 
1/6 St. Cloud State 34-3 W
1/13 vs. North Dakota State 24-8 W
1/13 vs. Valley State 19-12 W
1/13  at South Dakota State 19-16 W
1/18 at Luther 28-9 W
1/27 at Western Illinois 25-9 W
1/27  vs. NE Missouri State 21-16 W
1/27 Luther 17-16  L 
2/3 Eastern Michigan 20-9 W
2/3 North Dakota 23-6 W
2/3 Mankato State 27-14 W
2/9 Michigan State 21-6  L 
2/17 at Northern Illinois 22-11 W 
2/23 Nebraska 26-3 W
2/24 at Iowa 21-6  L 
2/24  vs. Purdue 24-8 W
2/24 vs. Northern Illinois 23-6 W
2/13 Moorhead State 21-9 W
1969 (14-4-2)
Chuck Patten
1/11 South Dakota State 22-11 W
1/11 NW Missouri State 27-8 W
1/16 Luther 25-8 W
1/23 at Moorhead State 20-8 W
1/23  at North Dakota State 27-5 W
1/24 vs. Minot State 22-9 W
1/24 at Bemidji State 17-13 W
1/25 at North Dakota 21-11 W
2/1  vs. Arizona State 16-16  T
2/1 vs. Nebraska 18-11 W
2/1 at Minnesota 17-14  L 
2/7 at Michigan State 23-5  L
2/8 at Eastern Michigan 28-3 W
2/8  vs. Georgia Tech 29-8 W
2/9 vs. Michigan 18-11  L 
2/18  at Mankato State 19-13  L 
2/15  Western Illinois 21-5 W
2/15  Morningside 25-11 W
2/22 vs. Northern Illinois 14-14  T
2/27 Cornell (Iowa) 29-5 W
1970 (13-1-2)
Chuck Patten
1/10 Eastern Michigan 23-9 W
1/10 North Dakota 24-8 W
1/10  Winona State 15-15  T
1/17 at Luther 19-13 W
1/23  Moorhead State 23-14 W
1/27 Purdue 17-16 W
1/30 Northern Illinois 27-8 W
1/31 at Morningside 33-3 W
2/6 Michigan State 31-3  L
2/7 NE Missouri State 19-16 W
2/7  North Dakota State 15-15   T
2/7 Upper Iowa 17-15 W
2/11  Mankato State 19-14 W
2/20  at South Dakota State 25-8 W
2/21  at South Dakota 24-6 W
2/24 at Cornell (Iowa) 18-14 W
1971 (12-3)
Chuck Patten
2/19 at Minnesota 17-15 W
3/19 at Iowa 18-12 W
12/1 Navy 26-6  L 
 at Northern Illinois 28-8 W
  at Wisconsin 23-9  L 
  Illinois State 22-16 W
1/16  Luther 31-9 W
1/28 at North Dakota State 23-12 W
1/30 at North Dakota 45-3 W
2/9 at Mankato State 23-14 W
2/6  South Dakota State      30-5 W
2/20 South Dakota 44-3 W
2/12  at Michigan State 21-11  L 
2/13 at Eastern Michigan 24-12 W
1/29 at Moorhead State 37-2 W
1972 (12-5)
Chuck Patten
1/8   vs. Michigan State 31-6  L 
1/8   at Iowa 24-6  L 
1/10   Moorhead State 43-3 W
1/13   Franklin & Marshall 28-10 W
1/20   at Luther 30-6 W
1/22   Northern Illinois 25-13 W
1/26   at Minnesota 18-15 W
1/29   vs. Indiana 21-9  L 
1/29   at Northwestern 18-13 W
1/29   Iowa 25-9  L
2/5   at South Dakota State 19-14 W
2/8   Mankato State 26-12 W
2/11   Cal Poly SLO 22-12  L 
2/12   North Dakota 48-3 W
2/14   North Dakota State 25-11 W
   at South Dakota 35-5 W
   at Western Illinois 25-9 W
1973 (9-6-1)
Chuck Patten
   vs. Central Michigan 21-14 W
   vs. Cincinnati 28-13 W
   at Northern Illinois 17-17  T
1/6   South Dakota 34-6 W
   South Dakota State 21-19  L
1/10  Luther 38-3 W
1/13   Colorado 28-11 W
1/19   Minnesota 24-12  L
1/24  at Moorhead State 31-9 W
1/25  at North Dakota State 18-15 W
1/27   at Augustana (SD) 43-2 W
2/1   Cal Poly SLO 27-8  L 
2/5   at Mankato State 19-13  L 
2/8   Oregon 28-11 W
2/13   Oregon State 23-12  L 
2/19   Iowa 26-9  L 
1974 (15-2)
Chuck Patten
12/6  Southern Illinois 18-15  L 
12/8  vs. Illinois 30-11 W
1/9  at Luther 38-0 W
1/12  North Dakota State 31-7 W
1/21 at South Dakota 46-2 W
1/21  vs. Morningside 47-4 W
1/22 at South Dakota State 34-9 W
1/23  at Augustana (SD) 36-8 W
1/24  at St. Cloud State 22-9 W
2/4  Iowa 17-15 W
2/6 Mankato State 21-19 W
2/9  Minnesota 23-19  L 
2/9  Northern Illinois 21-12 W
2/9  Moorhead State 39-5 W
2/14 at NW Missouri State 32-4 W
2/14 vs. Central Missouri 49-0 W
2/16  at Western Illinois 33-6 W
1975 (15-4)
Chuck Patten
  Luther 35-6 W
   at Moorhead State 47-3 W
   at North Dakota 43-6 W
  at North Dakota State 18-14 W
  Illinois 20-14  L 
   at Augustana (SD) 29-9 W
   at Morningside 44-0 W
   at South Dakota 39-18 W
   Cal Poly SLO 22-11  L 
   St. Cloud State 28-9 W
   Northwestern 17-14 W
   South Dakota State 27-12 W
  Montclair State 35-5 W
   at Northern Illinois 29-9 W
   at Mankato State 17-15 W
   Nebraska-Omaha  21-12 W
   Minnesota 20-19  L 
   Athletes in Action 18-16 W
DUAL RESULTS
   at Iowa 31-8   L
1976 (12-9)
Chuck Patten
   Cleveland State 27-6 W
  at Luther 31-9 W
   Kentucky 26-24 W
  SIU-Edwardsville 27-18 W
  at Illinois 19-17  L 
  Lehigh 21-15 W
  Moorhead State 41-0 W
  Morningside 39-3 W
   at South Dakota State 23-12 W
   at Augustana (SD) 23-9 W
   Michigan 27-13  L 
  South Dakota 35-5 W
   SIU-Edwardsville 15-13  L 
   North Dakota State 18-14  L 
   Mankato State 21-13  L
   Iowa 37-8  L
  at Nebraska-Omaha 23-17  L 
 2/10 at Iowa State 26-14   L 
   vs. Nebraska 19-14 W
   vs. Northwestern 23-11  L
   at Minnesota 19-18 W
1977 (12-8)
Chuck Patten
11/27  at Iowa 37-3  L
12/4 Augustana (SD) 21-14 W
12/8 Luther 43-3 W
12/9 at South Dakota 27-11 W
12/11  Illinois 24-10 W
12/15 at Morningside 38-9 W
1/7  at Florida 29-17 W
1/7  at UT-Chattanooga 23-12 W
1/12  at Tennessee 24-12   L 
1/13  at Kentucky 25-19 W
1/15 at Cleveland State 27-7  L 
1/18  Oregon State 31-7  L 
1/21  St. Cloud State 36-9 W
1/27 at North Dakota State 33-6  L
1/28 at North Dakota 17-15  L
1/31 Cal Poly SLO 21-15  L
2/2 at Mankato State 22-18 W
2/7  Nebraska-Omaha  31-3 W
2/8 Iowa State 34-9  L
2/12 South Dakota State 21-16 W 
1978 (12-4)
Chuck Patten
11/18  at St. Cloud State 31-7 W
12/1 Cleveland State 19-15 W
12/10 at Iowa 26-17  L
12/13  at Western Illinois 28-8 W
1/6   at Minnesota 21-14  L 
1/6   at Illinois 24-12  L 
1/14   Iowa State 31-9  L 
1/27  Moorhead State 39-7 W
1/28   North Dakota State 34-12 W
2/1   Mankato State 34-8 W
2/3   Kentucky 18-16 W
2/7   at Nebraska-Omaha 22-15 W
2/10   at South Dakota State 29-6 W
2/11  at Augustana (SD) 24-20 W
2/12   Ohio State 21-12 W
2/22  at Southern Illinois 25-13 W
1979 (11-5)
Chuck Patten
  at Iowa 32-6  L 
 12/8 at Iowa State 27-14  L 
   vs. Western Illinois 40-9 W
   at Central Missouri 45-3 W
   vs. Southern Illinois 30-17 W
   at Central Florida 41-6 W
  at Florida International 31-17 W
   vs. South Dakota State 27-10 W
   at Florida 22-14 W
1/27  Cal Poly SLO 17-16  L 
1/28   Oregon State 31-7  L 
   at Ohio State 33-8 W
   vs. Purdue 54-0 W
   at Mankato State 42-5 W
2/9   Arizona State 18-13  L 
2/11  Oregon 27-10 W
1980 (14-6-1)
Chuck Patten
11/29 Cleveland State  39-7 W
12/4 Wartburg              42-4 W
12/10 Luther 37-6 W
12/14 at Iowa 41-3  L 
12/16 Louisiana State 23-23  T
12/18 Augustana (IL) 44-2 W
1/2 at Florida International 39-9 W
1/3 vs. Carson-Newman    46-3 W
1/5 at Central Florida 43-7 W
1/7 at Auburn 26-15  L 
1/8 at Georgia 19-15  L
1/13 Kentucky 25-16  L 
1/14 Iowa State 24-9  L
1/20 Central Missouri 39-5 W
1/21 NE Missouri State 42-3 W
1/25 Athletes in Action    31-16  L 
1/29 Winona State 37-3 W
2/2 at South Dakota State 21-16 W
2/3 at Augustana (SD)      31-8 W
2/5 Mankato State 41-5 W




11/29 Iowa 40-8  L 
12/2  NE Missouri State 47-6 W
12/8  Luther 43-6 W
12/13  at Iowa State 28-12   L 
1/5  at Central Florida 47-5 W
1/12  at North Carolina 40-5 W
1/14  at North Carolina State 26-17 W
1/15  at East Carolina 24-17 W
1/21  Oregon State 24-14 W
1/23 Arizona State 27-15  L 
1/25  Cal Poly SLO 19-17 W
1/27  Winona State 45-0 W
1/30  Northwestern 22-17 W
   Cornell (Iowa) 52-0 W
2/2  Oregon 21-15  L
2/3  at Mankato State 37-9 W
2/6  South Dakota State 37-6 W
2/13  Louisiana State 23-20 W
2/14  CS Bakersfield 29-17  L 
2/16  at Nebraska 23-12   L 
2/21  Missouri 24-15 W
1982 (15-2)
Chuck Patten
12/3 Cleveland State 24-9 W
12/11  Northern Michigan 33-12 W
12/19 at Iowa 34-9  L 
1/2 vs. Marquette 48-3 W
1/2 vs. Drake 44-0 W
1/2 at Northwestern 27-11 W
1/4  at Lock Haven 24-12 W
1/10  at West Virginia 30-12 W
1/13 Lehigh 23-18 W
1/28  Iowa State 23-10  L
1/29 Illinois 40-3 W
1/31 at Missouri 27-11 W
2/1 Mankato State 52-0 W
2/6  at South Dakota State 45-0 W
2/7 at Augustana (SD)  44-3 W
2/11  Nebraska 27-10 W
2/20 at Kentucky 34-3 W
1983 (17-3)
Don Briggs
12/3  Kentucky 41-3 W
12/10 Northern Michigan 45-2 W
12/11 Iowa 33-8  L 
12/18 CS Bakersfield 33-6 W
12/31  North Carolina 31-8 W
1/3  at Lock Haven 25-14 W
1/6 at Lehigh 23-22 W
1/9  at Clarion 23-17 W
1/15  at Missouri 20-19 W
1/16  at Eastern Illinois 26-14 W
1/17  at Illinois 27-10 W
1/23  at Minnesota 20-19 W
1/28  South Dakota State 42-8 W
1/29  Minnesota 33-8 W
1/31  at Iowa State 33-6  L 
2/1  Augustana (SD) 39-3 W
2/4 at Drake 45-4 W
2/7 at Mankato State 39-13 W
2/11 Cal Poly SLO 34-12 W
2/19 at Nebraska 24-16  L 
1984 (12-6)
Don Briggs
11/29 at Wisconsin 29-8  L 
12/2  Cleveland State 31-12 W
12/10  SIU-Edwardsville 23-14 W
12/17  at Iowa 30-14  L 
1/1  New Mexico 33-12 W
1/3  Oklahoma State 21-16  L 
1/10  at Oklahoma 29-11  L 
1/14  Lehigh 33-13 W
1/16 at Augustana (SD) 28-17 W
1/16 at South Dakota State 46-3 W
1/21 Wisconsin 24-13 W
1/22 Missouri 18-17 W
1/28 Iowa State 21-17 W
2/3  at Minnesota 33-12  L 
2/7 Drake 42-3 W
2/9  at Mankato State 46-6 W
2/11 Michigan State 23-19 W
2/18  Nebraska 24-22  L 
1985 (9-8)
Don Briggs
11/27 Wisconsin 27-8  L 
11/30  Missouri State 57-0 W
12/6 at SIU-Edwardsville 25-12  L 
12/8  at Missouri 23-21  L 
12/9 at Eastern Illinois 28-12 W
12/14  Iowa 43-3  L 
1/4  North Carolina 25-10 W
1/9  at Cal Poly SLO 23-14 W
1/10  at Fresno State 27-9 W
1/12  at New Mexico 41-6 W
1/15  at Oklahoma State 26-13  L 
1/19  at Wisconsin 24-8  L 
2/1 at Drake 38-6 W
2/9  at Michigan 25-17  L
2/14  Wyoming 43-0 W
2/15  at Iowa State 35-5  L 
2/23 at Nebraska 28-11 W
1986 (11-9)
Don Briggs
11/9 at Wisconsin 21-12  L 
12/14 at Iowa 39-9  L 
12/28 Oklahoma State    23-15 W
1/1  Lock Haven 27-8 W
1/1 New Mexico 46-3 W
1/3  Morgan State 44-6 W
1/4  vs. Illinois State # 44-3 W
1/4  vs. Penn State # 21-12  L 
1/4 vs. Arizona State # 29-19  L 
1/10  Clemson * 29-11 W
1/10  Oklahoma * 28-24  L
1/10  Wisconsin * 23-15  L 
1/11  West Virginia * 23-16 W
1/11  Bloomsburg * 20-18  L 
1/14  at North Carolina 28-6  L 
1/31  Missouri 35-12 W
2/2 vs. Illinois + 24-17 W
2/8  Iowa State 26-11  L 
2/14  Drake 43-0 W
2/23 Michigan 21-18 W
# Cyclone Classic
* Virginia Duals
+ at East Moline, Illinois
1987 (18-6)
Don Briggs
12/13 Iowa 31-11  L
12/13  vs. Weber State # 35-10  L 
12/13 vs. NW Missouri State # 37-14 W
12/19 Minnesota 27-12 W
1/1  North Carolina 25-17  L 
1/1 Augustana (SD) 37-3 W
1/9  at Virginia * 21-15 W
1/9 vs. Penn State * 28-12  L 
1/9 vs. N.C. State * 20-15 W
1/10  vs. Arizona State * 26-10 W
1/10  vs. North Carolina * 21-19 W
1/10 vs. Bloomsburg * 19-16 W
1/13 at Lehigh 26-16 W
1/17  vs. Livingstone + 51-2 W
1/17 vs. Carson-Newman +    33-15 W
1/17 vs. Edinboro + 24-14 W
1/23 Wisconsin 19-15 W
1/24 at Minnesota 27-11 W
2/6 SIU-Edwardsville 32-15 W
2/13  Nebraska 32-11 W
2/16 at Iowa State 25-12  L 
2/20  at Drake 29-12 W
2/21  at Missouri 22-21  L 






12/9 at Wisconsin 22-12 W
12/12 at Iowa 24-14  L
12/19  Minnesota 20-18 W
1/2  Missouri 37-7 W
1/5 at Ohio State 21-14 W
1/8 vs.Indiana * 26-10 W
1/8  vs. Bloomsburg * 26-3 W
1/9 vs. Arizona State * 20-3  L
1/9 vs. North Carolina State * 39-3 W
1/9 vs. Oklahoma * 21-16 W
1/19  Iowa State 19-17 W
1/23  Northern Illinois 44-5 W
1/30 at Nebraska 25-15 W
2/6  at Missouri State 41-3 W
2/7 at Oklahoma State 24-13  L
2/12 Eastern Illinois 36-12 W
2/20 Drake 42-3 W
* Virginia Duals (Hampton, Virginia)
1989 (12-6)
Don Briggs
12/9 Iowa 26-11  L 
12/11 at Minnesota 24-12  L 
1/3 New Mexico 39-4 W
1/6 Bloomsburg * 18-17  L 
1/6 North Carolina * 24-19  L
1/7 vs. Army 27-14 W
1/12 vs. Southern Illinois - E 35-4 W
1/12  at Missouri 27-16 W
1/14  SW Missouri State 47-0 W
1/21  at Iowa State 20-18  L 
1/27 at Northern Illinois 33-8 W
1/28 at Eastern Illinois 29-16 W
1/28  vs. UT-Chatt. 38-3 W
1/30 North Carolina State 23-9 W
2/3 Nebraska 28-15 W
2/10 Oklahoma State 23-13  L 
2/16  Ohio State 26-14 W
2/18  at Drake 32-5 W
* Virginia Duals (Hampton, Virginia)
1990 (12-4)
Don Briggs
11/29 Minnesota 23-15 W
12/9 at Iowa 39-7  L 
12/10 Missouri 35-8 W
1/2  vs. CS Chico 34-5 W
DUAL RESULTS
1/2 at Fresno State 22-10 W
1/3  at CS Bakersfield 23-16 W
1/4 at Cal Poly SLO 31-6 W
1/6  at CS Fullerton 20-15 W
1/13 Southern Illinois - E 33-15 W
1/19 at Oklahoma State 30-3  L
1/20 at Missouri State 39-6 W
2/1 Iowa State 20-14  L 
2/9 Eastern Illinois 40-4 W
2/10  at Nebraska 26-10  L 
2/16 Drake 30-8 W
2/21 Northern Illinois 35-7 W
1991 (16-5)
Don Briggs
11/28 vs. Minnesota 24-12 W
12/8 Iowa 34-11  L 
12/13 vs. Southwest Missouri St. 36-6 W
12/13  at Missouri 19-18 W
1/3 Purdue 26-10 W
1/4  at Iowa State 32-5  L 
1/11 vs. Ohio State *  21-14  L 
1/11 vs. Ithaca * 48-0 W
1/11 vs. Michigan * 22-15 W
1/12  vs. West Virginia * 23-16 W
1/12 vs. Iowa * 35-7  L 
1/12  vs. Nebraska * 24-20  L 
1/19 at Illinois 43-3 W
1/22 Nebraska 33-9 W
1/25 at Northern Illinois 47-2 W
1/26 at Eastern Illinois 36-9 W
1/26  vs. Illinois State 35-3 W
2/8 at Drake 26-9 W
2/10 Oklahoma State 21-16 W
2/15  Indiana 26-9 W
2/17 Wyoming 35-3 W
* National Duals (Hampton, Virginia)
1992 (11-4)
Don Briggs
12/13 at Iowa 35-4  L 
1/7 at Fresno State 31-15 W
1/7 vs. California (PA) 39-0 W
1/8 at CS Bakersfield 32-9 W
1/9 at CS Fullerton 32-6 W
1/17  Minnesota 21-16 W
1/28 Iowa State 32-5  L
2/1 Missouri 24-16 W
2/1  Easterm Illinois 37-3 W
2/5 Drake 32-5 W
2/5 Missouri State 43-2 W
2/8 Northern Illinois 51-0 W
2/8 Illinois State 45-5 W
2/16 at Purdue 21-17  L 
2/22 at Nebraska 19-17   L 
1993 (10-7)
Don Briggs
12/11 Iowa 31-9  L 
1/2 at Edinboro 27-7 W
1/4 at Clarion 29-9 W
1/5 at Bloomsburg 17-12 W
1/8 vs. Brown * 28-9 W
1/8 vs. Clemson * 21-19 W
1/9 vs. Wisconsin * 19-16 W
1/9 vs. Minnesota * 24-12  L 
1/16 Nebraska 28-7  L 
1/23 vs. Fresno State # 25-12  L 
1/23 vs. Oregon State # 20-18  L 
1/30 at Drake 31-9 W
1/30 at Iowa State 25-12  L 
2/7 vs. Northern Illinois 36-15 W
2/7 at Minnesota 27-16  L 
2/13 Purdue 19-18 W
2/14 CS Bakersfield  25-10 W
* Virginia Duals (2nd) (Hampton, Virginia)
# National Duals (Lincoln, Nebraska)
1994 (5-7)
Don Briggs
12/2 North Dakota State 37-10 W
12/11 at Iowa 30-8  L 
1/6 Nebraska-Omaha  22-16 W
1/12 Lehigh 25-16 W
1/14 Iowa State 18-16 W
1/16 at Mankato State 21-14 W
1/29 at Oklahoma State 41-6  L 
1/30 at Missouri State 18-17  L 
2/6 Minnesota 26-12  L
2/13 at Ohio State 25-15  L 
2/13 vs. Illinois 24-15  L 
2/19 at Nebraska 29-6  L 
1995 (4-11)
Don Briggs
12/1 at Minnesota 30-9  L 
12/9 Iowa 40-4  L 
1/6 at Nebraska-Omaha 26-12  L 
1/13 vs. Edinboro * 26-12  L 
1/13 vs. Virginia Military * 21-19 W
1/13 vs. Syracuse * 22-17 W
1/14 vs. Navy * 33-6  L 
1/14 vs. Pennsylvania * 29-6  L 
1/28 Wisconsin 35-7  L 
1/29 at Missouri 37-6  L 
2/5 at Iowa State 38-6  L 
2/5 vs. Northern Illinois 30-13 W
2/10 Nebraska 30-12   L 
2/12 at North Dakota State 21-19 W
2/18 Ohio State 22-17  L 
* Virginia Duals (Hampton, Virginia)
1996 (5-12)
Don Briggs
12/9 at Iowa 44-0  L 
1/5 James Madison 39-9 W
1/9 vs. Indiana 39-4  L 
1/9 at Edinboro 24-21  L 
1/11 at Pittsburgh 29-11  L 
1/20 NE Missouri State * 45-4 W
1/20 Nebraska-Omaha *  31-7 W
1/20 Indiana * 30-6  L 
1/25 at Wisconsin 39-4  L 
2/3 Missouri 27-12   L 
2/9 at Purdue 25-12  L 
2/9 vs. Eastern Illinois 33-9 W
2/11 Iowa State 34-7  L 
2/17 at Nebraska 31-6  L 
2/23 at Ohio 28-18 W
2/24 at Ohio State 38-6  L 
2/24 vs. Illinois 35-6  L 
* Northern Iowa Duals
1997 (7-8)
Don Briggs
1/7 at Georgia State 30-13 W
1/7 at UT-Chattanooga 34-12 W
1/10 vs. Cornell * 19-14  L 
1/10 vs. Lehigh * 23-16  L 
1/17 Ohio 22-18  L
1/18 Marquette # 28-18 W
1/18 Wyoming # 24-18 W
1/18 Ohio # 23-20 W
1/23 Wisconsin 24-13  L 
1/26 at Eastern Illinois 22-17 W
1/31 at Missouri 20-19 W
2/1 at Oklahoma 37-3  L 
2/16 Nebraska 23-21  L 
2/21 Ohio State 34-6  L 
2/23 at Iowa State 34-4  L 
* Virginia Duals (Hampton, Virginia)
# Northern Iowa Duals
1998 (5-9)
Mark Manning
12/13 at Indiana 18-16 W
1/2 Penn State 34-9  L 
1/8 at CS Bakersfield 30-16  L
1/9 vs. CS Fullerton 27-20 W
1/17 Marquette* 30-19 W
1/17 Wartburg* 24-16  L 
1/17 Northern Illinois* 25-22 W
1/23 at Wisconsin 25-20  L 
1/31 at Wyoming 25-21 W 
2/6 Missouri 23-14  L 
2/13 at Nebraska-Omaha 27-16  L 
2/14 at Nebraska 33-6   L 
2/17 at Northern Illinois 22-19  L 
2/22 Iowa State 32-3   L 
* Northern Iowa Duals
1999 (8-10)
Mark Manning
12/11 at Minnesota St.-Mankato 22-18  L 
12/16 Northwestern 31-11  L 
1/2 vs. Oregon State * 24-19  L 
1/2 vs. Wyoming * 30-10 W
1/2 vs. CS Bakersfield * 27-16  L 
1/8 vs. UT-Chattanooga # 28-11 W
1/8 vs. Illinois # 18-13  L 
1/9 vs. Lehigh # 24-13 W
1/9 vs. Rider # 22-16  L 
1/16 UW-Stevens Point    29-12 W
1/16 Eastern Illinois 31-10 W
1/29 Nebraska 21-15  L 
1/30 Marquette 34-21 W
2/5 at Missouri 29-12 W
2/12 at Minnesota 33-6  L
2/14 Northern Illinois 25-20 W
2/20 Nebraska-Omaha  24-17  L
2/21 at Iowa State 38-6  L 
* Lone Star Duals (Arlington, Texas)
# Virginia Duals (Hampton, Virginia)
2000 (10-5-2)
Mark Manning
11/26 Wisconsin 17-17  T
12/1 at Iowa 25-15   L 
12/10 Minnesota 27-6  L 
12/12 Ohio State 26-15 W
1/7 at Virginia * 35-10 W
1/7  vs. Pittsburgh * 25-12 W
1/8 vs. Michigan * 25-16 W
1/8 vs. Edinboro * 27-6  L 
1/14 at Purdue 24-14 W
1/22 at Marquette 33-13 W
1/28 at Nebraska-Omaha 33-6 W
1/29 at Nebraska 20-20  T
2/4 at Eastern Illinois 30-9 W
2/5 at Northern Illinois 32-6 W
2/11 at Oklahoma State 29-3  L
2/13 Missouri 31-2 W
2/20 Iowa State 33-8  L 
* Virginia Duals (Hampton, Virginia)
2001 (11-8)
Brad Penrith
11/26 at Minnesota 36-3  L 
12/8 at Wisconsin 20-19  L 
12/10 Iowa 32-16  L
21/3 Purdue 23-13 W
1/6 vs. Neosho CC * 43-6 W
1/6 vs. Northwestern * 31-9 W
1/6 vs. Fresno State * 25-10 W
1/6 vs. Oklahoma * 23-15  L 
1/13 at Ohio State 30-3  L 
1/14 vs. Binghamton # 48-6 W
1/14 Ashland # 31-21 W
1/14 vs. Cleveland State # 33-12 W
1/20 Wyoming 30-6 W
1/20 Marquette 46-4 W
1/27 Oklahoma State 31-9  L 
2/2 Nebraska 26-20  L 
2/4 Eastern Illinois 41-3 W
2/4 Northern Illinois 31-10 W
2/18 at Iowa State 29-15  L 
* Texas Duals (Arlington, Texas)
# Wendy’s Duals (Ashland, Ohio)
2002 (7-8)
Brad Penrith
11/21 Boise State 33-6 W
12/8 Wisconsin 26-12 W
12/14 at Iowa  27-10  L 
1/5 Oregon 26-16 W
1/6 at Iowa State 20-18  L 
1/12 at Northern Illinois 18-12 W
1/13 at Eastern Illinois 33-9 W
1/19 vs. Minnesota* 27-12  L 
1/19 vs. Fresno State* 20-17  L 
1/26 Wisconsin-La Crosse 36-6 W
2/1 at Oklahoma 31-6  L 
2/3 at Oklahoma State 30-6  L 
2/9 at Wyoming 24-9 W
2/10 at Air Force 17-17  L
 (Air Force wins by tiebreaker)
2/24 Iowa State  25-12  L 
* National Duals (Columbus, Ohio)
2003 (12-6)
Brad Penrith
11/30 Arizona State 17-16  L 
12/1 at Wisconsin 27-18  L 
12/13 Iowa (UNI-Dome) 30-7  L 
1/4 vs. Brown # 28-7 W
1/4 vs. Virginia # 25-12 W
1/4 vs. Cal Fullerton # 26-12 W
1/4 vs. #18 Missouri # 21-16 W
1/11 #25 Northern Illinois 21-15 W
1/18 vs. Oklahoma State * 28-10  L
1/18 vs. Missouri * 18-15 W
1/18 vs. Michigan * 26-14  L 
1/26 at #11 Iowa State 22-16 W
1/30 North Dakota State 31-6 W
2/1 #1 Oklahoma State 30-14  L 
2/8 Eastern Illinois 39-0 W
2/8 Wyoming 22-13 W
2/15 American 28-12 W
2/23 #25 Fresno State 35-3 W
# Texas Duals (Arlington, Texas)
* National Duals (Columbus, Ohio) 
2004 (10-6)
Brad Penrith
11/13 South Dakota State 32-9 W
11/29 Wisconsin 21-13  L
12/11 at Iowa 27-10  L 
12/12 UT-Chattanooga   22-16 W
1/3 at Fresno State 25-12 W
1/3 UC-Davis 24-13 W
1/9 at Eastern Illinois 44-3 W
1/10 at Northern Illinois 24-10 W
1/17 vs. Penn State * 31-9  L 
1/17 vs. Iowa State * 22-21 W
1/17 vs. Minnesota * 24-16  L 
1/24 Iowa State 19-16  L 
1/30 at Oklahoma State 31-7  L 
1/31 at Central Oklahoma 35-3 W
2/15 at Arizona State 17-16 W
2/21 Ohio State 22-18 W
*National Duals (Cleveland, Ohio)
2005 (8-7)
Brad Penrith 
11/27 at Wisconsin 20-14  L
12/9 Iowa (UNI-Dome) 23-13  L
12/12 vs. Minnesota 25-20  L
1/3 Tennessee-Chattanooga 22-16 W
1/8 Virginia Tech 32-10 W
1/8 Eastern Illinois 38-7 W
1/15 at Iowa State 25-16  L
1/22 vs. Hofstra * 22-14 W
1/22 vs. Lehigh* 33-3  L 
1/22 vs. Central Michigan* 21-18  L
1/28 Oklahoma State 30-6  L
2/6 Northern Illinois 23-17 W
2/10  at North Dakota State 31-12 W
2/11 at South Dakota State 34-3 W




12/2 #2 Minnesota 31-6  L
DUAL RESULTS
12/8 at #6 Iowa 25-11  L
12/10 #8 Wisconsin 19-16  L
12/17 at Old Dominion 34-6 W
12/18 at Virginia Tech 37-7 W
1/5 vs. Army 19-19  T
1/5 at #1 Oklahoma State 35-6  L
1/14 #6 Central Michigan * 23-9  L
1/14 #12 Cornell * 19-15  L
1/22 #9 Iowa State 24-15  L
1/28 at Chattanooga 19-18 W
2/4 vs. Eastern Illinois 38-15 W
2/4 vs. Wyoming 23-19  W
2/5 at Northern Illinois 16-16  T
2/13 Missouri 26-10  L
2/17 South Dakota State 36-9 W
2/18 Northern Colorado 36-9 W




11/21 Iowa (McLeod Center) 18-15  L
12/8 at Wisconsin 24-10   L
12/17 at Iowa State 38-3  L
1/7 Chattanooga 23-15  L
1/7 Oregon State 25-16  L 
1/13  Oklahoma State *  29-5  L 
1/13 UC Davis *  30-10 W
1/13 Hofstra * 25-9  L 
1/19 at Northern Colorado ^ 27-18 W
1/20 at Wyoming^ 24-16 W
1/27 Oklahoma State 35-6  L
2/3 Eastern Illinois 28-18 W
2/4 Old Dominion 20-16 W
2/4 Northern Illinois 17-17  T
2/9 at Missouri 36-13  L
2/16 at North Dakota State^ 31-9 W





12/8 Wisconsin 16-16  T
12/13 at Iowa 40-3  L 
12/16 Iowa State 29-10  L
1/6 vs. Chattanooga  21-16 W
1/12 Michigan* 30-6  L 
1/12 at Iowa State * 31-3  L 
1/18 Wyoming^ 40-0 W 
1/19 Northern Colorado^ 36-6 W
1/25 at Oklahoma State 33-0  L 
2/1 at Northern Illinois 24-13 W
2/10 South Dakota State^ 42-3 W
2/21 at Nebraska-Omaha 22-15 W





12/11 Iowa 30-12  L
12/13 vs. Wisconsin 36-9  L
12/20 at Old Dominion 25-15 W
12/21 at George Mason 28-15 W
1/3 vs. Buffalo 28-6 W
1/3 at Cleveland State 32-10 W
1/10 Ohio State * 32-12  L 
1/10 Michigan* 29-10  L 
1/16 at Northern Colorado ^ 28-13 W
1/17 at Air Force^ 42-0 W
1/25 Oklahoma State 31-3  L
1/30 Northern Illinois 34-6 W
2/6 at Iowa State 26-9  L
2/14 Chattanooga 18-12 W
2/21 at South Dakota State^ 33-3 W





11/14 vs. Eastern Michigan ! 22-12 W
11/14 vs. Purdue! 24-9  L
11/14 vs. Stanford ! 19-12  L
11/22 vs. Harvard @ 26-10 W
11/22 vs. Michigan State @ 18-13 W
11/22 vs. Rutgers @ 25-10  L
12/10 at Iowa 48-3  L 
12/12 Wisconsin 25-11  L
12/19 Iowa State 42-0  L 
1/9 Maryland # 25-9  L
1/9 Bloomsburg # 22-16 W
1/10 Boise State # 31-0  L 
1/22 Northern Colorado ^ 35-3 W
1/23 South Dakota State ^ 35-6 W
1/30 at Wyoming ^ 26-12  L 
1/30 vs. Utah Valley ^ 19-16  L 
2/4 at Oklahoma State 30-6  L 
2/6 vs. Appalachian State 30-9 W
2/6 at Chattanooga 16-15  L
2/12 Northern Illinois 36-0 W
2/14 vs. North Dakota State ^ 30-6 W
2/21 vs. Air Force ^ 24-15 W
! Northwestern Duals (Evanston, Illinois)
@ Sprawl and Brawl Duals (Binghamton, NY)
# National Duals (UNI-Dome)
^ Western Wrestling Conference
2011 (12-9)
Doug Schwab 
11/14 vs. McKendree ! 34-9 W
11/14 vs. UW-Parkside ! 34-6 W
11/14 vs. Northwestern ! 26-6  L 
11/20 Old Dominion 19-15 W
11/27 vs. Binghamton @ 18-15 W
11/27 vs. Maryland @ 19-16  L 
11/27 vs. Bloomsburg @ 18-14  L 
12/9 Iowa 39-0   L
12/11 at Wisconsin 25-14  L 
1/8 Missouri # 27-9  L
1/8 Ohio State # 20-19 W
1/8 Oklahoma State # 33-12  L
1/14 at North Dakota State ^ 21-19 W
1/15 at South Dakota State ^ 38-9 W
1/23 Nebraska 18-15  L 
1/28 Northern Illinois   23-15 W
2/4 at Iowa State 21-20  L 
2/11 vs. CS Bakersfield 28-10 W
2/11 at Northern Colorado^  32-6 W
2/13 at Air Force^        25-12 W 
2/20 Wyoming^        19-13 W
! Northwestern Duals (Evanston, Illinois)
@ Northeast Duals (Albany, New York)
# National Duals (UNI-Dome)
^ Western Wrestling Conference
2012 (8-7)
Doug Schwab 
11/26 vs. Central Michigan @  31-6  L 
11/26 vs. Maryland @ 37-6  L 
11/26 vs. Bucknell @  27-12 W
12/8 at Iowa  38-4  L
1/6 Northern Colorado ^  22-16 W
1/7 Air Force ^  33-12 W
1/13 Wisconsin  25-15 W
1/27 at Utah Valley ^ 24-18 W
1/29 at Wyoming ^  27-12  L 
2/3 Iowa State  19-17  L
2/5 North Dakota State ^ 22-18 W
2/5 South Dakota State ^ 25-12 W
2/12 vs. Virginia Tech # 20-17  L 
2/12 vs. Wisconsin #  30-15 W
2/19 at Nebraska  26-16  L 
@ Northeast Duals (Troy, New York)
^ Western Wrestling Conference
# National Duals
2013 (9-5 / Not a full MAC schedule)
Doug Schwab
11/24 at Wisconsin  24-13  L 
12/13 Ellsworth CC 46-9 W
1/5 Iowa Western CC 56-0 W
1/11 at Northern Colorado 40-6 W
1/13 at Air Force 19-18  L 
1/18 #13 Oklahoma 18-15 W
1/20 at S. Illinois-Edwardsville 48-0 W
1/20 vs. #21 Northwestern 21-13 W
1/27 #7 Missouri   27-9  L 
2/1 at South Dakota State 41-3 W
2/3 at North Dakota State 21-15 W
2/8 at Iowa State 23-12  L 
2/17 vs. Wisconsin # 24-15 W
2/17 vs. #1 Oklahoma State # 39-7  L 
# National Duals (Kent, Ohio)
 
2014 (13-0 / 8-0 MAC)
Doug Schwab
11/23 at Northern Illinois ^ 32-6 W 
11/23 vs North Dakota State 29-12 W
11/30 #24 Wisconsin 29-9 W
1/4 at Buffalo ^ 32-6 W
1/11 Central Michigan ^ 25-14 W
1/19 at #4 Oklahoma 19-17 W
1/27 #7 Missouri ^ 24-10 W
2/1 Ohio ^ 25-15 W
2/1 South Dakota State 29-12 W
2/8 #17 Iowa State 24-13 W 
2/9 Kent State ^ 19-18 W
2/16 #24 Purdue 21-12 W
2/23 at Old Dominion^ 21-19 W
^ Mid-American Conference 
2015 (8-8 / 5-3 MAC)
Doug Schwab
11/23 vs. Indiana Tech 44-0 W
11/23 at Purdue 21-15  L 
11/29 Iowa Central CC 38-6 W
12/21 vs. Duke * 21-16  L 
12/21 vs. Drexel * 24-14 W
12/21 #3 Cornell * 35-4  L 
1/4 Eastern Michigan ^ 24-15 W
1/9 Northern Illinois ^ 29-6 W
1/10 Buffalo ^ 37-0 W
1/16 #6 Virginia Tech 20-12  L 
1/25 at Central Michigan ^ 19-12  L 
1/31 at #3 Missouri ^ 33-6  L 
2/6 at Ohio^ 20-18  L
2/8 at Kent State ^ 21-16 W
2/15 at #8 Iowa State 24-12  L 
2/20 #21 Old Dominion ^ 18-16 W
* Grapple at the Garden (New York City)
^ Mid-American Conference
2016 (4-10 / 3-5 MAC)
Doug Schwab
11/15 vs. Hofstra * 39-3  W  
11/15 vs. #19 Oregon State * 23-12  L  
11/15 vs. #17 Rutgers * 28-10  L 
11/28 #9 Missouri ^ 24-19  L
1/6 at Eastern Michigan ^ 22-14  L 
1/8 at Northern Illinois ^ 24-12 W
1/15 at #12 Virginia Tech 19-15  L
1/17 at Old Dominion ^ 24-12 W
1/29 #21 Central Michigan ^ 22-11  L
1/31 Ohio ^ 18-17  L 
2/5 #16 Iowa State 18-16  L 
2/6 #19 Kent State ^ 22-13  L
2/13 at North Dakota State 22-15  L 
2/19 at Buffalo ^ 29-9 W
*Journeymen Duals
^ Mid-American Conference
2017 (11-3 / 8-0 MAC)
Doug Schwab
11/11 Nebraska at Kearney 43-0  W  
11/11 Utah Valley 24-12  W 
11/18 #6 Virginia Tech 27-10  L 
11/27 Old Dominion ^ 29-9  L
12/11 #16 Wisconsin 23-12  L 
1/8 Northern Illinois ^ 23-17 W
1/15 at #13 Central Michigan ^ 17-16 W
1/20 at Iowa State 20-12 W
1/22 Eastern Michigan ^ 35-4  L
1/27 at Ohio ^ 27-16 W 
1/29 at Kent State ^ 31-16 W 
2/5 #15 Oklahoma 27-13  L
2/10 Buffalo ^ 22-16 W
2/12 at #7 Missouri ^ 25-10 W
^ Mid-American Conference
2018 (6-5 / 3-2 Big 12) 
Doug Schwab
11/17 at #19 Cornell 30-10   L
11/19 North Dakota State ^ 21-19 W
12/18 North Carolina 17-16  W
1/12 vs. Kent State * 32-6 W
1/12 vs. Chattanooga * 33-7 W
1/13 vs. Arizona State * 24-16  L 
1/13 vs. Oklahoma ^* 25-9 W
1/21 at #15 South Dakota St.^* 22-16  L
2/3 at #5 Oklahoma State ^ 24-10  L
2/10 Iowa State ^ 31-7  W
2/17 #3 Missouri 23-9  L
^ Big 12 / * Virginia Duals (Hampton, Virginia)
2019 (7-5 / 7-1 Big 12) 
Doug Schwab
11/17 at Pittsburgh 21-19 L
11/18 at West Virginia^ 27-19 W
12/8 #8 Cornell 21-14  L
1/11 at South Dakota St.^ 30-10 W
1/12 #11 Nebraska 22-12  L
1/17  at #5 Missouri 29-12  L
1/20  Air Force^ 29-9  W
1/25  Northern Colorado^ 38-6  W
1/27 RV Oklahoma^ 28-9  W
2/1 at #2 Oklahoma State^ 24-9  L
2/9 at Utah Valley^ 29-12  W
2/21  #11 Iowa State  22-13  W
^ Big 12 
2020 (8-4 / 6-2 Big 12) 
Doug Schwab
11/17 at #21 Northwestern 24-20 L
11/24 #3 Nebraska 23-19 L
1/4 Utah Valley^ 32-12 W
1/10 South Dakota St.^ 25-13  L
1/12 #19 Missouri 20-13 W
1/17  at Northern Colorado^ 32-6  W
1/19  at Air Force^ 28-12  W
1/25 #8 Oklahoma State^ 19-15  W
2/1 at Oklahoma^ 25-13  W
2/14 West Virginia^ 36-6  W
2/16 at #19 Iowa State^ 18-16 L
2/20  at #12 Wisconsin  20-18  W





Alber, Josh  2016,17,18,19
Alitz, Leroy  1948
Allen, Clark  1971
Allen, Mike  1970
Allison, Vern  1972,73
Altman, Frank  1950
Anderson, Andrew      2006,07,08,09
Anderson, Marty  1986,87,88
Anson, Kyle 2007
Antone, Joe  1959
Archambault, Eldon  1945
Arends, Jesse  1931
Armey, Robert  1995,97,98
Arvold, Bruce  1981
Asche, Mike  1978





Bahr, Chris  1995,96,97,98
Bahr, Dennis  1964,66
Baima, Nick 2004,05,06,07
Baldridge, Josh 2008,09 
Balvanz, Jim  1977,78,79
Balvanz, Tim  1972,73,74
Banach, Riley        2011,12 
Barnett, Wes  1964,65
Barry, Dave  1946
Bartel, Jared             2014,15,16, 17
Bartels, Scott  1974
Barton, Ben  1995,96,97,98
Bauman, Dustin  2009,10
Beal, Ray  1957
Beale, Blayne                 2011,12,13
Beamer, Burt  1996,98,99
Bean, Clyde  1950,51,52
Becicka, Steve  1966
Beerman, Dan  1995
Beets, Jarion                   2008,09,10,11
Bellock, Skip  1968,69,70
Bennethum, Curt  1991,92
Bennett, Troy  1994,95
Bennett, Drew  2 0 2 0
Benning, Brian  1993
Benson, Rick  1975
Bentrim, Gary  1976,77,78
Berg, Greg  1990,91
Berger, Taylor  2015,16
Bigley, Ken  1996,97,98,99
Billerbeck, Mark  1975
Bird, Mike  1979
Biscoglia, Kyle  2 0 2 0
Bitetto, Chris 2003,04,05,06
Black, Dick  1949
Blaser, Gene  1956
Blasingame, Jim  1974,75,76
Blockhus, Michael  2 0 2 0
Boeck, Bob  1970,71,72
Boeding, Bill  1979
Bond, Jerry  1966,67,68
Bonin, David 2010,11,12,13
Bossard, Dave  1985
Boston, Dick  1967
Boudreaux, Chad  2000,01
Bowen, Keith  1941,42,43
Brantley, Christian              2009,10,11
Brainerd, Jim  1961,62
Breitbach, Dean  1940
Brewer, Dustin 2002
Briggs, Dick  1975,76,78
Brown, Eric 2001
Bruhl, Brad  1992,93
Bruhl, Elwyn  1973
Bueghly, Keith  1937
Bush, Russ  1946,47,49
Byrne, Jamie  1990,91,92,93
C
Cabell, Blaize       2013,14,15,16
Caldwell, Cody       2013,14,15,16
Camarata, August  1948
Cameron, Tom  1966
Ceilley, Bernie  1955
Chambers, Don  1969
Cheney, Ray  1937
Christensen, Craig  1975
Clark, Jim  1952
Claude, Steve  1972
Clemmensen, Harvey  1947
Clutter, Jeff  1985,86
Cobb, Dion  1980,81,82,84
Cole, Jerry  1966
Collopy, Lloyd  1949
Colon, Joe       2012,14
Cook, Dale  1952,55
Cook, Lowell  1951
Cordaro, Frank  1970,71,73
Cormaney, Al  1966
Cormaney, Wayne  1962,63,64
Cornally, Tom  1977
Corrigan, Don  1957
Coulter, Dave  1978
Crandall, Don  1966
Crees, Dave 1985,86
Cummings, Ryan  1995
Cunningham, Dave  1974,75,76,77
D
Davis, Chad 2003
Davis, Tony  1999,2000
Dawson, Larry  1972,73,74,75
DeBerg, Mark  1973
Deike, Dallas  1977
Delp, Barry  1980
Deutsch, Joe  1982
Deutsch, Todd  1984,87
Dilley, Clyde  1951,53
Dillon, Tim  1969
Dodd, Randy  1975
Dodd, Ronnie  1976
Dodge, Dave  1959,61
Dolly, Alex 2005,06,07,08,09
Donnelly, Bill  1982
Dotson, Bill  1961,62,63
Downs, Doug  1987,88,89
Draper, Mike  1979
Duff, Tim  1998
Duneman, Eldon  1974
Dunham, Dan  1961,62,63
Dunmire, Eric  2000,01
Dunning, Danny 2005,06,07,08
Dyrdahl, Phil  1980
E
Edwards, Chuck  1951
Engel, Rich  1964, 65, 66
Erickson, Dick  1974,75,77
Eriksen, Finn  1935
Ertl, Steve 2003
Etherington, Jesse         2015
Ettelson, Charlie 2007,08,09,10
Ettelson, C.J. 2005,06,07,08




Finn, Kevin  1978,79
Fitzgerald, Steven 2009,10,11
Flach, Nick  1998,99,2000
Flores, Caleb 2008,09,10,11 
Formanek, Dick  1955,56,57
Foster, Drew            2016, 17,18,19
Fox, Jim  1942
Fox, Joe  1961,62
Fox, Mark  1971,72,73
Freeman, Frank  1960,61,62
Fuglsang, Gregg  1991
G
Gallagher, Ken  1979,80,81,82
Garcia, Pat 2003,04
Garcia, Tom  1974,75
Garvin, Jon 2001,02,03,04
Gatto, Gus  1952,53,54,55
Gaul, Leighton  2015, 16 
Gerber, Arthur  1932
Geerts, Keaton  2 0 2 0
Gienger, Gerry  1957,58,59
Gilson, Ed  1965
Glaser, Noah  2 0 2 0
Goetsch, Colby 2006,07
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Gulick, Bruce  1967
Guyer, Jim  1967,68,69
H
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Hallman, Bob  1981,82,83,84
Hamilton, Pat  1988,89,90
Hansen, Kyle  1999,2000,01,02
Hansen, Roger  1954
Hanson, Lloyd  1964
Hanson, Tony  1987,88
Harmon, Jim  1952,53,58,59
Harmon, Maynard  1932
Harms, Gene  1959
Harrison, Jeff 2002,03,04,05
Harrison, John  1951
Hartle, Nate  1992,93
Hartle, Steve  1990,91,92,93
Hassel, Scott  1991,92,93
Hassman, Vernon  1941
Hatchett, Joe  1972
Hattlestad, Neil  1960
Hauan, Eric 2002,03,04,05
Hazen, Scott 2007,08,09,10
Heaton, Dick  1957,58
Helgeson, Chris 2003,04,05,06
Herber, Greg  1990,91
Herman, Ed  1977
Hodges, Jake          2015,16, 17
Hoemann, Steve  1963
Hoffman, Alec 2010,11
Hogan, Pat  1986,87,88,89
Holm, Jordan 2003
Holschlag, Jacob  2017,18, 20
Holschlag, Derek  2019, 20
Horton, Tom  1967,68
Huffman, Paul  1987,88,89,90
Hubbard, Tyler 2002
Hynek, Paul  2000,01,02,03
I
Igram, Cassim  1975,76
Isaacson, Roger 1940
Isley, Carter                                           2018, 19, 20
J
Jauch, Ryan 2010,11,12,13
Juach, Trevor      2016
Jensen, Dave  1961,62
Jensen, Delbert  1940
Jensen, Jarrett       2013,14,15
Jindrich, John  1941
Johnson, Hesston 2002,03,04
Johnson, Joe         2011,12
Johnson, Mark  1983
Jones, Bret  1997
Jones, Jerry  1956,60
K
Kahl, Kevin  1986,87,88,89
Keller, Dan  1973,74,75,76
Keller, Eric  1998,99
Kelly, Dan  2017,18
Kelly, Drew 2001,02,03
Kerker, Mike  1999
Kettman, Taylor         2012,13
Kiger, Dean  1965,66
Kinyon, Jim  1967,68
Kittleson, Trevor 2008,09,10,11
Kjeldgaard, Dan  1994,95,96,97
Kjeldgaard, Doug  1992,94
Klar, Luverne  1948,49,50
Knoll, Jeff 2005,06
Koenig, Bob  2000,01,02,03
Koenig, Tom 2001,02
Koethe, Jake      2016
Koll, Bill  1946,47,48
Koontz, Tony  1986
Kopriva, Leroy  1959
Kreimeyer, Paul  1982,83,84,85
Kriebs, John  1981,82,83,84
Krumwiede, Cody              2013,14,15,16
Kruse, Andrew 2004
Kurth, Kevin  1979,80
Kutz, Ryan  1995
L
Lane, Jerry  1958,60
Lappe, Todd  1988,89,90
Lawrence, Jamal 2009,1011
Lawrenz, Josh 2003,04,05
Lawrenz, Nate  1999,00,01,02
Lazor, Joey  2010,11,12,13,14
Leeman, Gerald  1946
Lembeck, Chris  1985,86,87,88,89
Leonard, Bob  1976,77
Leonard, Scott  1987
Lewallen, Jim  1965
Livingood, Brandon 2001
Llewellyn, Jay  1980,81,82,83,84
Llewellyn, Mike  1985,86,87,88
Loder, Ryan        2011,12,13,14
Loffredo, Fred  1953,54
Long, Dylan 2001,02,03,04
Lott, Dave  1980
Lovell, Alan  1989
Lujan, Taylor  2017,18,19, 20
Lundvall, Martin  1951
Luttrell, Larry  1979,80,81,82,83
Lux, Kyle                       2014,15,16
Lybbert, Gene  1950,51,51
M
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Maher, Dick  1959,60
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Martin, Duaine  1989,90
Martin, Larry  1973
Martin, Leon  1941,42,43
Mashek, Dan  1968,69
Massey, Keith  1985,87,88
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McCarron, Pat  1953
McClure, Bruce  1975,76,77
McCready, Mike  1970,71,72
McCrillis, Jim  1966
McNeil, Bill  1960,61
Meador, Mike  1970,71
Mehlin, Ron  1963
Melvin, Jeff  1975,76
Messerly, Larry  1966,67
Meyers, Gary  1974
Miller, Jim  1972,73,74,75
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Minto, Basil                           2014,15
Mitchell, Dallas 2007
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Monroe, Jim  1964,65
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Moore, Paden  2017,18,19
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Morris, Bob  1953
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Pero, Glenn  1997,98
Perrin, Adam      2016
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Pickerell, Nick 2008,11
Pickford, Pat  1985,86
Pike, Dave  1970,71,72,73
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Pippert, Shawn  1994
Pollard, Gary  1963,64
Poolman, Keith  1976,77,78,79
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Powers, Rich  1989,90,91,92
Prehm, Dave  1976,78,79
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Reiss, Lyle  1963
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Rhodes, Tyler 2006,07
Rial, Mark  1999,00,01
Robbins, Brett 2007,09,11
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Ruge, Grant 2007
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S
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Sanford, Jim  1960,61,62,63
Schipper, Jay  2019
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Schwab, Mark  1986,88,89,90
Schwab, Mike  1985,86,87,88
Schwarm, Jay  2017,18,19, 20
Senzee, Aaron              2011
Sharp, Bob  1955
Sharp, Patrick 2005
Shedek, Michael 2003,04,05
Shedenhelm, Chase  2017 
Shedenhelm, Izaak  2019
Shedenhelm, Kevin  1986
Shedenhelm, Kurt  1984,86,87,88
Showalter, Andy  1992,93,94
Shutt, Wayne  1966,67,68
Siddens, Bob  1948,49
Simon, John              2011
Skudlarczyk, Jack 2019, 20
Smith, Bill  1949,50,51
Smith, Jack  1959,60,61
Snyder, Ken  1973,74,75
Solon, Lindy  1951
Sondgeroth, Jeff  1986,87
Sondgeroth, Lew  1984,85
Sothmann, Mark  1969,70
Spangler, Kent  1967
Sperry, Dan  1994
Sproles, Efonda  1980,81,82
Steffensmeier, Gary  1989,90,91,92
Steiert, Bryce                       2016,17,19, 20
Steinkamp, Dave  1966,67
Stender, Sean 2002,03,04,05
Stephens, Joe  1996
Sterner, Wes  1953
Stevens, Bob  1961,62
Stoeker, Fred  1950
Stolz, Brad  1968,69
Straw Larry  1965
Swafford, Justin 2006,07,08
Sweeting, Tony  1999 
 
T
Tgiros, Sonny  1955
Thomsen, Max  2017,18,19, 2020
Trautman, Bob  1964,66
Tredway, Doug  1980,81,82
Turner, Hal  1976,77
Tyree, Burke  1991,92,93
V
Vaughan, Tim  1981
VanOosbree, Mike  1981
VanVoorhis, Boyd  1959
Vovos, John  1957,58
W
Wachenheim, Lee  1951
Waddell, Drew  1981
Wagner, Jack   2018, 2020
Washington, Trent 2009,10
Waters, Arland  1958,59
Watts, Tracy  1993
Weatherman, Jeff  1984,85,86,87
Weber, Keith  1997,99,00,01
Weber, Kevin  1999
Wedeking, Kevin  1980,82
Wedgbury, Jason  1993,95,96
Weick, Bill  1951,52,55
Weisinger, Bruce  1981,82
Welter, Clay                 2012
Wessely, Tony  1979,80
Whisler, Mike 2007
White, Greg  1987,89,90
Whorton, Roger  1966
Wieland, Tony  1996,97,99,00
Wilkinson, Steve  1977
Willers,Tyler                   2015,16, 17
Williams, Dave  1990
Williams, Wendell  1962
Wilson, Don  1961,62
Wilson, Joe  1969
Wingert, Mike  1964,65
Wise, Lee  1964,65
Witte, Zach                     2014,15,16
Woodall, Mike  1977,78,79
Wolf, Brice                    2011
Wolfensperger, Gunnar                                    2014,15,16




Yoder, Ross  1981
Youel, Josh  1980,81
Young, Clint  1969,70,71
Young, Keith  1949,50,51
Young, Terrance  2010,11
Z
Zemple, Cole 2009
Zelinski, John  1997
Zinnel, Curt                                   2006,07
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Assistant Athletics Director /  
Athletic Communications / Wrestling Contact
Jerek Wolcott
• Office  (319) 273-5456
• Cell (406) 422-7581
• Email                  jerek.wolcott@uni.edu
Assistant Director Athletics Communications
Nick Harvey.......................... Assistant Director
             men’s basketball, volleyball, softball, golf
• Office  (319) 273-3642
• Email  nick.harvey@uni.edu
Online Coverage
The best around-the-clock coverage of UNI 
wrestling is provided on the UNI athletics website, 
UNIPanthers.com.
For those fans not able to get to Cedar Falls on a 
regular basis, you can buy UNI athletics merchandise 
and tickets online as well.
Press Conferences - Media Only
UNI head wrestling coach Doug Schwab or 
a member of his staff will be in attendance at 
the weekly press conference held each Monday 
beginning at noon in the Alumni Suite located in the 
McLeod Center. For 2021, press conferences will be 
conducted via zoom. Contact jerek.wolcott@uni.edu 
for a zoom link. 
Credentials
All requests for credentials should be made at 
least 48-hours in advance.  Credentials are left at 
the ticket gate after doors open. Complimentary 
passes will not be available to the media. Only 
working press will be assigned seats on press row. 
Those media representatives wishing to purchase 
tickets are urged to contact the McLeod ticket office 
at (319) 273-4849.
Parking
There is no assigned media parking at the West 
Gym. Parking is on a first-come, first-served basis. 
Interviews
All interviews must be arranged through the 
Athletics Communications Office. 
Contact Jerek Wolcott at jerek.wolcott@uni.
edu.  No interviews will be granted on the day of the 
match, with exception of post-match interviews.
Head coach Doug Schwab will be available  
for interviews at the weekly press conference or  
by request. 
Twitter
@UNI_wrestling
@UNIAthletics
@schwabwrestling
Instagram: UNIAthletics
Snapchat: UNIAthletics
YouTube: UNI Athletics
Facebook: University-of-Northern-Iowa-Wrestling
COVERING THE PANTHERS
